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Abstract 

 

The Relative Impact of Within-Class  

Model Misspecifications on Enumeration Accuracy in  

Latent Profile and Factor Mixture Models 

 

Rose Eleanore Stafford, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2019 

 

Supervisor:  Tiffany A. Whittaker 

 

 Latent profile analysis (LPA) and factor mixture modeling (FMM) are frequently 

used approaches to detecting latent classes, which compare several models that differ in 

the number of classes estimated. Numerous enumeration criteria are used to aid in this 

decision-making process, but research concerning their performance has focused on their 

ability to select the true model when all estimated models being compared have a correctly 

specified model structure (Henson et al., 2007; Lubke & Muthén, 2007; Nylund et al., 

2007; Peugh & Fan, 2013). Previous research (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Lubke and Neale, 

2006) has demonstrated that overestimating class number is likely when data that is partly 

explained by a continuous latent factor in the population (e.g., FMM) is only fit to LPA 

models. However, no research has determined whether such an enumeration bias is present 

when LPA data are fit to models that include a continuous latent factor in addition to the 

categorical class factor (i.e., FMM). This simulation study was designed to assess the 

impact of misspecifications of the within-class factor structure on the accuracy of FMM 

and LPA in identifying the true number of classes present in the data. Enumeration 
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accuracy under FMM and LPA estimation was compared across several enumeration 

indices, including information criteria (AIC, AICc, BIC, and nBIC), classification-based 

indices (entropy and ICL-BIC), and enumeration-specific LRTs (LMR, aLMR, and 

BLRT). Data were generated according to each mixture model structure, varying across 

two levels of true class number (K), class separation (MD), class mixing proportions (π), 

and sample size (N). Each dataset was fit to both FMM and LPA models that had a correct 

within-class model specification, as well as FMM and LPA models with a misspecified 

within-class factor structure due to either mistakenly omitting or including a continuous 

latent factor. The results of this study suggest that enumeration is more greatly affected in 

LPA than in FMM when the within-class model is misspecified. LPA estimation produced 

lower enumeration accuracy rates than FMM estimation, regardless of whether the data’s 

true structure was FMM or LPA. Information criteria, particularly the nBIC, were the most 

likely to correctly identify K classes, though FMM estimation was generally necessary to 

achieve high enumeration accuracy (i.e., > 95%). The LRTs were sensitive to within-class 

model misspecifications and the classification-based indices had low enumeration 

accuracy across conditions. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

 

Latent profile analysis (LPA) and factor mixture modeling (FMM) are two 

approaches to mixture modeling, which are designed to discover unobservable groups, or 

latent classes, in the population. The number of classes, k, is specified by the researcher 

and the proportions of members in each class is estimated by the model. These class 

proportions determine the relative mixing of the k components in the mixture distribution. 

LPA and FMM are similar in their modeling of mixture proportions but differ in their 

within-class model structure that is imposed on the k components, which is referred to as 

the within-class component of each of their full models. LPA models assume that the 

association between observations in the population are fully accounted for by the latent 

classes, or more specifically the between-class mean differences (Sterba, 2013). FMM is 

an extension of LPA that relaxes the local independence assumption by incorporating one 

or more underlying continuous factors into the model (Pastor & Gagne, 2013).  

Models specifying the incorrect number of classes are considered to have a 

misspecified between-class model. Researchers typically estimate models with varying 

numbers of classes to determine which model is the best interpretation of the true structure 

by reviewing multiple enumeration indices. The process of deciding on the number of 

latent classes is called enumeration. Models may also have misspecified within-class 

models by imposing the wrong structure within-classes. One example of within-class 

misspecifications is the restricting observations to be completely uncorrelated within-class, 

as is the case in LPA, when in truth there are relationships between indicators that would 

be best modeled with a continuous latent factor structure, as in FMM. Alternatively, the 

within-class model could be misspecified by modeling a latent factor structure within-
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classes when all individual variability is truly due to the presence of latent classes. Both 

types of misspecifications will impact the fit of the model and have the potential of causing 

an enumeration error.  

Simulation studies have demonstrated that enumeration errors are quite common 

and impacted by the degree of within-class model misspecification (Bauer & Curran, 

2004). LPA and FMM are both common procedures for determining latent class mean 

differences, though researchers often only consider one type of mixture model and focus 

on determining the number of classes rather than correct specification of the within-class 

model (Henson et al., 2007; Lubke & Muthén, 2007; Nylund et al., 2007; Peugh & Fan, 

2013). However, within-class misspecifications decrease the likelihood of correctly 

detecting the number of latent classes.  

Lubke and Neale (2006) conducted one of the only simulation studies that fit both 

FMM and LPA models to the same datasets and found that when only LPA models were 

considered, it was likely that the enumeration indices would select a model with too many 

classes. It has been suggested that the reverse may also be true, such that when data that is 

truly LPA is enumerated using FMM estimation, the number of latent classes may be 

underestimated due to the continuous latent factor accounting for variance shared between 

observations due to the presence of latent classes in the population. However, the impact 

of LPA estimation on enumeration of FMM data has not been previously studied. 

Furthermore, Lubke and Neale (2006) did not provide enumeration accuracy rates for LPA 

model fittings to FMM data. Steinley and Brusco (2011b) have suggested that the 

enumeration accuracy of LPA models may be increased by including a continuous latent 

variable, thereby making it an FMM. This study seeks to provide the first direct comparison 

of enumeration accuracy in these methods. 
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The effects of within-class misspecifications have not been fully addressed by 

previous research and the implications of estimating LPA data with FMM, or FMM data 

with LPA models, are unknown. The relative enumeration accuracy in each of these 

scenarios needs further investigation, as well as enumeration accuracy of each mixture 

modeling approach when the within-class factor structure is misspecified. Given that these 

are both commonly used, yet alternative, approaches to latent class detection, one may have 

superior performance and be a better method for enumeration. 

This study will examine the ability of LPA and FMM to identify the model with 

the correct number of latent classes when the estimated model is either correctly specified 

(i.e., LPA data estimated by LPA, FMM data estimated by FMM) or misspecified within-

class models (i.e., LPA used with FMM data, and vice versa). Several enumeration criteria 

(AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, entropy, ICL-BIC, LMR, aLMR, and BLRT) will be evaluated 

for each model comparison and LPA and FMM enumeration accuracy rates will be 

calculated for each index. This study will manipulate several factors to determine their 

influence on the performance of LPA and FMM and enumeration indices, including sample 

size (N = 480, N = 960), number class number (K = 2, K = 3), class proportions (equal or 

unequal), and class separation (Mahalanobis distance = 1 or 2). The following sections will 

review the commonality and differences between LPA and FMM estimation. Enumeration 

indices will also be introduced, followed by a review of their enumeration performance in 

previous research. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

MEASURING POPULATION HETEROGENEITY 

The majority of statistical analyses rely on the assumption that the sample is from 

a homogeneous population (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Yung, 1997). A homogeneous 

population is made up of individuals whose observed scores belong to a common 

multivariate normal distribution in which the structural relationships between variables 

hold across all individuals (Bauer & Curran, 2004). Of course, this assumption is frequently 

not met in the samples used in social science research, meaning that the sample of 

individuals may represent a heterogeneous population. A heterogeneous population 

consists of individuals from two or more subpopulations, which is a general term used for 

groups (i.e., clusters) of individuals with distinct distributions within a heterogeneous 

population (Lubke & Muthén, 2005).  

Population heterogeneity may be observable or unobservable. Observed 

heterogeneity indicates that the subpopulations can be defined on an observed variable, 

such as gender or academic grade (Lubke & Muthén, 2005; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). If the 

subpopulations are directly observable, then they are referred to as groups. Group 

comparisons are often of interest in social science research, though the subpopulations 

being compared are usually observed, such as when comparing experimental and control 

groups or males and females. Observable subpopulations (groups) can be analyzed using 

commonly used analytic techniques, such as analysis of variance (ANOVA), multivariate 

analysis of variance (MANOVA), and multi-group common factor analysis (MG-CFA). 

For example, students may be given a survey containing a collection of items assessing 

their social skills ability. Researchers may be interested in whether there are gender 
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differences on the social skills survey. Gender is an observable variable, meaning that these 

subpopulations, and heterogeneity, are observable. Gender groups are defined, and the 

results of the survey can be analyzed using group comparison statistical methods. 

While group differences are usually of interest, researchers often encounter the 

challenging task of examining data from a heterogeneous population in which sources of 

heterogeneity are not directly measured and there is no prior knowledge of subpopulation 

membership. Unobservable subpopulations are referred to as latent classes. Using the 

previous example, the sample of students could also have unobserved population 

heterogeneity on the social skills survey. Analyses may reveal that there are two distinct 

subpopulations of students – the majority of which appear to have average and above-

average social skills and a smaller cluster of students with poor social skills. These social 

skill groups were not identified through another directly observed variable, but were 

inferred from the social skills survey scores. 

Though these subpopulations may not be directly observable, a variety of analytic 

methods have been developed to identify unobservable groups of participants. One 

increasingly popular technique for investigating unobserved population heterogeneity is 

latent variable mixture modeling (referred to as simply mixture modeling from this point 

forward). Mixture modeling is a statistical method that identifies unobserved 

subpopulations of participants through similarities in their responses to a collection of 

observed variables (Muthén, 2004; Muthén, 2008). This technique is helpful for 

researchers who seek to identify substantively meaningful groups of people in large and 

potentially heterogeneous populations (Nylund, Asparouhov, & Muthén, 2007; Tein, Coxe, 

& Cham, 2013). In the context of this paper, mixture modeling is a branch of latent variable 

modeling, which is a commonly used statistical technique that allows researchers to define 

and measure a latent construct through observable indicators (Lubke & Muthén, 2005). By 
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relaxing the assumption that the sample is from a homogenous population, mixture models 

are designed to handle data from a heterogeneous population in which each subpopulation 

potentially has distinct distributional parameters (McLachlan & Peel, 2000). 

There are a variety of models within the latent variable mixture modeling family, 

but all models have in common the inclusion of a latent class factor in their specification 

(Pastor & Gagne, 2013). The latent class factor is a categorical latent variable with a 

number of categories equal to the number of latent classes. The probability of membership 

to each latent class for each individual is determined in the model estimation process. These 

probabilities can then be used to classify individuals, with each being classified to the 

subpopulation that they have the greatest probability of being a member. The number of 

classes is not identified automatically and must be specified a priori. It is up to the 

researcher to identify the number of classes that make the most sense given indices of 

overall fit and clarity of group separation. The process of extracting and identifying the 

correct number of K classes is called enumeration. Correctly identifying the correct number 

of classes is necessary for accurately modeling population heterogeneity, making 

enumeration one of the most pressing topics in mixture modeling. In order to find the best 

fitting class solution, the researcher must examine multiple models that specify different 

numbers of latent classes. These models can be compared using a number of different 

enumeration indices, though research has not provided clear findings of which enumeration 

indices can be trusted and what conditional factors impact their ability to correctly identify 

the correct number of classes. Enumeration will be discussed in detail in a later section. 

Mixture models assume that the model parameters of interest differ across latent 

classes, with the aim of identifying a model that minimizes within-class homogeneity and 

maximizes the across-class heterogeneity (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2006). The most basic 

mixture model would analyze a single univariate outcome to determine whether it is 
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comprised of latent classes that are distinguished by differing means and perhaps variances 

(Pastor & Gagné, 2013). Typically, more advanced mixture model applications are used, 

which assess multivariate datasets to determine whether there are distinct subpopulations 

with differing multivariate normal distributions, distinguished by their mean vectors and/or 

covariance matrices (Pastor & Gagné, 2013). As will be discussed, mixture models can 

also be incorporated into other latent variable models, such as the common factor model 

and the latent growth curve model, which allows researchers to analyze whether other 

model parameters, such as factor loadings and growth rates, differ depending on class 

membership. 

 

LATENT VARIABLE MIXTURE MODEL VARIATIONS 

Mixture models can be applied to observed indicators that are all categorical, all 

continuous, or a combination of the two, as well as to both cross-sectional and longitudinal 

data. A variety of mixture modeling techniques have been developed to handle different 

data types and answer different research questions. The simplest mixture model identifies 

classes of a study population using a single categorical latent variable which is modeled as 

the explanatory variable for a set of observed indicators (Pastor & Gagné, 2013). These 

models, which posit that the relationships between a set of observed indicators are due to 

the latent class factor, are referred to as latent class models. The idea of this latent class 

model was introduced by Lazarsfeld (1950) using dichotomous variables, which he 

labelled as a latent structure model. Gibson (1951) proposed an alternate method of 

estimating the latent class parameters with dichotomous indicators and later extended this 

to continuous observed variables, which he referred to as the latent profile model (Gibson, 

1959). These formulations were later shown to lead to inconsistent parameter estimates by 
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Lazarsfeld and Henry (1968), who are often credited with the current development of latent 

class and latent profile models (Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2002). Goodman (1974) was 

the first to develop the more general latent class models that are used today, which 

simplified the method of obtaining maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters 

and increased the practicality of using latent class models in applied research. Goodman’s 

more general framework allowed for both continuous and categorical indicator variables, 

the inclusion of multiple latent factors, and model parameter constraints (Hagenaars & 

McCutcheon, 2002). 

Throughout the 1980s, researchers began to refer to latent structure modeling as 

latent class modeling, still distinguishing models that used categorical indicators from 

those that used continuous indicators. Mixture modeling software, such as Mplus (Muthén 

& Muthén, 1998-2017), now has the capability of using a combination of categorical and 

continuous observed variables. This increase in the flexibility of model specifications has 

likely been a motivating factor for researchers attempting to establish a unifying name that 

encompasses all models that measure latent classes with a single categorical factor. Many 

researchers continue to use the traditional titles – reserving the title latent class analysis 

(LCA) for models which use categorical observed indicators and latent profile analysis 

(LPA) for those which use continuous indicators. However, there is a growing trend of 

exclusively using the title LCA, regardless of the measurement scale of the observed 

indicators (e.g., Morgan, 2015; Nylund et al., 2007; Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). 

Nonetheless, the term LPA remains prevalently used when continuous indicators are used. 

As such, the term LPA will be used in the present study when referring to models with 

continuous indicators and to distinguish it from LCA models using categorical indicators. 
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LPA models are the most frequently used mixture models by applied researchers, 

and, likewise, have been the focus of the majority of mixture model-related simulation 

research. LPA identifies and measures a categorical latent class variable using responses 

to a set of observed variables. The relationships between indicators is fully explained by 

the latent class factor, meaning the factor serves as an explanatory variable in this model. 

The goal of LPA is to correctly categorize people into meaningful and interpretable 

subpopulations using the observed responses and to determine which observed variables 

are the best at distinguishing between classes (Nylund et al., 2007). 

The factor mixture model (FMM) is an extension of the latent profile model that 

includes a factor structure for the observed indicators as in common factor analysis (Lubke 

& Muthén, 2005, 2007; Nylund et al., 2007; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). They include both 

categorical and continuous factors – a single latent categorical variable representing class 

membership and one or more continuous latent variables representing the factor structure 

of the observed items. Therefore, these models identify latent groups while also taking into 

account the factor structure of the items due to their relationships over and above those due 

to population heterogeneity. FMMs are most commonly used to identify latent classes and 

determine the difference in continuous latent factor means of each class, though they can 

also be used to investigate whether other factor parameters, such as factor loadings, vary 

across classes. The combination of latent categorical and latent continuous factors has led 

to these models being described as latent variable hybrid models (Muthén, 2006, 2008; 

Pastor & Gagne, 2013) and mixture CFA models (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). The 

present study will refer to these models with the most frequently used label for this model, 

factor mixture model (FMM) or factor mixture analysis (Lubke & Muthén, 2005; Muthén 

& Shedden, 1999; Yung, 1997). Although this dissertation will only use FMMs with 

continuous observed variables, factor mixture models can incorporate response variables 
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with a wide variety of measurement scales (e.g., unordered categorical, continuous, ordinal, 

count, etc.). The focus of this study is the comparison of LPA and FMM models in their 

ability to correctly identify latent classes. Of particular interest is the impact of model 

misspecification due to falsely assuming the lack or presence of a factor structure 

underlying the observed variables along with the categorical latent class factor. 

 

THEORETICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LATENT VARIABLE MODELS 

The mixture models of focus in this research (LPA and FMM) are latent variable 

models. Latent variable modeling is a statistical technique that allows researchers to define 

and measure constructs or theoretical concepts that are not directly measurable. Observed 

variables provide information about these unobservable traits and phenomena so that they 

can be measured as latent factors (Lubke & Muthén, 2005). This class of models is 

commonly used in the social sciences to identify and study hypothesized relationships 

between a smaller set of underlying latent variables based on the means, variances, and 

covariances of a larger set of observable indicators (Heck & Thomas, 2009; Ryu & West, 

2009). Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA; (Jöreskog, 1969), which uses the theories of the 

common factor model (Thurstone, 1947), is the foundation of latent variable modeling and 

is closely related to the mixture models of focus in this study. This section will review the 

concepts and general assumptions of CFA, LPA, and FMM to highlight their similarities 

and differences. The succeeding section will present the model specifications for these 

three different models and their associated mathematical assumptions. 
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis  

CFA is founded on the assumption that the correlations between a set of observed 

variables can be explained by their shared relationship with one or more continuous latent 

variables. Figure 1a presents a simplistic CFA model with four indicators (y1-y4) and a 

single latent factor (F). As seen in Figure 1a, the latent variable has a direct effect on the 

observed indicator variables, meaning that the latent factor is modeled as the cause of the 

observed scores on the set of outcomes. While this example has only a single latent factor 

(F), CFA allows for multiple latent factors, with each indicator usually measuring a single 

latent factor (i.e., no cross-loading indicators), though more complex factor structures are 

permitted. Therefore, a CFA model is essentially a linear regression model in which 

observed variables are regressed on latent factors. CFA traditionally assumes that the 

sample of participants’ responses to the observed variables were drawn from a multivariate 

normally-distributed population and that the observed variables are linearly related to its 

respective factor. This means that the distributions of participant responses can be 

described with a single mean and variance (Pastor & Gagne, 2013). 

 

Figure 1. a. Confirmatory factor analysis model, 1b. Latent profile analysis model,  

1c. Factor mixture model. F = continuous latent factor. C = latent class factor. 
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CFA also traditionally follows the assumption of conditional or local independence, 

which states that observed responses are independent of one another after accounting for 

the latent factor. This property is what allows the latent factor to be the cause of 

associations between observed measures. Because the latent factor is theorized to be the 

only reason that variables are correlated, if the effect of the latent factor was removed, then 

the intercorrelations between observed variables would be zero (Brown, 2006). In order to 

achieve this property, the variance of each observed variable in a set of indicators is 

separated into common variance and unique variance. Common variance is variability due 

to the latent factor (Brown, 2006). This is estimated from the covariation between 

indicators, whose respective relationship is explained by their measurement of the same 

underlying factor (Bollen, Tueller, & Oberski, 2013). Unique variance (i.e., residual 

variance) is a combination of specific factor variance and individual measurement error 

(i.e., residual) variance. The assumption of local independence can be relaxed by allowing 

measurement errors to covary in a model, ultimately indicating that items are still related 

above and beyond what is explained by the factor. 

CFA Model Specification 

The CFA model expresses observed scores as a linear function of one or more latent 

factors and individual measurement error. The CFA defines the responses of an individual 

i to J (j = 1, …, J) indicator variables as: 

 i i i= + +y ν Λη ε , (1) 

 

and 

 i i= +η α ζ , (2) 
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where yi is a J × 1 vector of observed variables for individual i, ν is a J × 1 vector of 

intercepts associated with the observed variables,  is a J × L matrix of factor loadings for 

L latent variables, i is an L × 1 vector of continuous latent factor scores for individual i, i 

is a L × 1 vector of residual errors (representing unique variances in y for individual i), α 

is a L × 1 vector of factor intercepts or means, and ζi is a J × 1 vector of factor disturbances 

or residuals. The parameters i and i are random, meaning that they can vary across 

individuals, while v and  are fixed to be constant. It is assumed for the vectors of outcome 

residuals, i, and factor residuals, ζi, that: 

 (0, )i Nε Θ , (3) 

 

and 

 

 (0, )i Nζ Ψ , (4) 

 

meaning that i is normally distributed with a mean of 0 and variance Θ, which is a J × J 

covariance matrix of residual (i.e., unique) errors, and ζi is normally distributed with a 

mean of zero and variance , which is an L × L variance-covariance matrix of factor 

disturbances or residuals. The common factor model assumes that the residual errors and 

factors are independent or uncorrelated.  

The population model for the J × J covariance matrix of observed variables, , can 

be represented by:  

 = +Σ ΛΨΛ Θ , (5) 

where  is the J × L matrix of factor loadings,  is the L × L factor covariance matrix, and 

 is the J × J covariance matrix of residual errors. Therefore, the estimated parameters in 

the general CFA model are ν, α, , , and . The local independence assumption of CFA 
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is established by constraining  to be a diagonal matrix, meaning that the covariances 

between residual errors are fixed at zero. Therefore, the covariances between observed 

variables (i.e., the off-diagonal of Σ) are attributed solely to their relationship with a 

common factor, while observed variable variances (the diagonal of Σ) are partitioned into 

common factor variance and residual variance.     

Latent Profile Model 

LPA was explicitly created as an alternative to the common factor model and there 

are important differences in the estimation and purpose of the latent variable in latent 

profile models (Bauer & Curran, 2004). The common factor model implicitly assumes that 

the data are representative of a single homogenous population, meaning that it is not 

possible to compare unknown groups (Lubke & Muthén, 2005; Raykov & Marcoulides, 

2008). In contrast, identifying and measuring these subpopulations is the focus of LPA. 

The primary difference between the two models is that the common factor model is 

designed to cluster items, while the purpose of the latent profile model is to cluster 

participants (Lubke & Muthén, 2005). As shown in Figure 1b, the LPA model appears 

identical to the CFA model with the exception that a single latent categorical factor (C) is 

the explanatory variable rather than one or multiple continuous latent factor(s) (Pastor & 

Gagne, 2013). LPA assumes that all relationships between observed variables are fully 

explained by the categorical latent class factor. Class membership, and the resultant mean 

differences between classes on observed variables, is the only source of covariance among 

the observed variables.  

LPA assumes that the data sample is a mixture of underlying probability 

distributions and that each individual belongs to one of K latent classes (Vermunt & 

Magidson, 2002). The relationships between observed responses are due to their 
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relationship with the latent class factor, C, as depicted in Figure 1b (Nylund et al., 2007). 

The number of categories of the latent class factor is equal to the number of subpopulations 

being represented in the sample. The number of classes is specified a priori by the 

researcher, who will fit multiple models varying in the number of categories specified for 

the class factor in order to determine which model provides the best fitting and interpretable 

measurement of the data. 

LPA uses a different explanation for correlations observed between a set of 

measures than CFA. While CFA theorizes that the direct effect of a common continuous 

latent construct is responsible for shared variability among observed measures, LPA posits 

that these intercorrelations signify the presence of multiple unobservable subpopulations. 

These discrete groups are each characterized by having distinct mean levels of the observed 

variables, meaning the membership of individuals is estimated by similarities in their 

scores (Bauer & Curran, 2004). The classes identified may differ quantitatively (e.g., high-

achieving and low-achieving students on a math assessment) or qualitatively (e.g., 

hyperactive and impulsive ADHD subtypes) (Lubke & Muthén, 2005). 

For example, a single factor CFA model could be fitted to data with responses to a 

set of questions designed to assess math learning difficulties, suggesting that a single 

continuous latent factor underlies the measured variables and is labeled as math learning 

disability by a researcher (though multiple factors could also be hypothesized). Every 

individual will have a calculable score on the latent factor, which represents where they lie 

on the spectrum of math learning disability in respect to other individuals in the sample. 

Alternatively, the researcher may theorize that it would be more appropriate to identify 

groups of people with specific types of math learning disabilities using the same set of 

questions. The researcher may find that a three-class model is the best fitting and most 

interpretable model. The researcher may see that classes are differentiated by the means of 
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specific item types varying across the classes. For instance, one class may have performed 

poorly on questions assessing procedural ability, another class performed poorly on items 

relying on semantic memory, and the third performed poorly with visuospatial ability 

questions. The researcher would then label the categories of the factor as representing three 

distinct math difficulties – procedure, semantic memory, and visuospatial. Therefore, 

rather than receiving a single factor score, the LP model would categorize students with a 

math disability into one of these specific subtypes. This type of analysis can help identify 

what characteristics differentiate between these subtypes and can be used to classify 

individuals in the future so that students can receive specialized treatment and instruction 

based on their subtype. 

LPA, like CFA, follows the assumption of conditional independence, which states 

that participant responses are independent of one another after controlling for the latent 

class variable. In other words, observed variable responses are completely uncorrelated 

with one another within each class (Clogg, 1995; McCutcheon, 1987; Nylund et al., 2007). 

 Both CFA and LPA have the option to partially relax the restriction of conditional 

independence and allow the indicator residuals to be correlated with one another (e.g., 

Uebersax, 1999; Vermunt & Magidson, 2002). This is typically done when a researcher 

decides to employ an exploratory approach to model specification and allow relationships 

between pairs of item residuals in order to improve the fit of the model. However, this 

complicates the interpretation of the latent classes in LPA and opposes the position that the 

estimated model is an accurate portrayal of subgroups present in the population. Therefore, 

such decisions should be thoughtfully and carefully made with reliance on a priori 

knowledge of the construct being measured. 
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As described by Sterba (2013), mixture models can each be separated into a within-

class model and a between-class model. The within-class model expresses observed scores 

of individuals conditional on their membership to a specific class k. The between-class 

model defines the likelihood that individuals are members of each class. Together, these 

components generate a combined model, which defines the likelihood of an individual’s 

observed scores as a marginal density across classes (Sterba, 2013). The between-class 

parameterizations of LPA and FMM will be discussed in a later section. The within-class 

models of LPA and FMM are formulated as a common factor model and are presented here 

to show their equivalence to the previously discussed CFA model. 

LPA Within-Class Model Specification 

The within-class model defines observed responses as a function of class 

membership, meaning that estimation is dependent on the assumption that each individual 

is a member of a specific class. Outcomes are assumed to be univariately normally 

distributed within-class, with a mean of μk and a spread of σk
2 (Sterba, 2013). As described 

by Sterba (2013), the within-class model of LPA defines the set of observed responses of 

person i in class k, where ci = k, on a set of continuous variables as: 

 

 i k i= +y μ ε , (6) 

and 

 2(0, )i kNε σ , (7) 

where yi is the J × 1 vector of individual i’s observed responses on j outcome variables, μk 

is the J × 1 vector of the model-implied means of the outcome variables for class k, i is 

the J × 1 vector of person-specific residuals for individual i. These residuals are assumed 
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to be normally-distributed with a mean of zero and a class-specific variance σk
2

. The means, 

μk, and variances, σk
2, are permitted to vary across outcome variables (j = 1, …, J) and 

classes (k = 1, …, K).  

Factor Mixture Model 

While CFA and LPA have the common property of assuming local independence 

(meaning that they model all intercorrelations between observed variables as only due to 

the presence of a latent factor), they oppose one another in their interpretations of the 

unobserved latent variable—being either a continuously distributed latent construct or a 

categorical representation of multiple subpopulations (Bauer & Curran, 2004). Factor 

mixture modeling does not require that one of these models be chosen at the exclusion of 

the other because it combines the factor structures of LPA and CFA models (Lubke & 

Muthén, 2005). FMM’s combination of traditional continuous and categorical latent factor 

structures has led to it being referred to as a hybrid mixture model (e.g., Bauer & Curran, 

2004; Nylund et al., 2007; Pastor & Gagne, 2013; Sterba, 2013), a title reserved for any 

model in which a factor structure is incorporated into a latent class mixture model. 

Therefore, FMMs specify that the relationships between observed indicators are due to a 

combination of an underlying factor structure and the influence of a latent class factor. 

FMM is an extension of both CFA and LPA that is altered to accommodate for 

situations in which there are violations of their basic assumptions. FMM and CFA both 

specify a measurement model using one or more continuous latent factors that represent 

the common variance of the observed variables (or relationship between items). An implicit 

assumption of traditional CFA is that the population is homogeneous. The development of 

a multiple-group CFA framework (Jöreskog, 1971) permitted the modeling of population 

heterogeneity, but has the limitation that group membership be defined a priori. FMM 
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extends multiple-group CFA to situations where groups are not observed and are instead 

empirically derived from the data (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Jedidi, Jagpal, & DeSarbo, 1997; 

Yung, 1997).  

As in LPA, FMM models the unknown population heterogeneity using a single 

categorical latent factor representing class membership. However, as previously stated, 

LPA models assume that all associations between responses in the population are fully 

accounted for by the latent classes, meaning responses are independent of one another 

within class and the within-class residual covariances are zero (Sterba, 2013). Therefore, 

classes are assumed to be homogeneous and responses are interchangeable within class, 

which is a restrictive and often unreasonable assumption (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Raykov, 

Marcoulides, & Chang, 2016; Sterba, 2013). FMM is an extension of LPA that relaxes the 

local independence assumption by conditioning on continuous latent factors within classes 

(Sterba, 2013). FMM allows variables to covary within class and models their covariation 

according to an imposed continuous latent factor structure (Lubke & Muthén, 2005; Pastor 

& Gagne, 2013). 

FMM separates the influence of the latent construct being measured and latent 

subpopulations on a set of observed indicators. FMMs commonly model a latent class 

factor as having a direct impact on one or more continuous latent factors that are 

responsible for the pattern of responses on the observed indicators. Figure 1c illustrates a 

simple model with a latent class factor (C) and a single continuous latent factor (F). The 

set of indicators (y1–y4) are modeled as a function of the continuous latent factor and the 

continuous latent factor is modeled as a function of the latent class factor (Pastor & Gagne, 

2013). The path from the latent class factor to the continuous factor indicates that scores 

on the latent factor F vary across classes. Latent classes are derived based on a latent trait 

score estimated within a measurement (i.e., CFA) model (Sellbom, 2014). Therefore, 
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FMMs can be thought of as simultaneously estimating a CFA model within each latent 

class, with each latent class being defined by its own distinct distribution (Bauer & Curran, 

2004). As in CFA, observed scores are decomposed into factor scores and a residual that 

is a combination of specific factor and measurement error, respectively. This explicit 

modeling of the factor structure gives FMM an advantage over LPA, as FMM can be used 

in more broad testing applications where a set of indicators are designed to measure 

theoretical constructs (Lubke & Muthén, 2005). 

While Figure 1c depicts a very simple FMM which has only four observed variables 

loading on a single continuous latent factor, FMMs can include more indicators and 

multiple latent factors. More complex within-class structures are also permitted where the 

factor structure is permitted to vary across classes (Bauer & Curran, 2004). Additional or 

alternative direct effect paths from the class factor to other components of the model could 

also be included. For example, the latent class factor could also directly impact the 

indicators (indicating that item residuals vary across classes) or the factor loading paths 

(indicating that factor loadings vary across classes). However, estimation becomes 

increasingly difficult as the number of parameters allowed to vary across classes increases. 

The current research focuses on the traditional model in which the class factor only has a 

direct effect on the continuous latent factor(s), which is the most common parameterization 

and the default in the popular latent variable modeling software Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 

1998-2017). 

While the class factor serves as an explanatory variable in LPA, the class factor of 

FMM behaves as a moderator. By having a direct effect on the continuous latent factor, the 

latent class factor directly effects the factor structure used to explain the covariances 

between the observed variables, thereby moderating the relationships among the observed 

variables (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Jedidi et al., 1997; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). The latent 
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class factor is a moderator of any parameters freely estimated across classes (Bauer & 

Curran, 2004). For example, factor loadings may be permitted to vary across classes, 

meaning the latent class factor acts as a moderator of the direction and magnitude of the 

relationships between observed variables (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). 

FMM Within-Class Model Specification 

LPA and FMM differ in the parameterization of their within-class components. The 

LPA model assumes that observed scores are conditionally independent within classes 

because all score covariance is accounted for by the latent classes. FMM relaxes the 

assumption of local independence by including one or more latent factors that explain 

shared variation in the observed scores beyond that of the latent classes (Sterba, 2013). 

Therefore, latent classes do not only vary in their means and variances, but also in their 

observed variable correlations (Vermunt & Magidson, 2002). 

FMM combines elements of the LPA and the common factor model. An LPA’s 

within-class model can be converted into an FMM by regressing observed variables on one 

or more latent factors (Sterba, 2013). The within-class model is identical to that seen in the 

common factor model (which assumed a homogenous population, see Equations 1–5), 

though a common factor model is now specified within each latent class (k = 1, …, K; 

Lubke & Tueller, 2010) . In other words, the FMM is an extension of CFA that accounts 

for heterogeneity across classes by specifying a model assuming a single homogenous 

population for each latent class, thereby allowing parameters to vary across classes. In 

comparison to the CFA model (Equations 1–5), the FMM has additional k subscripts for 

parameters that are allowed to vary across classes (Lubke & Muthén, 2005): 
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 i k k i i= + +y ν Λ η ε , (8) 

and 

 i k i= +η α ζ , (9) 

where yi is a J × 1 vector of responses for individual i on a set of continuous observed 

variables, νk is a J × 1 vector of observed variable intercepts for class k, k is a J × L matrix 

of class-specific factor loadings for L latent variables, i is an L × 1 vector of continuous 

latent factor scores for individual i, i is a J × 1 vector of the residual errors for individual 

i, αk is a L × 1 vector of within-class factor means, and ζi is a J × 1 vector of class-specific 

residual factor scores. It is also assumed for the residual vectors that: 

 

 (0, )i kNε Θ , (10) 

and 

 (0, )i kNζ Ψ , (11) 

 

where the residual vectors i and ζi are assumed be normally distributed with a mean of 

zero, Θk is the J × J covariance matrix of variable residuals for class k with error variances 

on the main diagonal, and k is the L × L covariance matrix of factor residuals for class k. 

As in the common factor model, it is also assumed that residuals are uncorrelated and the 

regression of observed variables on factors is linear. Under these assumptions, observed 

variables follow a multivariate normal distribution within class (Lubke & Tueller, 2010).  

This imposed factor structure in FMMs is used to obtain the model-implied means, 

μk, and covariance matrices, Σk, for each class k. The within-class covariance matrix 

structure is identical to that in CFA, meaning that parameters vary across class (as denoted 

by k subscripts):   
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 k k k k= +μ ν Λ α , (12) 

and 

 k k k k k=  +Σ Λ Ψ Λ Θ , (13) 

where μk is a J × 1 vector of the model-implied means for class k and Σk is a J × J class-

specific covariance matrix of the observed responses. 

 

SPECIFICATION OF LPA AND FMM COMPONENTS   

One of the fundamental assumptions underlying LPA and FMM is that the 

population from which the sample is drawn is a mixture distribution, being a mixture of 

individuals from different classes (Vermunt & Magidson, 2002). Mixture distributions are 

the weighted sum of two or more component distributions with distinct parameters, with 

weights representing the relative size of the component in the population (Tueller & Lubke, 

2010). In the case of mixture models, the component distributions are the distinct 

distributions of each subpopulation or class. The number of classes, K, is not known a priori 

and must be specified by the researcher. Mixture models assume that the class membership 

of individuals is discrete and mutually exclusive, meaning that each individual is a member 

of one and only one latent class (Clogg, 1995). Individuals who are members of the same 

class are assumed to come from the same probability distributions due to similarities in 

their scores on the observed variables (Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2002). Each class is 

distinguished by having distinct means and variances, though the specific likelihood 

parameters depend on which mixture model is specified (Dolan, Schmittmann, Lubke, & 
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Neale, 2005; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). The size of each latent class and their respective 

distributional parameters are unknown and estimated by the model. 

Due to their shared assumption that the sample is from a mixture distribution and 

reliance on shared probability laws, LPA and FMM share the same general between-class 

model and combined model. In other words, the way in which class membership and 

mixture distributions are defined are identical for LPA and FMM. The within-class model 

is where differences in their specifications lie. This is due to LPA following the assumption 

of local independence while FMM relaxes this assumption and allows observed scores to 

covary due to their relationship with one or multiple continuous latent factors. The 

following sections will present the general combined model and between-class model of 

LPA and FMM. 

Between-Class Model of LPA and FMM 

Mixture models assume that observations are drawn from a mixture of classes and 

that each individual is a member of a single latent class. Class memberships of individuals 

are unknown and estimated by the model as a probability using by a categorical latent class 

variable, c, where an individual’s class membership is defined as (Lubke & Muthén, 2005): 

 

 
1,if individual  belongs to class 

0, otherwise. 
i

i k
c

 
=  
 

. (14) 

The number of classes, k, is specified by the researcher, which determines the number of 

categories estimated by the class factor (Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2002). Threshold 

estimates of the class factor are transformed from logits to probabilities and provide 

estimates of the proportion of the population that is a member of each latent class. The 

probability that individual i is a member of class k, p(ci = k), is equal to the estimated 
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proportion of the population that is a member of class k. These probabilities are commonly 

denoted as πk (π1, …, πK), and referred to as mixing or class proportions. Class proportions 

can be modeled using multinomial regression, where the probability that an individual is a 

member of class k is obtained via (McLachlan, Ng, & Peel, 2003; Pastor & Gagne, 2013) 

(Muthén & Shedden, 1999; Sterba, 2013): 

 

1

exp(ω )

exp(ω )

k
k K

k

k=

 =


, (15) 

where ω is a multinomial intercept (on the logit scale) with K – 1 unordered categories. 

The last class (i.e., class k) is chosen as the reference group for identification purposes, 

meaning ωK = 0. Mixing proportions are constrained to be non-negative for all k classes (πk 

> 0) and sum to one across classes for each individual (∑ πk
K
k = 1 = 1). Mixing proportions 

represent the relative size of each latent class and can be thought of as the prior probability 

that any given individual belongs to class k (Vermunt & Magidson, 2002). Class 

proportions serve as the weights for the conditional densities estimated for each class k in 

the combined model, meaning they determine the relative mixing of the k components in 

the mixture distribution (Yung, 1997).  

Modeling k Probability Density Functions 

A factor structure, as specified by the within-class model, is imposed on each the k 

component (i.e., class) distributions defined by the between-class model to obtain. This 

may be referred to as the combined model (e.g., Sterba, 2013), which depicts the joint 

distribution of the observed variables as the within-class densities of each class 
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(McLachlan et al., 2003; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). Each observation is modeled as the 

realization of multiple likelihoods with k probability density functions (PDFs), which 

express the likelihood of their responses given that they are a member of each class (Pastor 

& Gagne, 2013; Sterba, 2013). The class conditional density functions consist of class-

specific parameters, which are estimated by the within-class model imposed on them.  

In LPA, the likelihood of an individual’s response to an observed variable, 

conditional on the individual being a member of class k, is modeled with the univariate 

normal probability density function (PDF). The univariate PDF is obtained for each 

observation yij (j = 1, …, J) for the i-th individual, 
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Due to the assumption that observations are locally independent within class, the 

joint density of an individual’s set of J outcomes conditional on their membership to class 

k is simply calculated as the product of J univariate normal densities (Equation 16): 

 

 ( )
1

( | ) |
J

i i ij i

j

f c k f y c k
=

= = =y . (17) 

It is also common to notate the within-class density as: 

 

 ( )2( | ) ; ,i i k i k kf c k f= =y y μ σ , (18) 
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which highlights the specific parameters estimated by the model. Here, the k subscript of 

the density function (fk) indicates that the probability density function is conditional on 

class. 

In FMM, observed scores are associated within each class due to their relationship 

with the latent factor. As there is no local independence assumption, the likelihood of a set 

of observations yi given that they are in class k is calculated using a multivariate normal 

PDF for the J outcomes: 
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Here, π refers to the mathematical constant, not a class proportion. The multivariate normal 

PDF is frequently notated to indicate the population parameters estimated by the model: 

 ( )( | ) ; ,i i k i k kf c k f= =y y μ Σ , (20) 

where fk is the multivariate normal PDF of class k with the class-specific model parameters, 

including μk, which is the within-class vector of means for class k, and Σk, which is the 

within class variance-covariance matrix of class k.  

Combined Models of LPA and FMM  

The class-specific densities are then used in combination with class mixing 

proportions (πk) to obtain the likelihood of an individual’s observed responses across 

classes. The combined model is the weighted sum of these within-class PDFs, each 

weighted by their respective class probabilities, as estimated in the between-class portion 

of the model (Nylund et al., 2007; Sterba, 2013). Therefore, the combined model represents 

the likelihood of observed responses as a marginal (across class) PDF. The marginal 

distribution of observed scores, f(y), on a set of continuous variables y (j = 1, …, J) is a 
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function of the probability of being a member of latent class k (πk; k = 1, …, K) and the 

class-specific normal density fk(yi) (Nylund et al., 2007; Sterba, 2013). These combined 

models are identical in LPA and FMM models but are presented separately to illustrate the 

parameters estimated by each mixture modeling approach.  

For LPA models, the within-class density formula presented in Equation 17 is used 

to obtain the marginal probability density function of individual i’s responses is: 
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where the J × 1 response vector y of individual i is modeled as a K-mixture of class-

conditional joint densities, with class conditional means, μk, and variances, σk
2, for each J 

outcome. Therefore, the maximum number of parameters estimated by the LPA model are 

K–1 multinomial intercepts (ω), K × J outcome means (μ), and K × J outcome variances 

(σ2; Sterba, 2013). 

Equivalently, FMM the marginal probability of individual i’s responses is still a 

weighted sum (across classes) of within-class densities: 
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where the J × 1 response vector y for individual i is modeled as a K-mixture of class-

conditional densities, each weighted by their corresponding class proportions, πk. This 

formula notation highlights that the class-specific (within-class) model parameters 

estimated when using LPA and FMM differ. LPA (see Equation 21) only estimates within-

class means (μk) and within-class variances (σk
2) of the set of outcomes, which are simply 

the means and variances of the observed variables within classes. FMM estimates within-
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class means (μk) and within-class variance-covariance matrices (Σk), which are each 

decomposed into the parameters estimated by the factor structure. The number of 

parameters which could potentially be estimated in FMM is much greater than that of LPA 

and include K–1 multinomial intercepts (ω), J × K observed variable intercepts (ν), J × L 

× K class-specific factor loadings (), L × (K–1) within-class continuous factor means (α), 

L × L × K class-specific covariance matrices of factor residuals (), and J × J × K class-

specific covariance matrix of variable residuals (Θ). 

 In the presented LPA and FMM model specifications, all parameters that 

may vary across classes are shown. However, it is important to note that many of these 

parameters may be fixed to increase the likelihood of an estimable solution and obtain more 

stable parameter estimates. Fixing specific parameters to be equal across classes also eases 

interpretation of other class-specific parameters that may be of greater interest. Residual 

variances are usually estimated as class-invariant (i.e., equal across classes) in both LPA 

and FMM. Either latent mean differences of indicator intercept differences are evaluated 

to determine the size of the separation between classes on the continuous latent factor or 

observed variables, respectively. 

 

ENUMERATION INDICES 

Latent variable mixture modeling has only begun to be used in applied research 

relatively recently and there continues to be a lot of research needed to clarify the behavior 

of these models under different conditions. The primary goal of the application of latent 

variable mixture models is to give an accurate description of the heterogeneity in a data 

sample by correctly determining the number of classes (Nylund et al., 2007; Peugh & Fan, 

2013). Enumeration is the process of extracting and identifying the correct number of 
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classes, which is necessary for accurately modeling population heterogeneity (Peugh & 

Fan, 2013). Typically, researchers must examine multiple mixture models that specify 

varying numbers of classes. The best fitting model is selected as the model that includes 

the proper number of classes. A typical procedure for class selection is to first estimate a 

one-class model followed by estimating a two-class model and comparing the models to 

determine whether the addition of one more class improved model fit and classification 

using various criteria. If so, this sequence of steps is incrementally continued by adding 

latent classes to be estimated until the addition of one more class does not improve model 

fit and/or classification.      

Enumeration indices are indicators of how well the latent class factor structure of 

the specified model captures the true heterogeneity present in the data. These are either 

provided by the statistical software used for analyses or calculated by the researcher using 

information provided in the mixture modeling output. Since heterogeneity is unobserved, 

it is up to the researcher to determine the correct number of K latent classes using 

enumeration indices and their interpretation of them. Therefore, it is important to determine 

which enumeration indices are the best at correctly identifying subpopulations and whether 

their performance is compromised by conditional data properties. Enumeration indices can 

be grouped into three general categories: (a) information criteria, (b) classification criteria, 

and (c) likelihood ratio test derivatives (Peugh & Fan, 2013; Tein et al., 2013). 

 

Information Criteria 

Information criteria are indices computed from the deviance statistic, which is 

determined during model estimation. The deviance statistic is defined as the –2 log-

likelihood (–2LL), which is the natural log of the likelihood function at convergence in 
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estimation. This value indicates how much the estimated model deviates from the saturated 

model, which freely estimates all possible parameters and therefore has perfect fit to the 

data. The best fitting model is one which deviates the least from one with perfect fit, 

meaning that the model with the lowest criterion is regarded as being the model that 

correctly specifies the number of classes (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). However, each 

information criterion addresses slightly different aspects concerning relative model fit by 

incorporating different corrections for model characteristics that inflate the deviance 

statistic. The penalty factors of information criteria may be based off of the number of 

estimated model parameters, the sample size, or a combination of both. These penalties to 

the deviance statistic were made in an effort to correct for using larger samples and more 

complex models consistently having better fit than more parsimonious ones that have good 

fit without needing a very large sample. As seen in the following criterion formulations, 

the penalty component is the second term seen in the equations for each criterion. 

One of the most popular information criteria is Akaike’s (1987) information 

criterion (AIC), which is referred to as a parsimony adjusted index because it was 

developed to identify the optimal parsimonious model by taking model complexity into 

account (Bozdogan, 1987). There are several formulas for calculating the AIC, though it 

has been demonstrated that they are statistically equivalent (Kaplan, 2000). In SEM, the 

AIC is calculated as: 

 AIC 2 2LL p= − + , (23) 

 

where –2LL is the –2 log-likelihood and p is the number of freely estimated parameters in 

the model. Even though the AIC has a penalty based on the number of parameters 

estimated, the AIC tends to select more highly parameterized models, especially in larger 

sample sizes (Bozdogan, 1987). In order to address the AIC’s reliance on sample size, 
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Hurvich and Tsai (1989) developed the finite sample corrected AIC (AICc), which is 

formulated by: 

 AICc 2 2 / ( 1)LL pN N p= − + − − , (24) 

where N is the total sample size. The index reduces the bias present in the AIC in large 

samples.  

The AIC and AICC are referred to as efficient information criteria because they 

will select the model that is closest to the true model when the true model is not one of the 

models being compared (Hurvich & Tsai, 1989; Whittaker & Furlow, 2009). Another class 

of fit criteria are referred to as consistent information criteria due to their ability to more 

consistently identify the true model when it is being compared to competing models. The 

most common consistent information criterion is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; 

Schwarz, 1978), which is calculated as: 

 BIC 2 ln( )LL N p= − + . (25) 

A sample size-adjusted version of the BIC (nBIC) is frequently used, which reduces 

the penalty for sample size. As proposed by Sclove (1987), the adjustment is made by 

replacing the sample size n in the previous equation with:  

 * ( 2) / 24N N= + . (26) 

Classification Criteria  

Classification criteria provide information on the clarity of individuals’ class 

membership for individuals, or how well the model distinguishes between latent classes 

(Muthén, 2004). Entropy is an index of model-based classification accuracy. This index is 
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normalized so that it is within a zero to one range, with values closer to one indicating 

greater enumeration accuracy and distinction in the classification of individuals to latent 

classes (Ramaswamy, DeSarbo, Reibstein, & Robinson, 1993). There is no minimum value 

that designates acceptable entropy, (Pastor, Barron, Miller, & Davis, 2007), but values 

greater than .80 indicate highly discriminating latent classes (Muthén & Muthén, 2007). 

Entropy of a k class model is formulated as: 

 

 1
ln( )

kE
Entropy

N K
= − , (27) 

 

where Ek is entropy in its raw metric, which is defined as: 
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= =

= − , (28) 

where Ek is ≥ 0 and pik is the conditional posterior probability of individual i belonging to 

latent class k. While larger entropy values (Equation 27) indicate more well separated 

classes, larger Ek indicate more poorly separated classes. It is important to note that the 

term entropy may refer to either Equations 27 or 28 throughout mixture modeling research. 

Equation 27 is sometimes referred to as relative entropy and the term entropy is reserved 

for the raw metric formula (as seen in Equation 28). However, the formula provided in 

Equation 27 is the most frequent definition of entropy and will be labelled as such in the 

current study. This is also the entropy value provided by the statistical modeling program 

Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017), which is the software frequently used in latent 

class modeling research. Research has shown that entropy is affected by between-class 

separation distance and within-class variance (Lubke & Muthén, 2007; Muthén, 2004). 

There is a greater probability of classification errors as the number of classes increases, 
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meaning that entropy may have a tendency to favor models with fewer classes (Collins & 

Lanza, 2013).  

There are several classification-based enumeration indices that incorporate entropy 

into their penalty factors, thereby rewarding mixture models for producing well-defined 

latent classes (McNeish & Harring, 2017). These include the classification likelihood 

criterion (CLC; Celeux & Soromenho, 1996), and the normalized entropy criterion ( NEC; 

Biernacki & Govaert, 1997), and the integrated-completed likelihood criterion (ICL-BIC, 

Biernack, Celeux, & Govaert, 2000). While the CLC and NEC only penalize for poor 

classification quality, the ICL-BIC additionally penalizes for overparameterization (i.e., 

number of parameters), as seen in information-based criteria. Implementing both types of 

penalty makes the ICL-BIC a more conservative selection criterion that generally favors 

models with fewer classes (Bauer & Curran, 2004). As will be described in the following 

section, previous research indicates that ICL-BIC has stronger performance as an 

enumeration index than CLC and NEC, and will, therefore, be the only of these three 

indices included in this study. The ICL-BIC is formulated as: 

 

 ICL-BIC 2 ln( ) 2( )kLL p N E= − + + . (29) 

 

The ICL-BIC can be viewed as an entropy-adjusted BIC (Henson, Reise, & Kim, 2007), 

as it is identical to the BIC (Equation 25) in its penalties for over-parameterization and 

sample size, but additionally adjusts for poor class separation. Note that the entropy value 

used in the calculation of the ICL-BIC is not the normalized (0–1) entropy value output by 

many mixture modeling programs, but entropy in its raw metric, Ek. Raw entropy (Ek) 

increases as classes become less distinguished, meaning the entropy penalty term in this 
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formula increases as class separation decreases. Smaller ICL-BIC values indicate better fit 

and more well-defined classes. 

Likelihood Ratio Test Derivatives 

Another common method of comparing models with different numbers of classes 

is through the use of a likelihood ratio test (LRT). A significant LRT indicates whether a 

null hypothesis model with K–1 classes should be rejected, meaning that the alternative 

hypothesis model with K classes has significantly better fit. The two models are compared 

by examining the difference in their deviance statistics (–2 [LLk-1 – LLk]). In other latent 

variable modeling contexts, this difference is asymptotically chi-square distributed and the 

significance of the deviation can be determined by comparing it to a chi-square sampling 

distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters 

of the two models. However, this same calculation cannot be completed with latent variable 

mixture models (e.g., LPA and FMM). One of the conditions necessary for the LRT 

statistic to asymptotically follow a chi-square distribution is that the parameter restrictions 

of the null model cannot be an interior point of the admissible parameter estimate space, 

not at a boundary (Steiger et al., 1985; Shapiro, 1985). In latent mixture models, the K–1 

model is acquired from the K class model by fixing the parameters of one latent class to 

zero, which is at the boundary rather than in the permissible parameter region (McLachlan 

& Peel, 2000; Peugh & Fan, 2013; Tekle, Gudicha, & Vermunt, 2016). Therefore, the 

traditional LRT method does not asymptotically follow a chi-square distribution in latent 

mixture model comparison contexts.  

Nonetheless, other LRT variants have been developed that provide more valid p-

values when comparing the null K–1 latent class model to a model with K latent classes. 

One alternative is the Lo-Mendell-Rubin LRT (LMR; Lo, Mendell, & Rubin, 2001) that is 
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built on research by Vuong (1989) and is based on an approximate sampling distribution 

for the likelihood ratio test created by a weighted sum of independent chi-square 

distributions. Within the same research, the authors also proposed an ad hoc adjusted 

version of this test, the adjusted Lo-Mendell-Rubin LRT (aLMR; Lo et al., 2001), which 

was designed to decrease the inflated Type I error rate noted in their original statistic, 

though low power was noted with small sample sizes. 

The LMR and the aLMR are frequently used, though they have been criticized for 

being based on assumptions that do not hold in many mixture modeling contexts (Jeffries, 

2003). A more optimal, but more computationally intensive, LRT method is using 

parametric bootstrapping, which is fittingly referred to as the bootstrapped likelihood ratio 

test (BLRT; McLachlan, 1987). The BLRT uses a repeated sampling procedure to 

approximate the true distribution of the log likelihood difference between the null (i.e., k–

1 class) and the alternative (i.e., k class) hypothesis models. The BLRT method obtains a 

p-value for the LRT through a series of steps, as previously illustrated by Nylund et al. 

(2007) and Tekle, Gudicha, and Vermunt (2016). First, the parameters are estimated for 

both the k–1 classes and the k-class models and the likelihood ratio statistic is computed. 

Next, a bootstrap sample is generated using the parameter estimates of the k–1 class model 

as the population values. Both the models with k–1 and k classes are then fit to the bootstrap 

sample so that the likelihood ratio statistic can be computed for each. This second step is 

repeated a large number of times (100 or more is recommended; McLachlan, 1987), which 

produces the empirical distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic under the null 

hypothesis. The likelihood ratio statistic in the first step can then be compared to the 

bootstrapped distribution to determine the probability that these parameters would be found 

if the model were truly a k–1 model. The p-value is the proportion of bootstrap likelihood 

ratio values that is greater than or equal to the statistic calculated using the observed data. 
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As with all LRT methods, a significant statistic indicates that the null hypothesis model 

including k–1 classes should be rejected as the k class model has significantly better fit. A 

significance level of p < .05 is typically used, though researchers deciding between 

competing model parameterizations may also consider models supported by marginally 

significant statistics (Lubke & Neale, 2006). 

It is important for the researcher comparing models with varying numbers of classes 

to look at a wide breadth of different enumeration indices, as different indices may indicate 

different numbers of classes. Greater weight should be given to those enumeration indices 

that previous research has indicated may be superior to other indices in indicating the 

correct number of latent classes. A review of research findings on the relative capacity of 

indices and the impact of conditional data properties on enumeration will be discussed in 

the following section. 

 

COMPARISON OF ENUMERATION INDICES 

There is no single one best index to use for class enumeration and previous research 

has found differing results. Researchers typically consider multiple enumeration indices to 

make a decision on which model is best-fitting. In the current research, I will be focusing 

on the most commonly used enumeration indices (e.g., those available in Mplus) and those 

that previous research indicates are top performers across as demonstrated by their ability 

to select the correct model out of a series of estimated models differing in the number of 

components (i.e., latent classes) specified. The research findings pertaining to these indices 

are subsequently described.  
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Information-Based Criteria 

AIC and AICc 

The AIC is a commonly reported class enumeration index due to its pervasiveness 

across statistical computing platforms. However, previous research has generally shown 

that the AIC is not a reliable indicator of class enumeration across varieties of mixture 

models, including LCA (Nylund et al., 2007; Yang, 2006), LPA (Morgan, 2015; Morgan, 

Hodge, & Baggett, 2016; Nylund et al., 2007; Tein et al., 2013), FMM (Nylund et al., 

2007), or GMM (Li & Hser, 2011; Nylund et al., 2007; Tofighi & Enders, 2007). Much of 

the previous simulation research has found the AIC to have the poorest performance out of 

the enumeration indices investigated, suggesting that it should not be used in the class 

enumeration process (Diallo, Morin, & Lu, 2016; Morgan, 2015; Morgan et al., 2016; 

Nylund et al., 2007; Tein et al., 2013). There is a general consensus that the AIC tends to 

overfit the data and often leads to overparameterization when used as a model selection aid 

(Bozdogan, 1987; Hurvich & Tsai, 1989; Koehler & Murphree, 1988). As such, simulation 

research has consistently found that the AIC is prone to overestimating the number of 

classes in mixture models (Celeux & Soromenho, 1996; Henson et al., 2007; Morgan, 

2015; Morgan et al., 2016; Soromenho, 1994; Tein et al., 2013; Yang, 2006). As would be 

expected, given the AIC’s favorability for more parameterized models, the AIC has been 

found to be highly inaccurate when detecting a homogenous sample in LPA (Lubke & 

Neale, 2006; Peugh & Fan, 2013). 

The AIC is not a consistent estimator, meaning that AIC will not identify the true 

model as N increases towards infinity (Woodroofe, 1982). Therefore, when the AIC is used 

as an index for general model selection, its propensity for more highly parameterized 

models intensifies as the ratio of estimated parameters to sample size increases (Hurvich 
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& Tsai, 1989). The impact of the AIC’s lack of a sample size penalty is demonstrated 

through numerous studies in which the AIC’s enumeration accuracy does not improve as 

sample size increases. The AICc, the finite sample size adjusted version of the AIC, has 

not been well studied in enumeration research. Morgan et al. (2016) included both the AIC 

and the AICc in their study of LPA in non-normal mixtures and found that the AICc had 

twice as accurate as the AIC, though the AICc still had lower enumeration accuracy than 

the BIC, nBIC, and aLMR. In more complex mixture models, such as GMM and structural 

equation FMM containing multiple latent factors, the AIC’s ability to detect the correct 

class model may remain relatively constant across sample sizes (e.g., Henson et al., 2007; 

Tofighi & Enders, 2007). The majority of mixture model research indicates that the 

accuracy of the AIC actually decreases as n increases (e.g. Nylund et al., 2007; Tein et al., 

2013).  

Yang’s binary LCA research (2006) found that the AIC had relatively decent 

performance relative to other indices when N = 200, being only surpassed by the BIC. 

However, its performance dropped when N = 300 and remained relatively constant for all 

other larger sample sizes. Despite the AIC’s heightened accuracy in smaller sample sizes, 

it has largely been found to be an unreliable enumeration index across studied sample sizes, 

numbers of indicators, true numbers of classes, and distances between classes (Nylund et 

al., 2007; Tein et al., 2013). Several studies have found that the AIC correctly identifies 

the number of classes about one-third of the time when fitting LPA models (i.e., Morgan, 

2015; Nylund et al., 2007; Tein et al., 2013).  

Tofighi and Enders (2007) found that the AIC’s enumeration accuracy was not 

impacted by sample size, mixture proportions, or degree of class separation when used to 

detect three classes in GMM. In this study, the AIC’s accuracy remained close to 78% 

across all conditions, making it a better index than the BIC, second only to the nBIC out of 
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the remaining information criteria. The AIC also had fairly equivalent performance to the 

LMR and aLMR likelihood ratio tests (Tofighi et al., 2007). Henson, Reise, and Kim’s 

(2007) research of structural equation FMM with endogenous and exogenous latent factors 

found the same relative performance of the AIC as compared to the remaining information 

criteria, though the AIC had only an average of 61% accuracy across conditions and 

overestimated k in 27% of the cases. Tein et al. (2013) found that the AIC’s ability to detect 

k in LPA had relatively stable, yet poor, performance (20–50% accuracy), regardless of the 

true number of classes, sample size, class separation, or number of indicators. However, 

the AIC was more likely to select a model with too few classes when there was smaller 

distance between class means (i.e., class separation) and fewer indicators, but preferred an 

overparameterized model when there was larger class separation and more indicators (Tein 

et al., 2013).  

Lubke and Neale (2006) found that the AIC was not a good enumeration index for 

LPA models due to its preference for overparameterized models. Aligning with the results 

of other LPA research (e.g., Tien et al., 2013), this pattern was unaffected by the degree of 

separation between classes. Though the authors found the AIC to have generally poor 

performance across conditions, the AIC had stronger performance when the true model had 

a greater number of classes, as has been seen in other mixture modelling studies (e.g. 

Nylund et al., 2007). While accuracy was only 11-12% in 2-class conditions, the AIC 

identified 3-class solutions with 40–46% accuracy. The authors also found that the AIC 

only correctly identified a homogenous population 33% of the time when fitting various 

latent variable models (i.e., CFA, LPA, and FMM) to a single-class single-factor CFA 

model, instead indicating that the best fitting model had an additional latent factor or class 

(Lubke & Neale, 2006).  
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Nylund, Asparouhov, and Muthén (2007) found that the AIC had greater accuracy 

when indicators were dichotomous (i.e., LCA and FMM) than continuous (i.e., LPA). The 

AIC was most accurate when analyzing LCA models (60–75%) rather than those including 

a latent factor (FMM: 58–59%), though this direct comparison may not be valid because 

the data used in these analyses differed in their true number of classes. Their LCA 

conditions had twice the number of classes (k = 4) as FMM conditions (k = 2), so the greater 

accuracy seen in LCA relative to FMM may be reflective of the true data structure being 

more parameterized in this study’s LCA conditions. Their research found the AIC to be the 

most likely enumeration index to overestimate the number of classes. 

Lubke and Neale (2006) found that the AIC was the best performing index for 

FMMs but had the lowest correct model detection rates of all indices when used with LPA 

or detecting a single-class in CFA. At first glance, this finding appears to oppose the pattern 

seen in the work of Nylund and colleagues (2007), in which the AIC had stronger 

performance when the true data structure did not include a latent factor. However, in both 

studies, the conditions under which the AIC has the strongest performance as an 

enumeration index were those in which the data has a larger number of parameters. The 

superiority of the AIC in FMM enumeration found in Lubke and Neale’s research may also 

have another explanation. The researchers did not include FMMs which had more latent 

factors or classes than the data generating model. The AIC had the highest frequency of 

selecting the FMM with the largest number of parameters, which, in their study, happened 

to be the correct model. Given that the AIC is known to prefer overparameterized models, 

it is reasonable to expect that the AIC would not have had as strong of performance if 

models with additional latent factors and classes had also been estimated. 

Though research largely supports that the AIC is an untrustworthy indicator of the 

presence and number of latent classes, the strongest argument for considering the AIC in 
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enumeration decisions is that it often flourishes where other indices struggle. Other than 

the AIC’s usefulness for small sample sizes and more parameterized models, it may also 

have utility when there is small separation between classes (Henson et al., 2007), rare 

classes (Morgan, 2015; Morgan et al., 2016), or misspecified models (Lubke & Neale, 

2006; Peugh & Fan, 2013). These are non-ideal conditions for other enumeration indices 

as classes are less distinct and there is an increased likelihood of underestimating the 

number of classes. 

Henson and colleagues (2007) found that the AIC had the highest accuracy of all 

likelihood statistics when sample size was small (N = 500) and there was less separation 

between classes, as measured by Mahalanobis distance (MD = 1), which is a multivariate 

effect size measure frequently used to define distance between adjacent classes. This 

coincides with the research of Lubke and Muthén (2006), wherein the AIC excelled in 

FMM enumeration relative to the BIC and the nBIC, particularly due its ability to identify 

the correct model when there was small separation between classes, or the model was 

misspecified in terms of which parameters were estimated as class-specific. Peugh and Fan 

(2013) found that the AIC had the highest frequency of selecting the correct model when 

there were three classes present. The results of this study are suspect due to the data 

generating models including moderate correlations between indicators within classes (r = 

.25–.45), which makes the data more appropriate for FMM rather than LPA. However, this 

further supports that the AIC may be more likely than other indices to select a model with 

the correct number of classes despite misspecification in the estimated model. 

Morgan (2015) found that while no enumeration index had high accuracy when 

data were generated to have one dominant class (π1 = .89) and two rare classes (π2 = .08, 

π3 =.03), the AIC identified the correct solution with the highest frequency. The AIC had 

its strongest performance (73.2% accuracy) under this rare class condition when used with 
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a smaller sample size of N = 400, meaning that there were only 12 members of the smallest 

class. This condition was the least accurate for all other enumeration indices, including the 

BIC, nBIC, ICL-BIC, and aLMR. This indicates that the AIC may be of use when there is 

a large discrepancy between class sizes or classes with fewer members.  

BIC 

While the AIC’s performance as an enumeration index decreases as sample size 

increases, other information criteria generally have improved accuracy as sample size 

increases, such as the BIC. A literature review conducted by Tein and colleagues (2013) 

found that the BIC was the most commonly used method of selecting the number of classes 

in applied LPA research (followed by entropy, the AIC, the LMR, the nBIC, the aLMR, 

and the BLRT, in descending order). The BIC imposes a more severe penalty for model 

complexity than the AIC does, meaning that the BIC tends to favor less parameterized 

models than the AIC. While the AIC tends to overestimate the number of latent classes, 

the BIC has a tendency to underestimate k (Henson et al., 2007; Lubke & Neale, 2006; 

Nylund et al., 2007; Yang, 2006). As opposed to the AIC, when the BIC chooses the model 

with the incorrect number of classes, it is almost always an underestimation of the number 

of latent classes (Henson et al., 2007; Morgan, 2015; Yang, 2006). Due to its preference 

for less parameterized models, the BIC is the most likely to correctly identify a single class 

when the data are homogenous (Lubke & Neale, 2006).  

The BIC has stronger accuracy performance with larger sample sizes but is an 

unreliable enumeration index when used with smaller samples (Henson et al., 2007; Yang, 

2006). The BIC has been shown to underestimate the number of classes when using smaller 

sample sizes, particularly when it is less than N = 500 (Celeux and Söromenho, 1996; 

Morgan, 2015; Morgan et al., 2016; Tofighi & Enders, 2008; Yang, 2006). Morgan (2015) 
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found that the BIC’s enumeration approaches near perfect accuracy across class size and 

number conditions once sample size is at least N = 1000 (Morgan, 2015). 

In their study of enumeration of two classes with an FMM with two latent factors, 

Henson, Reise, and Kim (2007) found that the BIC only correctly identified that there were 

two classes slightly more than half the time (56%). The authors found the AIC to have 

greater accuracy than the BIC, though the overall accuracy rate of the AIC was also 

undesirably low at 62% due to it frequently selecting a model with three classes. Their 

results indicated that the BIC was relatively underpowered and conservative. The BIC had 

a tendency to mistakenly indicate a one-component model too frequently and never 

identified the three-class model as the best fitting. Research by Yang (2006) also found 

that the AIC may provide greater enumeration accuracy than the BIC depending on the size 

of the sample. The researcher found that on average across conditions varying the true 

number of classes, the AIC had superior performance to the BIC when used with sample 

sizes smaller than N = 500. The AIC had the greatest advantage over the BIC when using 

these relatively small sample sizes were paired with a larger true number of classes (k = 6). 

Yang found that the performance of the AIC became much worse as sample size increased 

(N = 700–1000).  

Yang's simulation study of enumeration in binary LCA (2006) found that the BIC 

needed to have a sample size of N = 1000 (the largest studied) to have consistent 

performance in conditions with the largest number of classes (k = 6). The BIC’s 

performance was equivalent to the AIC’s when k = 4, which was the smallest number of 

classes investigated. The BIC was the worst index to use when detecting a larger number 

of classes (k ≥ 5) and it required an increasingly large sample size in order to consistently 

select the correct model as the number of classes increased. The BIC consistently 

underestimated the number of classes in small samples (N ≤ 200) and required a sample 
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size of at least 300 to reliably detect the smallest class number used in this particular 

simulation study (k = 4). The BIC reliably detected six classes once sample size reached N 

= 1000. Based on the conditions studied, Yang found that the BIC needed to have about 

167 individuals per latent class in order to achieve accuracy rates greater than 90% (2006). 

Nylund and colleagues (2007) examined enumeration in several mixture models 

(LCA, LPA, FMM, and GMM) and found that the BIC was superior to all other 

enumeration indices, which included the AIC, nBIC, LMR, aLMR, and BLRT. This 

finding held true across conditions varying in sample size, class proportions, number of 

indicators, and model structures. The BIC had virtually perfect enumeration accuracy in all 

LPA conditions, with the exception of the N = 200 condition where items had a complex 

structure. The BIC had 100% enumeration accuracy across all sample sizes examined (N = 

200, N = 500, and N = 1,000) in FMM and perfect accuracy in GMM in all but the N = 200 

condition, where it was still 84% accurate. The only models in which the BIC had difficulty 

identifying the true class number was when used with LCA using binary items. The BIC 

had perfect enumeration in both eight-item and ten-item conditions with four equally sized 

classes. However, the BIC was outperformed by the AIC in several of the unequal class 

proportion conditions (i.e., π1 = .05, π2 = .10, π3 = .15, π4 = .75) when sample size was 

smaller (i.e., < 1,000). In the eight-item condition with simple structure and unequal π, the 

BIC never identified the true four-class solution when N = 200 and identified the correct 

number of classes in just 27% of replications when N = 500. The AIC selected the correct 

model in 28% and 67% of the replications for these two conditions, respectively. The AIC 

also outperformed the BIC in the condition with ten items, unequal class π, and complex 

item structure when sample size was small (N = 200), having accuracies of 67% and 8%, 

respectively. The BIC’s preference for models with too few classes was strengthened by 
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the presence of unequal class sizes or complex structure, which required a sample of size 

of N = 1,000 to come close to acceptable accuracy rates.  

Sample size adjusted BIC (nBIC) 

The BIC offers the largest penalty on the log-likelihood value for model complexity 

out of the information criteria described, which contributes to this index often 

underestimating the true number of latent classes. While these consistent statistics are more 

likely to identify the correct model as sample size increases, they tend to select models 

with too few components in smaller samples. Sclove (1987) introduced an adjustment to 

the penalty for overparameterization in smaller samples. The most commonly used of these 

information criteria is the nBIC, a derivative of the BIC which reduces the severity of the 

penalty for adding parameters based on sample size. Though the BIC and nBIC will be 

essentially the same in very large samples, using the sample size adjusted version can lead 

to considerably better performance when the sample size is small or there are a large 

number of parameters (Tofighi & Enders, 2007; Yang, 1998, 2006). When there is 

disagreement in the models selected by the nBIC and BIC, it is typically due to the nBIC 

identifying a model with a greater number of classes than the BIC (Morgan, 2015). 

Several mixture model studies have found that the BIC has superior performance 

to the nBIC (Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2002; Magidson & Vermunt, 2004; Nylund et al., 

2007; Roeder & Wasserman, 1997), while other simulation studies have found strong 

evidence for the use of the nBIC (Henson et al., 2007; Lubke & Neale, 2006; Peugh & Fan, 

2013; Tein et al., 2013; Tofighi & Enders, 2007; Yang, 2006). Morgan, Hodge, and Baggett 

(2016) found that nBIC had highest accuracy for LPA models across varying numbers of 

indicators (5, 10, or 15), sample sizes (400, 800, 1200), and class prevalence conditions. 

Yang (2006) found that the nBIC outperformed the AIC and BIC in LCA model 
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comparisons with dichotomous indicators. The nBIC had the highest average accuracy 

rates across all sample size conditions, averaging across the 3 latent class conditions (k = 

4, 5, or 6), and even had moderate success with enumeration in small samples (N = 200 

with 78% accuracy). The accuracy rates of all information criteria were lower than 90% 

when a sample had 300 subjects, apart from the nBIC which demonstrated 94% accuracy. 

While the enumeration accuracy of all other information criteria decreased as k increased, 

the true number of latent classes had little impact on the nBIC, which maintained high 

average accuracy (>90%) across the three k conditions studied (k = 4, 5, or 6). The author 

concluded that the sample size adjustment provided large improvements for the BIC and 

that the nBIC was the most accurate information criterion. However, the author noted that 

in order to have accuracy greater than 90%, the nBIC required at least 50 subjects per latent 

class. 

Some research has found that the BIC actually had better performance than the 

nBIC when used with small samples due to the nBIC overestimating the number of classes. 

Nylund, Asparouhov, and Muthén (2007) compared enumeration indices under a number 

of mixture models, including LCA, LPA, and FMM. The authors concluded that the BIC 

had the best overall performance of the information-based enumeration indices studied, 

including the AIC and nBIC. However, the overall average accuracy across models and 

conditions was equal for the nBIC and BIC (87%). While the nBIC performed better with 

categorical indicators (i.e., with LCA), the BIC performed better than the nBIC when used 

with continuous indicators (i.e., with LPA). The BIC performed better than the nBIC when 

used with FMM, but the authors only included models which used categorical indicators. 

Their results indicated that the BIC had better performance when used with small samples 

(N = 200), though the nBIC had the highest average accuracy across models when used 

with a sample size of 500. Both the nBIC and the BIC had nearly perfect accuracy (99%) 
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when sample size was 1000. Their results indicated that the BIC may be a better indicator 

of class sizes than the nBIC when class sizes are equal and the nBIC has greater utility 

when class proportions are unequal.  

Nylund et al. (2007) also included conditions that differed in the distribution of 

conditional item probabilities or class means. In simple structure models, each item 

discriminated between classes, meaning that item probabilities or means were either very 

high or low for a given class (i.e., unique items that identify each class). In complex 

structure models, classes were not identifiable by high means or probabilities on specific 

items, but they were identifiable by the pattern of the means or probabilities across multiple 

items, meaning that multiple classes could have high endorsement probability or class 

means on an item. The results indicated that while the BIC and nBIC had equivalent 

performance when model structure was simple, the nBIC had greater accuracy when used 

with complex model structures. 

Research by Henson and colleagues (2007) has also supported that the nBIC may 

be an optimal index in more complex mixture models. Their study of enumeration in 

structural equation mixture models found nBIC to have superior performance to AIC, BIC, 

as well as LMR and aLMR likelihood-ratio tests, particularly in small samples (n = 500). 

The nBIC had 73% accuracy across all conditions, which varied in sample size, class 

proportions, class separation on latent factors, and strength of the relationship between two 

latent factors. The researchers found that when nBIC made an enumeration error, it was 

usually due to an underestimation of the number of classes. 

Other research found that whether the nBIC or BIC had the greatest enumeration 

accuracy differed depending on the type of mixture model being estimated. A simulation 

study conducted by Lubke and Neale (2006) found evidence that the BIC may be a more 

optimal enumeration index than the nBIC for identifying the correct model when LPA is 
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the true data structure. This was particularly true when there was larger separation between 

each consecutive class (MD = 3). When identifying a 3-class LPA model, the difference in 

accuracy was small, and neither index had particularly strong performance (BIC = 71%; 

nBIC = 68%). Both indices had greater accuracy with detecting 2 classes, and the BIC was 

able to correctly enumerate in 97% of cases while the nBIC only had 77% accuracy. When 

there was smaller class separation, both the BIC and the nBIC had acceptable and 

equivalent performance when detecting three classes (BIC = 87%; nBIC = 86%), but both 

had low rates of correctly identifying two classes (BIC = 0%; nBIC = 14%).  

In this same study, the researchers also found that the BIC was superior to the nBIC 

at detecting a single latent class in homogenous samples under a one or two factor CFA 

model, regardless of whether the model structure was simple or had cross-loadings (Lubke 

& Neale, 2006). The BIC had perfect accuracy for CFA models with two latent factors. In 

contrast, the nBIC had acceptable performance when the model included cross-loading 

indicators (84%), but only had 66% accuracy when there was simple model structure. Both 

indices had lower performance when there was a single latent factor. The BIC continued 

to have high accuracy (93%), but the nBIC identified that the sample was homogenous 

only 42% of the time. Errors made by the nBIC were due to it favoring overparameterized 

models with an additional latent factor. 

Though Lubke and Neale’s (2006) research indicated that the BIC was the most 

favorable index for detecting classes in LPA models or homogenous data, their results 

revealed that the BIC was often a poor enumerator for FMM. Specifically, unless there was 

large separation between classes (MD = 3), using the BIC led to the selection of an 

underparameterized model. The BIC was only able to correctly identify two classes in 35% 

of cases when using a single latent factor FMM, while the nBIC had 98% accuracy. This 

was due to the BIC selecting a model with an additional latent factor but a single class, a 
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model which had 12 fewer estimated parameters than the true data generating model. This 

coincides with research conducted by Peugh and Fan (2013), who found that when 

identifying a homogenous population (k = 1) using LPA, the BIC outperformed the nBIC, 

but the nBIC had higher accuracy when identifying a heterogeneous population (k = 3).   

Lubke and Neale (2006) found that the BIC also struggled when there were model 

misspecifications due to factor loadings and intercepts being permitted to vary across 

classes when these parameters were actually constant across classes. Even when there was 

large class separation, the BIC was only able to identify the correct model 2% of the time 

due to its preference for models with fewer estimated parameters. The BIC selected CFA 

models with either one, two, or three continuous latent factors over the true two-class 

single-factor FMM, meaning that a researcher using this enumeration index would have 

concluded that the sample was truly homogenous. Under these same conditions, the nBIC 

had 90% accuracy. Though the nBIC had greater success at identifying the correct FMM 

than the BIC, Lubke and Neale (2006) found that the AIC was the top performing 

information-based enumeration index for the FMM models studied. However, as 

previously mentioned, the relatively strong performance of the AIC may be due to more 

highly parameterized FMM models (e.g., k = 3 or an additional continuous factors) not 

being fit to the FMM data. Given the AIC’s known bias for overparameterized models, 

including these options may have decreased the AIC’s accuracy and given the nBIC a 

stronger relative performance. 

Tein, Coxe, and Cham (2013) compared the statistical power to detect the correct 

number of classes in LPA while varying the number of items, number of classes, sample 

size, and class separation. Though none of the indices had high accuracy when class 

separation was small (d = .2), the AIC had the greatest power of the information-based 

criteria in these conditions, with an overall accuracy of 18% across other manipulated 
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variables. The accuracy of the BIC and the nBIC increased along with class separation, 

though the AIC had similar performance across the effect sizes examined. The researchers 

found that the BIC and the nBIC had fairly consistent statistical power to detect the correct 

number of classes. The BIC had the greatest utility when class separation was very large 

(d = 1.5), being the only enumeration index to identify the correct class model with perfect 

accuracy. The nBIC had stronger performance than the BIC when there was less separation 

between classes (d = .2, .5, or .8). Under large effect size conditions (d = .8), the nBIC was 

highly accurate, except when used with a small sample size of N = 250, when it had a 

tendency to select a model with one too many classes, particularly when used with a smaller 

number of items. Errors made by the nBIC in small to moderate class separation conditions 

(d = .2 or .5) were usually due to underestimation of the number of classes. In these class 

separation conditions, the BIC always identified a model with too few classes (k-1) when 

effect size was small to moderate (d = .2 or .5). The BIC also had low power when there 

was a large effect size (d = .8), unless there were both a larger number of items (15 items) 

and a larger sample size (N = 1000). Their results indicated that both the nBIC and BIC 

have increasing power as the number of observations increases, completed by having a 

larger sample size and/or more indicators. The need for a large number of responses 

became more important as the true number of latent classes increased from k = 3 to k = 5. 

The conclusions of whether the nBIC or BIC is the superior information index for 

enumeration may be related to the scale of the items used. The conclusions of Nylund and 

colleagues (2007) that the BIC is a superior enumeration index to the nBIC appears to 

conflict with the previous simulation research of Yang (2006). However, this may be due 

to Yang’s study only using binary items while Nylund’s research contained both binary 

and continuous item conditions. Furthermore, Nylund and colleagues’ results indicated that 

the nBIC had greater accuracy than the BIC when used with dichotomous items, while the 
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reverse pattern was apparent when items were continuous. Therefore, which information 

index is given more weight in selecting between models appears to depend on the scale of 

measurement. 

Morgan (2015) investigated the effect of the measurement scale of indicators using 

mixed mode LCA, in which dichotomous and continuous indicators were used to detect 

latent classes (k = 3) but varied the ratio of each out of ten indicators (2/8, 5/5, or 8/2), as 

well as class prevalence and sample size. Morgan (2015) found that the BIC and the nBIC 

were the strongest performing enumeration indices in comparison to the AIC, AICc, 

entropy, LMR, aLMR, and ICL-BIC. Both the nBIC and BIC had greater accuracy when 

more there were a greater number of continuous variables, but the nBIC was better able to 

handle more categorical indictors than the BIC, particularly with small samples. As seen 

throughout other mixture model studies, Morgan found that the accuracy of the nBIC and 

BIC improved as sample size increased. Both the nBIC and BIC had nearly perfect 

enumeration accuracy when sample sizes were larger (i.e., N = 800–1200 vs N = 400) and 

class prevalence was more equivalent (e.g. 59%, 26%, 15%) rather than large discrepancies 

between class sizes. No enumeration index was reliable when there was a single dominant 

class and two rare classes (e.g., 89%, 8%, and 3%), which frequently led to underestimation 

of k. The AIC tended to be the strongest performer in this scenario, particularly when class 

size was small, but rarely had greater than 50% accuracy. Overall, the nBIC was the best 

performing fit index and had an average correct identification rate of 74% across all 

conditions and 95% when not including conditions with a single dominant class and two 

rare classes, in comparison to the BIC’s relative accuracy of 55% and 82%, respectively. 

The author recommended that researchers use the nBIC as the primary enumeration index 

when interpreting the number of classes. The author also suggested that the BIC may be 

the optimal enumeration index if the subject-to-parameter ratio is greater than 24:1, as long 
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as rare classes are not theorized. The author stated that no index has reliable performance 

when rare classes are present and there are fewer than 12 subjects per indicator. 

Classification-Based Criteria 

Classification-based enumeration criteria include entropy and other statistics that 

incorporate entropy in their calculation as a penalty term, such as the ICL-BIC. Unlike 

information criteria and likelihood ratio tests, classification-based statistics consider the 

quality of classification. Entropy is essentially an aggregate measure of classification 

uncertainty, which is measured on the individual level by posterior probabilities (Celeux 

& Söromenho, 1996; Jedidi et al., 1997; Tein et al., 2013). Posterior probabilities are the 

probabilities of membership to each latent class for each individual obtained after 

estimation of a mixture model. If individuals have high classification uncertainty, then their 

posterior probabilities would be nearly equivalent across classes. Individuals with a single 

high posterior probability have greater classification certainty. Therefore, models in which 

the estimated probabilities of group membership approach one or zero are rewarded by 

classification criteria (Bauer & Curran, 2003). 

In its original metric, smaller entropy values indicate greater separation of classes, 

with zero representing perfect classification of observations (Bauer & Curran, 2003). 

However, in the more commonly used normalized entropy metric (0–1), hereinafter simply 

referred to as entropy, higher values (i.e., closer to one) indicate more accurate 

classification of observations to distinct groups (Jedidi et al., 1997). Though no true 

benchmark exists, a model is generally considered highly discriminating when entropy is 

greater than .80 (Muthén & Muthén, 2007). Entropy is often used only as a descriptive 

measure of class separation or classification accuracy, assuming the fitted model is correct, 

but it is also used as a comparative fit index when deciding between models differing in 
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the number of classes. The model with higher entropy indicates greater classification 

precision (i.e., less classification ambiguity) and, therefore, better fit (McNeish & Harring, 

2017). Thus, entropy and entropy-based indices will favor models with greater separation 

between class means due to individuals being able to be assigned to classes with the 

greatest precision (Biernacki, Celeux, & Govaert, 2000; Biernacki & Govaert, 1999; 

Celeux & Soromenho, 1996; Ramaswamy et al., 1993). However, there has been little 

research conducted on how entropy is influenced by various data properties. Consequently, 

entropy and entropy-based indices should be used with caution when used as a tool for 

identifying the number of latent classes (Bauer & Curran, 2003). 

Entropy 

Lubke and Muthén (2007) investigated the effects of model size and complexity, 

covariate effects, class separation, and class-specific parameters on indicators of general 

LPA and FMM model performance, including entropy and the proportion of subjects 

correctly classified to their true class based on their posterior probability. Entropy had a 

very high correlation (≥ .95) with average class probabilities, which is the mean of the 

highest class probability for each individual across individuals. Entropy was similar across 

FMMs with one, two, or three latent factors, indicating that entropy is not affected by model 

complexity. However, the authors found LPA models were associated with slightly higher 

entropy and correct class assignment than the FMMs. Entropy generally varied in the same 

manner as correct class assignment across conditions – both entropy and correct 

classification improved as class separation increased. The agreement between correct 

classification and entropy supports the utility of entropy values as an indicator of correct 

class assignment. The authors found that entropy values of .80 or greater were associated 

in at least 90% correct class assignments, while entropy values below .60 generally 
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corresponded with about 20% or more of individuals being misclassified (Lubke & 

Muthén, 2007). Though this study provided classification accuracy estimates for entropy 

values, there is no agreed upon minimum entropy value that is considered acceptable 

(Pastor et al., 2007). 

Two related studies evaluated a number of enumeration criteria and included 

entropy only as a descriptive measure for the correct class model but did not use it for 

model selection. However, the relative value of entropy was compared across conditions 

to determine how it was impacted by a number of factors. In a study examining 

enumeration in mixed mode LCA (i.e., using both categorical and continuous indicators), 

Morgan (2015) found that average entropy was relatively high across all conditions, but 

was highest (E(k) = .94) when there was large discrepancy in class proportions (π =.89, 

.08, .03), sample size was smaller (N = 400), and there were more continuous indicators (8 

continuous, 2 categorical). Conversely, the lowest average entropy (E(k) = .77) was 

observed when class proportions were more balanced (π = .45, .40, .15), sample size was 

its largest (N = 1,200), and indicators were mostly categorical (8 categorical, 2 continuous).  

Morgan, Hodge, and Baggett (2016) examined enumeration index performance 

under varying degrees of nonnormality in the continuous indicators used in LPA. Entropy 

was fairly stable across all conditions and was the least impacted by nonnormality of all 

indices examined. As previously found by Morgan (2015), entropy increased when there 

was large discrepancy between class sizes (π = .89, .08, and .03), more continuous 

indicators (15), and smaller sample sizes (N = 400 or 800). Similarly, entropy was 

decreased when there were fewer indicators (5) and more equivalent class proportions (π 

= .45, .40, and .15). Entropy was also higher when there was greater kurtosis present and 

lowest when indicators were normally distributed. 
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There may be greater support for entropy’s use as a descriptive tool than as an 

indicator of the correct number of classes. One troublesome property of using entropy for 

enumeration is that its magnitude is partially a function of the number of latent classes 

estimated. Classification errors are naturally more likely to occur when there are a greater 

number of latent classes, meaning that entropy tends to decrease as the number of classes 

increases (Jedidi et al., 1997; Collins & Lanza, 2010). Therefore, correct class assignment 

and entropy may appear better by chance in a model with fewer latent classes than a 

comparable model with a larger number of components. Another issue with using entropy 

as an enumeration index is that it cannot be computed for a one-class solution because no 

meaningful posterior probability can be estimated (Henson et al., 2007). Therefore, entropy 

cannot compare a two-class model to one with one-class, meaning it cannot test for 

homogeneity. Jedidi, Jagpal, and DeSarbo (1997) recommend using information criteria to 

determine the number of classes and only use entropy values after enumeration to assess 

the degree of separation between classes.  

Despite its questionable utility, entropy is frequently used for enumeration. One 

literature review of LPA studies found that entropy was the most frequently used method 

for identifying the number of classes after the BIC (Tein et al., 2013). Few studies have 

evaluated the ability of entropy to detect the correct number of classes. Henson, Reise, and 

Kim (2007) included entropy in their investigation of enumeration accuracy in structural 

equation mixture modeling with two classes. Entropy had extremely poor performance and 

identified the correct model in 35% of the cases across conditions, usually favoring the 

overparameterized model with three classes (65%). Its performance was not related to 

sample size (n = 500, 1500, 2500), though it was heavily affected by class mixture 

proportions and class separation. Entropy only had acceptable enumeration accuracy (90%) 

when there was a larger distance between classes that were evenly split (50, 50). Accuracy 
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decreased rapidly as class proportions became more divergent (i.e., 70-30 and 90-10), 

while mixture proportion difference did not have much of an impact on the studied 

enumeration indices. The authors concluded that entropy was the worst index for 

comparing the two- and three-class models due to its frequent overestimation of the number 

of components. Further, the authors do not recommend using entropy in enumeration due 

its lack of power when classes are unbalanced and there is smaller distance between classes. 

Two simulation studies have included entropy in their examination of enumeration 

index performance in LPA. Peugh and Fan (2013) found that all entropy had the greatest 

accuracy when sample size was smaller (when N = 300 vs 3,000) and there were fewer 

indicators (y = 4 vs 8). However, accuracy was very low across conditions and only reached 

a maximum of 26%. Consistent to the findings of Morgan and colleagues (2016), Tein, 

Coxe, and Cham’s (2013) LPA study found that entropy values had a consistent positive 

relationship with the number of indicators included and a negative relationship with sample 

size. Though entropy values were larger in smaller samples, entropy’s ability to detect 

latent classes was greatest in smaller samples, as found by Peugh and Fan (2013). There 

was not a clear pattern between class detection and the number of indicators across 

conditions. However, when class separation was its greatest (Cohen’s d = 1.5), entropy’s 

power was increased as the number of indicators increased. As found throughout previous 

research, entropy values and power to detect the true number of classes increased as the 

separation between classes grew. Their results also indicated that entropy’s class detection 

accuracy generally increased along with sample size, somewhat opposing the finding by 

Henson et al. (2007) who found no relationship between accuracy and sample size.  

Tein et al. (2013) also varied the true number of classes in their study (k = 3 or 5). 

While the authors did not present the power of entropy in three-class conditions, they state 

that power was not affected by the true number of classes. However, entropy values were 
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affected by the number of classes, and were larger when the true model had a greater 

number of classes, regardless of how many classes were included in an estimated model. 

As found throughout the related research, entropy was generally a poor enumerator. 

However, it did produce acceptable class detection power (≥ .80) under conditions with the 

largest class separation (d = 1.5) and number of indicators (y = 15). Supporting previous 

research (e.g., Henson et al., 2007; Liu, 2011), entropy typically overestimated the number 

of classes and the authors concluded that entropy is not recommended for enumeration. 

ICL-BIC 

While an estimate of entropy is generally included in the default output of mixture 

modeling software (e.g., Mplus), other classification criteria are not and must be computed 

by the researcher. This has likely contributed to the limited study of entropy-based 

enumeration indices. However, research has indicated that the ICL-BIC is the strongest 

performing of the classification-based criteria. Use of the NEC in comparison to other 

indices has generally not been supported. Celeux and Sörmenho (1996) found that while 

the NEC usually performed better than the AIC, it had a lower likelihood of identifying the 

correct number of components than the BIC. Henson and colleagues (2007) found the NEC 

to have the lowest accuracy of all classification-based criteria other than entropy (i.e., the 

CLC and ICL-BIC), as well as all information criteria included in the study (the AIC, BIC, 

nBIC, LMR, and aLMR). While the CLC and ICL-BIC had nearly equivalent performance, 

the ICL-BIC had superior accuracy across conditions in this study. Due to this study’s 

focus on the most frequently used enumeration criteria and those that show the most 

promise for correctly identifying the true number of classes, the ICL-BIC will be the only 

entropy-based index included in the current research other than entropy itself. 
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One issue of debate that has implications for the relative usefulness of the ICL-BIC 

is whether a meaningful value of the ICL-BIC can be computed for a k = 1 class model. 

That is to say, there are differing opinions over whether the ICL-BIC index can be used for 

testing whether a sample has latent classes at all, or if it can only be used to determine how 

many classes there are assuming the sample is heterogeneous (i.e., k ≥ 2). This is due to the 

ICL-BIC’s formula including entropy, which cannot be computed for a one class solution, 

preventing the comparison of a heterogeneous model (k = 2) to one that assumes a 

homogenous sample. Some researchers state this prevents calculation of the ICL-BIC for 

a one-class model and that the resultant inability to test for homogeneity is a serious 

disadvantage of entropy-based statistics (e.g., Henson et al., 2007; McNeish & Harring, 

2017). However, other researchers calculate the ICL-BIC for a one class model by treating 

the entropy value for k = 1 as zero (e.g., Bauer & Curran, 2004; Peugh & Fan, 2013). As 

can be seen in Equation 29, when the raw entropy term (EK) is zero, the ICL-BIC simplifies 

to the BIC (Equation 25), meaning that the BIC and ICL-BIC are equal for a one component 

model. In its raw metric form, an entropy value of zero indicates perfect classification, 

which is aligned with the viewpoint that if there is only one class, then classification could 

be considered as perfect. However, if the substitution of zero was used to compare the 

entropy of a one-class model to those with multiple classes, then entropy would always 

identify a single-class model as best fitting. Of course, this is not done in practice, which 

calls into question whether it is appropriate to substitute zero as the entropy value when 

computing other entropy-based statistics for single-class models. 

Though research is limited, multiple studies have indicated the utility of the ICL-

BIC. In a brief report of simulation results by McLachlan and Ng (2000), McLachlan and 

Peel (2000) compared the performance of various enumeration criteria, including the AIC, 

BIC, CLC, and ICL-BIC. All indices correctly identified the correct model in their example 
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with N = 625 and 5 classes. In their example using a sample size of 300, both the AIC and 

the CLC overestimated the number of classes, while the BIC and the ICL-BIC correctly 

identified that there were three classes present. In their final example (n = 200), the ICL-

BIC correctly identified the two-class model while the AIC, BIC, and CLC incorrectly 

identified overparameterized models. Therefore, under their very limited conditions, the 

ICL-BIC was the only enumeration index out of the four indices to detect the true number 

of classes in all examples. 

Fonseca and Cardoso (2007) found that the ICL-BIC had the strongest performance 

in mixed LCA enumeration out of all the indices studied, including the AIC, BIC, entropy 

and CLC. In their structural equation mixture modeling study, Henson and colleagues 

(2007) also found the ICL-BIC to be the top performing enumeration index in comparison 

to the AIC, BIC, nBIC, entropy, CLC, NEC, LMR, and aLMR. Both the CLC and the ICL-

BIC performed well across conditions and were generally unaffected by sample size and 

class proportions. The CLC also had strong performance, with an average of 87% accuracy 

across conditions, being slightly outperformed by the ICL-BIC, which had 90% accuracy. 

However, the authors concluded that while ICL-BIC is a seemingly optimal test, a serious 

disadvantage of this index is that there is no clear method of comparing a two-class model 

and a one-class model, preventing a test of homogeneity.  

LPA research conducted by Peugh and Fan (2013) demonstrated a contrary view of 

whether the ICL-BIC could be used as a test of homogeneity. However, several attributes 

of their study design and analyses complicates the interpretation of their results. Though 

not directly addressed, when k = 1, the ICL-BIC was computed using a value of zero for 

entropy, making the ICL-BIC equal to the BIC. As previously described, there is 

disagreement about whether entropy-based indices should be interpreted for single-class 

models. Another potentially confounding study design characteristic is that all estimated 
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models were misspecified due to data being generated to violate the assumptions of local 

independence within classes. Lastly, according to the presented formulas, the ICL-BIC 

may have been erroneously calculated using the normalized value of entropy (i.e. entropy 

value in Mplus) rather than the raw scale form of entropy. This would have important 

implications due to the inverse relationship between these two versions of entropy – zero 

represents perfect classification in entropy’s raw form but indicates completely inaccurate 

classification in normalized entropy. Therefore, all else being equal (i.e., LL, N, p), using 

the normalized form of entropy in the calculation of ICL-BIC would have the unintended 

consequence of favoring models that result in less distinction between classes.   

Putting aside these potential confounds, their results indicated that entropy-based 

indices were the best for identifying homogenous samples in their study of enumeration in 

LPA (Peugh & Fan, 2013). When estimated variances and covariances were fixed across 

classes, the CLC and the ICL-BIC had perfect enumeration in the smallest sample size (N 

= 300). When sample size was larger (N = 3000), accuracy depended on the number of 

indicators.  The CLC and the ICL-BIC had perfect enumeration when there were four 

indicators, but never identified the correct number of classes when there were eight 

indicators, both indices overestimating the samples as having three classes. No information 

criteria correctly detected the presence of a single class in this scenario. When class-

specific variances and covariances were freely estimated, the CLC and the ICL-BIC 

correctly identified 100% of the homogenous samples, though the BIC was 100% accurate 

as well. The successes of classification-based criteria did not translate to identifying the 

number of classes in heterogeneous samples (k = 3). Out of the study conditions, the ICL-

BIC was most likely to identify the correct three class model when there were only four 

indicators and a sample of 300, reaching a maximum accuracy of 31% (Peugh & Fan, 

2013). 
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Morgan (2015) found that in latent class models with both continuous and 

categorical indicators, the ICL-BIC was one of the lower performing indices, being 

surpassed by the nBIC, aLMR, and BIC, though it had higher enumeration accuracy than 

the AIC. Like the AIC, the accuracy of the ICL-BIC declined as sample size increased, 

except under conditions with one dominant class and two rare classes (π1 = .89, π2 = .08, 

π3 = .03). As seen with the other enumeration criteria in this study, this mixture proportion 

condition produced the lowest rates of detecting the underlying number of classes correctly. 

Similarly, to the BIC and the nBIC, the ICL-BIC performed better with more continuous 

indicators rather than categorical indicators, though again, this pattern was reversed when 

rare classes were present. Overall, the ICL-BIC had the highest accuracy (91%) when there 

were eight continuous indicators, a sample size of 400 and class sizes were the most similar 

(π1 = .45, π2 = .40, π3 = .15). 

Morgan, Hodge, and Baggett (2016) found similar results, with the ICL-BIC only 

outperforming the AIC in enumeration and being surpassed by the BIC and the nBIC, 

having 47% overall accuracy in LPA when indicators were normally-distributed. However, 

this research study also found that the ICL-BIC had higher enumeration rates when sample 

size was larger (N = 1200) rather than smaller (N = 400). In general, the ICL-BIC had better 

performance as the number of observed responses increases, both by increasing the sample 

size and the number of indicators. As seen in Morgan’s (2015) study, the ICL-BIC’s ability 

to detect the true number of classes increased as mixture proportions became more equal. 

When class proportions were the least discrepant (π1 = 0.45, π2 = 0.4, π3 = 0.15), the ICL-

BIC had perfect enumeration when there were 15 indicators (regardless of sample size), or 

when there were 10 indicators and a moderate to large sample size (N = 800 or 1,200), 

though accuracy was also high when N = 400 (89%). When there were moderately 

discrepant sample sizes, the ICL-BIC only had 100% accuracy when there were 15 
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indicators, but its ability to detect classes was also high in conditions with 10 items and N 

= 800 or 1200, with 85% and 96% accuracy, respectively.  

In order to have high accuracy (90%) when class proportions were very discrepant 

(π1 = 0.89, π2 = 0.08, π3 = 0.03), the ICL-BIC required the largest sample size and number 

of indicators (N = 1200, y = 15). The ICL-BIC was the only enumeration index that was 

never able to correctly identify the number of classes when there were five indicators, 

regardless of sample size or mixture proportions. All classification errors made by the ICL-

BIC were due to an underestimation of the number of classes. Morgan et al. (2016) stated 

that the poorer performance of the ICL-BIC relative to the BIC is due to the contribution 

of entropy, as entropy values were nearly equivalent for estimated models with varying 

numbers of classes. 

Likelihood-Ratio Test Derivatives 

LMR and aLMR 

The likelihood ratio tests established by Lo, Mendell, & Rubin (2001) are popular 

methods of enumeration. Both are available in the popular latent variable software Mplus, 

but the LMR is more commonly used than the adjusted version according to a review of 

LPA literature, which found LMR to be the third most frequently cited enumeration index 

(Tein et al., 2013). Lo, Mendell, & Rubin (2001) found that the LMR statistic produced 

inflated Type I error rates in small samples (N ≤ 150), leading the authors to propose an 

adjusted LMR (aLMR) to mitigate this issue.  A second simulation in the same paper found 

that the adjustment (i.e., the aLMR) did decrease Type I error rates in small samples, but it 

also decreased the power to detect the true number of classes. Therefore, while both 

statistics were found to be underpowered in small samples unless there was large separation 

between classes, their simulations indicated that the original LMR had greater power than 
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the aLMR. The heightened power of the LMR statistic is likely related to its bias toward 

models with additional classes. The sample sizes used in their simulations were smaller 

than is usually considered appropriate (N < 200), so it is likely that the LMR and aLMR 

will identify the same solutions in the majority of applications with sample sizes larger 

than the recommended N = 200.  

Indeed, the equivalency of the LMR and aLMR has been demonstrated in multiple 

studies. While some mixture modeling simulation studies have only included the LMR 

(Clark et al., 2013; Cole, Bauer, Hussong, & Giordano, 2017; Nylund et al., 2007; Nylund-

Gibson & Masyn, 2016; Tofighi & Enders, 2007) or the aLMR (Lubke & Muthén, 2007; 

Lubke & Neale, 2006, 2008; Morgan et al., 2016), multiple studies have included both, 

allowing for the enumeration rates of these two likelihood ratio tests to be compared. 

However, studies including both tests have found the LMR and aLMR to have identical or 

equivalent rates of correctly identifying the number of classes (e.g., Henson et al., 2007; 

Li & Hser, 2011; Peugh & Fan, 2013; Tein et al., 2013). The identical enumeration 

accuracy of the LMR and aLMR has led some researchers to not differentiate between them 

in their results and only present a single set of enumeration rates for both tests  (e.g., Diallo 

et al., 2016; Morgan, 2015; Tofighi & Enders, 2007). Furthermore, mixture modeling 

applications support that these two likelihood ratio tests are typically in agreement in real-

world scenarios (e.g., Geiser, Lehmann, & Eid, 2006; Leite & Cooper, 2010). Previous 

enumeration research on both indices will be presented together due to the equivalent 

performance of these tests. Those studies that additionally included the BLRT will be 

presented afterwards to compare its performance to the LMR. 

Research has largely shown that the LMR and aLMR are effective in recovering 

the true number of classes. Henson et al. (2007) was one of the first mixture model 

enumeration studies to include both the LMR and aLMR, expecting the aLMR to have 
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stronger performance due to the bias in the LMR statistic. However, their simulations 

revealed that there was very little difference in these indices and could not present one test 

as being superior to the other. The authors found that the LMR statistics chose the correct 

model 65% of the time, on average, across conditions, making them superior to all 

previously reviewed indices, with the exception of nBIC. When the LMR tests identified 

the incorrect model, this was most often due to an underestimation of the number of classes, 

meaning that they selected a homogenous (k = 1) model over the true two-class model. 

A study by Tofighi and Enders (2007) on enumeration in GMM included both the 

LMR and the aLMR, but only LMR results were presented due to their identical 

performance across simulation conditions. The LMR outperformed the BIC and AIC across 

sample size, mixture proportions, class separation, and indicator number conditions, but 

the LMR typically had heightened class detection when sample size was larger, when 

classes were more greatly separated, and when mixing proportions were more equivalent. 

The authors found that the LMR and the nBIC were both able to consistently identify the 

correct number of classes, though the LMR was slightly less accurate than the nBIC in 

small samples. The LMR generally had increasing accuracy as sample size increased and 

required a sample size greater than 400 in order to identify the correct number of classes at 

least 80% of the time. Whether errors made by the LMR were due to under- or over-

extraction depended on sample size. That is, when N < 1000, the LMR extracted too few 

classes and became more likely to extract too many classes as sample size increased. 

In Lubke’s collaborations with Neale (2006) and Muthén (2007), the aLMR was 

the sole likelihood ratio test included. Lubke and Neale (2006) found the aLMR to be very 

accurate and the top performing index for identifying the true number of classes and data 

generating model. The aLMR perfectly detected homogeneity in CFA models with varying 

numbers of factors and factor structures. The index also had virtually perfect enumeration 
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and model selection for LPA models across class separation and number conditions. The 

AIC had higher correct model identification in several FMM conditions, though as 

previously described, this was most likely an artifact of its tendency to overestimate and 

the exclusion of models with a larger number of factors and classes examined in their study. 

The aLMR was 93% accurate across FMM model conditions varying whether class-

specific parameters were estimated to match data generation. As seen previously, the 

aLMR’s performance was hindered by unequal class proportions (.9, .1), and was the index 

most affected by mixture proportions in this study. However, the aLMR was still able to 

correctly identify the data generating model if there was large class separation (MD = 3), 

which it did in 98% of samples. Model selection and enumeration errors were greatly 

enhanced when there was small separation between classes (MD = 1.5), in which it only 

had 5% accuracy. The aLMR also had decreased performance with smaller within-class 

sample size, though it had high accuracy when there were more than 75 members per class, 

making it the best enumeration index for small sample sizes. Lubke and Muthén (2007) 

also found strong support that the aLMR is one of the strongest performing enumeration 

indices. Though the aLMR had low accuracy when there was small separation between 

class-specific intercepts or covariate effects (MD = .5), the index was 100% accurate in 

identifying the correct number of classes when class separation was at least 1 MD. 

Morgan (2015) included both the LMR and the aLMR in his simulation study of 

enumeration in mixed mode latent class models, but found equivalent results, so only the 

aLMR results were reported. The aLMR was one of the most accurate indices but was 

outclassed by the nBIC and the BIC in conditions where there was not a great discrepancy 

in class sizes. The accuracy of the aLMR increased as sample size became larger and 

mixture proportions became more equivalent, matching the performance of the BIC, nBIC, 

and ICL-BIC. Across all conditions, the aLMR correctly identified 58% of cases and had 
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80% accuracy when excluding conditions where there were very unequal class proportions 

(i.e., .89, .08, .03).  

Morgan et al. (2016) found the aLMR to have higher accuracy than in his previous 

study (77%), which may be due to including only continuous indicators. Though the aLMR 

was never 100% accurate, it had greater than 95% accuracy in all conditions with at least 

ten items and a minimum class proportion of 15%. As seen previously, the aLMR had 

stronger performance under conditions where class sizes were most equivalent (90%) but 

performed worse when there was one dominant class and two rare classes (53%), in which 

the aLMR typically selected a model with one less class as best fitting. However, the aLMR 

had excellent rates of identifying the correct model when there were rare classes with at 

least 15 indicators and 800 or more subjects (accuracy ≥ 97%) or 10 indicators and 1200 

subjects (accuracy = 92%). Therefore, the aLMR required at least 360 total observations 

(i.e. N × y) for each latent class for this index to have high rates of correctly identifying the 

underlying number of classes. The relationship between the number of observations and 

accuracy was seen throughout, as the aLMR had greater ability to select the correct model 

as the number of indicators and sample size increased. In the majority of conditions, errors 

made by the aLMR were due to overestimating the number of classes. However, in 

conditions where there was less information due to only using 5 indicators, a small sample 

size of N = 400, or rare classes, the aLMR typically selected an underparameterized model.  

BLRT 

One of the first studies to include the BLRT was Nylund et al., (2007) who 

compared class detection of several enumeration indices in the LCA, LPA, FMM, and 

GMM. Their results indicated that the BLRT had the highest enumeration accuracy, on 

average (92%), and consistently outperformed the LMR across model conditions, which 
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identified the correct model 80% of the time. Like all other indices, besides the AIC, the 

BLRT and the LMR had increased enumeration accuracy as sample size increased. Despite 

the BLRT’s lower performance in smaller samples (N = 200), it had the highest average 

ability to detect the correct model out of the included enumeration indices. The LMR had 

much poorer performance when used with fewer indicators, while the BLRT had equivalent 

ability to identify the correct model across conditions varying in indicator number. Despite 

the BLRT’s strong performance, it has the disadvantage of greater computation time, which 

was reported as being increased five to thirty-five times. 

Tein et al. (2013) studied all three likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) – the LMR, the 

aLMR, and the BLRT. The LMR and the aLMR had almost identical rates and performed 

similarly to the BIC. As found by Nylund et al. (2007), the BLRT outperformed other 

likelihood ratio tests (e.g., LMR and aLMR), as well as the BIC, especially when classes 

were separated by a large Cohen’s d (0.8). This class separation condition was the only one 

in which differences in the power to detect classes was affected by sample size, particularly 

when paired with ten indicators, where there were large gains for all the LRTs as sample 

size increased. When Cohen’s d = .8, all LRTs had strong performance when there were 

15 items and at least 500 subjects. When there were only 250 subjects, only the BLRT 

performed well (86% accuracy), while the LMR and aLMR had only 11% accuracy. The 

BLRT also outperformed the LMRs when d = .8 paired with 10 indicators, but only had 

acceptable performance when there were at least 1000 subjects. By far, the most influential 

factor on the ability of indices to select the correct model was the distance between latent 

classes. All likelihood ratio tests had very poor enumeration accuracy (i.e., ≤ 5%) when 

there was smaller separation between classes (d ≤ .5) or when there was a larger distance 

between classes (d = .8) with only 6 indicators. When there was large separation between 

classes (d = 1.5), the BLRT had power ≥ 90%, regardless of number of indicators (y = 6, 
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10, 15), but the aLMR and LMR required at least 10 indicators for equivalent power. When 

the correct model was not selected, the LRTs had a tendency to underestimate the number 

of classes, except when there was very large separation between classes (Cohen’s d = 1.5), 

which led them to choose an overparameterized model. 

Summary 

In conclusion, there is no single best enumeration index for identifying the best-

fitting mixture model. Previous research has found conflicting results on the relative 

capabilities of the described information criteria, classification criteria, and likelihood ratio 

tests, indicating that their enumeration accuracy is dependent on the difference in data 

properties and study design used in these simulation studies. Furthermore, fluctuations in 

the relative performance of enumeration indices within a single study supports that the 

ability to identify the underlying number of classes is dependent on a number of conditional 

factors, such as sample size, number of observations and indicator responses, as well as the 

prevalence and separation of classes. However, the review of the enumeration literature 

does appear to highlight the utility of several enumeration indices, including the BIC, 

nBIC, ICL-BIC, LMRs, and BLRT. Though widely used, the majority of research indicates 

that the AIC and entropy should not be given as great of weight when selecting a final 

model that is the best representation of the true number of latent classes. Current best 

practices recommend that model selection be guided by simultaneously considering 

multiple enumeration indices. 
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MIXTURE MODEL MISSPECIFICATION 

Research on enumeration indices has focused on their ability to detect the model 

with the correct number of classes. However, that is not the only decision to be made when 

selecting which mixture model is the most appropriate representation of the true data 

structure. Researchers applying mixture models must decide whether the relationships 

between variables can be explained solely by the presence of latent classes (i.e., LPA) or 

should additionally include a continuous latent factor structure to account for the shared 

variance between indicators that is not accounted for by underlying subpopulations (i.e., 

FMM). Deciding between models differing in factor structure is an important component 

of structural equation modeling applications. In model comparison procedures, alternative 

models are evaluated with the goal of finding the optimal model that provides the best 

balance of parsimony and goodness of fit, while maintaining a structure that is supported 

by theory related to the constructs of interest. Covariances among items can be modeled as 

either a function of the presence of multiple subgroups [as measured by a categorical latent 

variable (i.e., LPA)] or a function of the existence of both subgroups and a factor structure 

within each class (i.e., FMM). Though the decision between these modeling approaches is 

largely theory driven, it is generally considered best practice to compare mixture models 

with varying degrees of model complexity within classes. 

Enumeration criteria are, by definition, used to identify the model that provides the 

best fitting class solution, but these indices also aid in general model selection of potential 

models differing in their mixture model structure (Lubke, 2010; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). 

There is a wealth of literature on the use of information criteria when comparing a set of 

nested and non-nested models. However, there is little research on their use for model 

selection in mixture models. Classification-based criteria are specific to mixture modeling 

contexts, which prevents research on their use in general model selection applications. The 
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LRTs previously discussed are also specific to mixture modeling contexts. A major 

disadvantage of LRTs (such as the LMR and BLRT) is that they compare the current 

estimated model and one that has one less class with an identical structure (i.e., either LPA 

or FMM comparisons). Therefore, they cannot be used for direct comparisons of models 

that differ in their factor structure (i.e., LPA versus FMM). 

Though enumeration indices are frequently used as general model selection tools 

in mixture modeling applications (e.g., Clark et al., 2013; Muthén & Asparouhov, 2006), 

enumeration criteria have largely been studied in their performance to identify the correct 

number of classes while assuming that only models with the correct factor structure would 

be considered.  In other words, investigations of enumeration accuracy have focused on 

identifying the true number of classes when selecting between models that are otherwise 

correctly specified.  

To the best of my knowledge, Lubke and Neale (2006) conducted the only 

simulation study that used enumeration indices to identify the correct model when selecting 

between models that varied not only in class number, but also the within-class model 

structure. Specifically, data were generated according to LPA, FMM, and CFA models and 

then fit to each type of mixture model, meaning that models could be misspecified in terms 

of number of classes, factor structure, or both. The primary models used for data generation 

and estimation were LPA and CFA models, as the only two-class FMMs were included. 

Their focus was largely on the overestimation of class number when CFA data are 

estimated with LPA. The researchers provided evidence that the number of classes in FMM 

data may be overestimated if it is only fit to LPA models. As demonstrated previously by 

Bauer and Curran (2004) in longitudinal design examples, researchers are at risk of 

overidentifying the number of classes when using mixture models with homogenous data 

that would be best modelled by continuous latent factors. Lubke and Neale’s (2006) results 
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supported that this scenario can lead researchers to overestimate the number of latent 

classes, as well as when FMM-data are only fit to LPA models. In these cases, covariances 

between variables that are explained by a continuous latent factor is misattributed to the 

existence of additional underlying subpopulations. Though not addressed in this study, the 

reverse may also be true, meaning that when LPA data are only estimated by FMMs, a 

portion of the common variance due to population heterogeneity may be incorrectly 

attributed to the continuous latent factor, potentially decreasing the number and distribution 

of latent classes in the selected model (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Lubke & Neale, 2006).  

While the previous research of Lubke and Neale (2006) shed light on the model 

selection performance of enumeration indices, the study design did not provide information 

regarding the impact of estimating misspecified models on enumeration accuracy. It is 

possible that either LPA or FMM is better able to correctly identify the correct number of 

classes despite the model being misspecified by the incorrect exclusion or inclusion of a 

within-class factor structure. One limitation of Lubke and Neale’s (2006) study is their 

choice to only estimate exploratory mixture models, meaning that factor loadings, 

intercepts, and residual variances were freely estimated across classes (i.e., class-specific 

estimates) and all observed variables had loadings on all factors. Using this modeling 

approach for enumeration has been advocated by some researchers so that within-class 

restrictions on mean vectors and covariance matrices do not lead to an over-extraction of 

latent classes (Bauer & Curran, 2004). However, this method has several limitations that 

prevent it from being a common approach. The main problem is that such unrestricted 

mixture models are known to be difficult to estimate because of problematic likelihood 

functions that often have many singularities (Bauer & Curran, 2004; McLachlan & Peel, 

2000). Therefore, models are more stable when there are within-class restrictions, such as 

an imposed factor structure and equality constraints across classes (Bauer & Curran, 2004; 
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Jedidi et al., 1997). Despite Lubke and Neale’s (2006) use of unrestricted exploratory 

models throughout their study, they did come across estimation problems, reporting that 

when there were more than eight indicators, there was a high nonconvergence range of at 

least 70%. 

The second problem encountered with using unrestricted models also stems from 

the fact that they generally have far more parameters to estimate than typical mixture 

modeling approaches. Indices that penalize for the number of freely-estimated parameters 

(e.g., AIC, BIC, nBIC, ICL-BIC) are more likely to select more parsimonious models and 

may be prone to underestimating the number of classes when selecting between 

unrestricted mixture models (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). Given the 

estimation and enumeration issues associated with the increase in freely estimated 

parameters, such an approach is usually only feasible for a very small number of items 

because the number of estimated parameters increases dramatically when adding an 

additional class. It is likely that these issues have kept the use of unrestricted mixture 

models far from being a popular choice for enumeration. In fact, Lubke (2010) later became 

a proponent of a contrary model-building approach, where simpler models are estimated 

first and compared with increasingly more parameterized models. It is unknown how 

Lubke and Neale’s (2006) choice of data-generating and estimated models impacted 

results, but the large number of estimated parameters may have altered the relative 

performance of enumeration indices due to differences in the severity of their penalties for 

model complexity. 

Another feature of their study design that prevents a comparison of the enumeration 

accuracy of indices under LPA and FMM is that Lubke and Neale (2006) did not estimate 

any over-parameterized FMM models. Data generated according to an FMM with one 

continuous factor and two latent classes was not fit to more highly parameterized models 
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than the correct model (e.g., a three-latent class FMM). Therefore, the only type of 

enumeration error that could be measured when fitting FMMs to FMM data was an 

underestimation of the number of classes or factors. In this scenario, any enumeration index 

that would have selected an overparameterized model was counted as selecting the correct 

model since it was the most highly parameterized of the models fitted. Also, data generated 

according to an LPA model with three classes was only fit to an FMM with 1 factor and 2 

latent classes, thereby making correct enumeration under structure misspecification 

impossible. It is possible that estimating a three-class FMM would have demonstrated high 

enumeration accuracy with LPA-generated data, despite the fitted model being 

misspecified due to the inclusion of a within-class factor structure. The authors state that 

the inclusion of only one estimated FMM was due to nonconvergence issues, which is 

likely a product of only fitting completely unrestricted models. The large number of 

parameters being estimated in FMM with three classes or multiple continuous latent factors 

led to a low convergence rate (less than 40%), leading the authors to exclude these models 

from their results.  

One outcome that was overlooked in Lubke and Neale’s (2006) study design was 

an investigation into whether LPA and FMM differ in their ability to identify the correct 

number of classes when the factor structure is misspecified. If one of these approaches 

demonstrated superior enumeration capabilities, then that modeling approach could act as 

the method for deciding on the number of classes before moving onto comparisons of 

models with varying within-class structures. In typical applications, researchers must 

simultaneously make decisions concerning the number of latent classes and the structure 

of the model in each class. However, the within-class structure found to be best-fitting can 

differ depending on the number of classes specified. Similarly, the number of classes 

selected by enumeration indices can also be influenced by the model structure specified 
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(Bauer & Curran, 2004; Pastor & Gagne, 2013; Raykov et al., 2016). There is no standard 

procedure for handling the decision of class number and model structure given that both 

the within-class structure and number of latent classes is unknown. Nonetheless, several 

methodologists have proposed that the number of latent classes be determined first and 

subsequently deciding the model structure that is most appropriate (Bauer & Curran, 2004; 

Lubke et al., 2007; Masyn, Henderson, & Greenbaum, 2010; Muthén, 2006; Muthén & 

Asparouhov, 2006). However, these approaches largely rely on estimating unrestricted 

models, which, as previously described, are often unable to converge on a solution and may 

lead to enumeration indices underestimating the number of classes due the large increase 

in model complexity with the addition of each latent class.  

 

PURPOSE 

Mixture modeling simulation studies have demonstrated how vulnerable mixture 

models are to misspecification. The rates at which the true number of latent classes is 

detected across enumeration indices and mixture modeling approaches varies greatly 

across studies and enumeration accuracy is often unacceptably low. Given that the datasets 

analyzed in simulated research are controlled to fit specific data properties, it is reasonable 

to assume that enumeration errors occur with even greater frequency in real-world mixture 

model applications. Furthermore, there is usually no a priori knowledge of the number or 

factor structure of latent classes, meaning large numbers of possible models could be 

theoretically justified. Applied researchers are unlikely to go through the process of 

running a fully exhaustive set of comparative models, especially when running into the 

estimation issues inherent in fitting highly parameterized unrestricted mixture models. 
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Bauer and Curran (2004) demonstrated that spurious classes can arise from placing 

unnecessary constraints on the within-class model (i.e., factor structure model). When the 

within-class model is overly restrictive, this misspecification is absorbed by the between-

class portion of the model. Increasing the number of classes can continue to improve fit as 

this increases the variation explained, despite the fact that it would be better modelled at 

the within-class level portion of the model by including additional pathways or 

covariances. 

Steinley and Brusco (2011b) suggested that including a continuous latent variable 

with an LPA, thereby forming an FMM, may enhance the performance of enumeration 

indices in correctly detecting the true number of classes. However, the ability of FMM to 

correctly enumerate LPA data has not previously been examined. If true, this would mean 

that one may be able to have high enumeration accuracy by estimating a simple FMM to 

determine the number of latent classes before deciding on the model structure that is best 

fitting given the selected k. This would be less burdensome on the applied researcher, as it 

would require less time and computing power than the process of estimating and comparing 

between a larger set of models that cover all possible combinations of class number and 

factor structure. While there is evidence that class number may be overestimated when data 

best modelled as LPA is fit to FMMs (e.g. Bauer & Curran, 2004; Lubke & Muthén, 2006), 

the reverse has mostly been discussed as a theoretical possibility rather than demonstrated 

(Lubke, 2010; Pastor & Gagne, 2013). 

The interdependency of the within- and between-class portions of mixture models 

may also cause issues in the opposite manner. Estimation of a complex and 

overparameterized within-class model may cause an erroneously large proportion of the 

total variance to be modeled at the within-class level. Misspecification of the between-class 

model could cause overfitting of the within-class component, as researchers may continue 
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adding paths to the factor model until the model has adequate fit. Falsely attributing 

covariance between observations to erroneous continuous latent factors or other structural 

relationships could cause the number of classes to be underidentified. The number of 

classes estimated changes the partitioning of individuals (into classes). Consequently, 

incorrect enumeration causes all classes to be invalid as the meaning of latent classes 

depends on individuals being correctly classified. 

These potential scenarios demonstrate that individual variability can be falsely 

attributed to either continuous (i.e., within-class) or categorical (i.e., between-class) latent 

factors. More attention has been given to avoiding the identification of spurious classes. 

However, the opposing problem can be equally damaging to model interpretation since 

parameters of the within- and between-level are estimated simultaneously. Therefore, both 

under- and overidentification of k decrease model validity due to changes in how the 

continuous and categorical factors are interpreted.  

Due to the interdependency of the between- and within-class portions of the model, 

it would be of great benefit to determine the approach that has greater enumeration 

accuracy, so that the true number of latent classes could be identified before making 

judgements concerning factor structure of the within-class model. The relative enumeration 

accuracy of LPA and FMM has not been previously studied. One of these methods may 

have superior enumeration accuracy when estimating either correctly specified models or 

models with within-class misspecifications. 

This dissertation will investigate whether enumeration accuracy differs across LPA 

and FMM to determine if one of these methods is the most likely to detect the correct 

number of classes. Enumeration accuracy rates will be calculated for each mixture 

modeling approach when the within-class model is correctly specified and when the within-

class model is misspecified. These will be calculated separately for each enumeration 
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index, which have been selected based on their pervasiveness in mixture modeling research 

(i.e., AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, entropy, LMR, aLMR), as well as those that are not used as 

frequently due to lack of availability or computational burden, but have had strong 

performance in prior simulation research (i.e., ICL-BIC, BLRT). This simulation study will 

also manipulate several data properties that previous research demonstrates as influential 

factors on latent class detection. The relative enumeration accuracy of LPA and FMM may 

differ depending on these conditional variables and across enumeration indices. 
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Chapter 3: Method 

The purpose of this dissertation is to compare the enumeration accuracy of LPA 

and FMM under correctly specified models and models misspecified by the inclusion or 

exclusion of a within-class factor structure. The performance of these modeling approaches 

were examined across nine enumeration indices, including the AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, 

entropy, ICL-BIC, LMR, aLMR, and BLRT. These indices were selected due to their 

demonstration of high enumeration accuracy in prior simulation research and 

pervasiveness in applied mixture modeling studies. The ability of each mixture modeling 

approach (i.e., LPA and FMM) to correctly enumerate was examined in a Monte Carlo 

simulation study with a fully-crossed design that varies several conditional factors, 

including the true number of latent classes, the class mixing proportions, the number of 

observed indicators, and sample size. Enumeration accuracy under FMM and LPA was 

assessed by examining the proportion of generated samples in which the correct class 

model was selected. These enumeration accuracy rates were also separated by whether the 

within-class model structure was correctly specified or misspecified by the presence or 

absence of a continuous latent factor variable. These results were further examined to 

understand the extent to which the true number of classes, mixing proportions, class 

separation, and sample size affect enumeration and whether their impact differed for LPA 

and FMM modeling approaches. Details on the factors manipulated in this study, data 

generation, model estimation, and analyses are presented below. 
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MANIPULATED DESIGN CONDITIONS 

Five design variables are manipulated in the data generation process to examine 

their influence on enumeration accuracy across LPA and FMM modeling procedures: 

structure of data generating model (mixture model type: LPA or FMM), sample size, 

number of latent classes, mixing proportions, and class separation. These conditions are 

described in detail next.   

Mixture model structure 

 Data were generated according to two different types of mixture models – LPA 

and FMM. LPA models differentiated classes by the observed item means and classes and 

FMMs were differentiated by class-specific latent factor means. Specifics of data 

generation will be provided in a dedicated section later. 

Number of latent classes 

This study used two levels of the true number of classes in the population, K, to 

investigate its impact on model performance. Samples were drawn from a population with 

either two classes (K = 2) or three classes (K = 3). These class numbers were selected due 

to their frequent use throughout mixture modeling research. Two classes have been most 

commonly used in previous simulation studies (e.g., Henson et al., 2007; Lubke & Muthén, 

2007; Lubke & Neale, 2006), though two separate literature reviews have indicated that 

three class models are the most frequently settled on solutions in applied studies using 

mixture modeling (e.g., Morgan et al., 2016; Tein et al., 2013). Including both class 

numbers in this simulation study increases the generalizability of results to real-world 

conditions and serve as a link to previous research. 
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Class mixing proportions 

Class mixing proportions (π) represent the probability of each class occurring in the 

population, which determines how the total sample size is divided into class sizes. The 

proportion of the total sample size that belongs to each latent class were manipulated to be 

equal or unequal. In equal π conditions, each latent class had the same number of members, 

which is equal to N/K. The proportions used for unequal π conditions represented the 

existence of one dominant class, and one or two smaller classes, depending on the number 

of latent classes. When K = 2 with unequal π, the proportions of the total sample were .75 

and .25, meaning the sample size of the first and second class were N × .75 and N × .25, 

respectively. These proportions were selected to replicate conditions used by Nylund et al. 

(2007) and Henson et al. (2007). In unequal proportion conditions with three classes (K = 

3), the mixing proportions were .50, .25, and .25.  

Sample size 

There were two sample size conditions, N = 480 and N = 960. These sample sizes 

were selected to align with those used throughout previous research while also being 

cleanly divided into class sizes according to the mixing proportions used. These sample 

sizes are close to the sample sizes of N = 500 and N = 1000, which have been frequently 

used in previous simulation studies (e.g., Nylund et al., 2007; Tein et al., 2013; Yang, 

2006). Furthermore, these two sample sizes are equivalent to those used in previous 

simulation studies that determined these values from a review of relevant applied literature 

(e.g., Morgan, 2015; Morgan et al., 2016; Tein et al., 2013; Tofighi & Enders, 2007).  

When K = 2 and mixing proportions are equal, each class constituted half of the 

total sample size, producing a within-class sample size of 240 when N = 480 and a within-

class sample size of 480 members when N = 960. In equal proportion conditions with three 
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classes (K = 3), each class made up one-third of the sample, meaning that each latent class 

had 160 members when N = 480 and 320 members when N = 960. In unequal mixing 

proportion conditions when K = 2, the within-class sample sizes of the dominant and 

smaller classes were 360 and 120 (when the total sample size is N = 480) and 720 and 240 

(when N = 960), respectively. In conditions where K = 3 and mixing proportions are 

unequal, the total sample size of N = 480 were split into one class with 240 members and 

two classes with 120 members. When N = 960 and there are three unequal sized classes, 

the within-class sample sizes were one class of 480 individuals and two classes of 240 

individuals. 

Class Separation 

Previous research has indicated that the degree of separation between classes 

heavily impacts enumeration accuracy, as well as the performance of different enumeration 

indices, and may affect the relative ability of LPA and FMM estimated models to correctly 

identify the number of classes. When there is less distinction between classes (i.e., less 

class separation), using FMMs to enumerate LPA data may be more likely to underestimate 

the number of classes, as classes that have less separation are often mistaken for within-

class correlation (Steinley & Brusco, 2011a). This study included two levels of separation 

between class means. This was measured by the Mahalanobis distance (MD) between two 

adjacent classes across items, which is a frequently used multivariate measure of class 

separation. This statistic can generally be interpreted as the standardized difference 

between class means. 
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Defining class separation by Mahalanobis distance ensures that the definition of 

class separation is equivalent across LPA and FMM data generation conditions, thereby 

making the relative enumeration accuracy of LPA and FMM modeling approaches 

comparable. The MD is generally defined as: 

 

 ( ) ( )1
1 2 1 2MD

t
−= − −μ μ Σ μ μ , (30) 

 

where μ1 and μ2 are vectors of item means for two adjacent classes and Σ represents the 

pooled covariance matrix. The parameters manipulated to achieve the desired MD will 

depend on whether the data generating model is an LPA or FMM. In LPA-generated data, 

the difference between classes were modeled as the difference between item intercepts. In 

FMM-generated data, MD were defined by differences in the class means on the 

continuous latent factor. The parameters used to achieve a specific MD for each type of 

mixture model will be described in greater detail in the upcoming data generation section. 

Previous research has consistently demonstrated across enumeration indices and 

modelling approaches that class number is underestimated when there is small separation 

between classes, which indicates that mixture modelling may be inappropriate in such 

cases. Therefore, this study included two class separation conditions, MD = 1 and MD = 

2. These class separation values have been used in multiple relevant simulation studies 

(Lubke & Muthén, 2007; Peugh & Fan, 2013; Tueller & Lubke, 2010). 
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Data Generation 

All manipulated design variables will be completely crossed, resulting in 2 (mixture 

model type) × 2 (K) × 2(π) × 2 (Ns) × 2(MD) = 32 distinct combinations. Data were 

randomly generated according to the previously described data generating properties using 

the Monte Carlo procedure in Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). For each 

combination of conditional variables, 500 replications were generated, which previous 

simulation research has indicated as an appropriate number of repetitions in mixture model 

studies (e.g., Henson et al., 2007; Morgan, 2015; Nylund-Gibson & Masyn, 2016; Sterba, 

2014; Tein et al., 2013). This resulted in a total of 16,000 datasets (32 conditions × 500 

replications = 16,000).  

Ten normally-distributed continuous observed indicators were used across all study 

conditions. The number of indicators was not varied due to previous research largely 

indicating that the number of indicators does not greatly impact enumeration in comparison 

to other factors, such as class number, size, and prevalence. This item number was selected 

to link to the many previous simulation studies on enumeration that used this number (e.g., 

Lubke & Neale, 2006; Morgan, 2015; Henson et al., 2007; Tein et al., 2013). Furthermore, 

ten items were identified as the mean and median number of indicators in two separate 

literature reviews of published mixture modeling applications (e.g., Morgan, 2015; Tein et 

al., 2013). 

Data were generated according to two different mixture models – LPA and FMM. 

For both LPA- and FMM-generated data, classes were separated according to the specified 

MD by differences in the means of the observed variables (μ).  The means of the observed 

variables were consistent across the ten indicators within each class. Due to LPA’s lack of 

a factor structure, the expected value of an indicator for a given latent class (i.e., the class-

specific mean, μk) is equal to the regression intercept of the item, νk. The intercept of the 
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last class was fixed at zero and the values of the indicator intercepts of the other classes 

were manipulated to achieve the desired MD. In K = 2 conditions, the intercepts of the ten 

items in the 1st class were 0.317 when MD = 1 and 0.633 when MD = 2. In K = 3 conditions, 

the ten item intercepts were 0.633 in the 1st class and 0.317 in the 2nd class when MD = 1, 

and 1.266 in the 1st class and 0.633 in the 2nd class when MD = 2. The intercept parameters 

in these two classes represented the difference of their observed means from those in the 

last class. The indicators for all classes were generated according to a normal distribution 

with item variances fixed at one across classes. 

Classes in FMM data were defined by differences in the class means on the 

continuous latent factor. As seen in Equation 12 (μ = ν + λα), the estimated mean of an 

indicator (μ) in FMM is equal to the sum of the item’s intercept (ν) and the product of the 

indicator’s factor loading (λ) and the mean on the continuous latent factor (α). In the current 

study, means on the continuous factor were equal to factor scores (η) due to the lack of 

direct effects on the latent factor. Item intercepts were fixed at zero across classes. The 

variance of the single continuous latent factor was fixed at 1.00 and all item intercepts were 

held at zero across classes. Factor loadings were class-invariant and equal to .5 across all 

items and classes. Residual errors of the observed variables were distributed as N(0, Θ 

=.75) across items and classes, which gives each item a total variance of one. Given that 

factor loadings (Λ), indicator residuals (Θ), and factor variances (Ψ) were held equal across 

classes, the covariance matrices of observed variables (Σ) were also constant across classes 

(see Equation 13). Therefore, only class-specific means on the continuous latent factor 

mean were responsible for defining class separation.  

The means on the continuous latent factor in the last class was fixed at zero so that 

the factor scores of the remaining classes represented the mean difference on the factor 

from the first latent class. The factor means of the 1st and 2nd classes were manipulated to 
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achieve the desired MD. In K = 2 conditions, the continuous factor mean of the 1st class 

was 1.1 when MD = 1 and 2.2 when MD = 2. In K = 3 conditions, the continuous factor 

mean was 2.2 in the 1st class and 1.1 in the 2nd class when MD = 1, and 4.4 in the 1st class 

and 2.2 in the 2nd class when MD = 2. Because the FMM data was generated to be 

measurement invariant across classes (i.e., factor loadings, item intercepts, and residual 

variances are equal across classes), these factor mean differences can be equivalently 

expressed as observed indicator mean differences, as in LPA, by adding the item intercept 

(i.e., zero) to the product of the class-specific factor mean and the factor loading of an item 

(μk = ν + αk Λ). When expressed as such for K = 2 conditions, the means of the ten items 

in the 1st class were 0.66 when MD = 1 and 1.32 when MD = 2. In K = 3 conditions, the 

item means were 1.32 in the 1st class and 0.66 in the 2nd class when MD = 1, and 2.64 in 

the 1st class and 1.32 in the 2nd class when MD = 2. The means of the ten items were fixed 

at zero in the last class. 

Classes in LPA and FMM were only differentiated by their observed variable 

means (or equivalently, continuous latent factor means in FMM), rather than additionally 

specifying class-varying residuals, intercepts, or factor loadings. These LPA and FMM 

data generating models were selected to align with the LPA and FMM specifications used 

in estimation, as described in the following section. The parameters modeled as class-

varying (i.e., those that distinguish classes) and class-invariant are the default LPA and 

FMM parameterizations in Mplus, and therefore, represent the most likely to be used in 

practice.  

Mplus generates equal π classes by default so latent class factor intercepts were 

specified in the LPA and FMM data generating models to produce the desired class 

proportions for unequal π conditions. The intercept for a given class was equal to the log 

of the ratio of the proportion of members in that class to the proportion of members in the 
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last class. The last class proportion was always specified as being the largest class. 

Therefore, when there were two unequal classes (π1 = .25 and π2 = .75), the class factor 

intercept in the first class was equal to ln(.25/.75), or -1.0986. When there were three 

unequal classes (π1 = .25, π2 = .25, and π3 = .50), the class factor intercepts of the 1st and 

2nd classes were equal due to them being the same size, being equal to ln(.25/.50), or -

0.693. 

Model Estimation 

After the 16,000 datasets were generated (500 replications of each of the 32 

conditions), they were read into and analyzed in Mplus. LPA and FMM models were 

estimated using the TYPE=MIXTURE analysis command, which uses maximum 

likelihood with robust standard errors as the default estimator. To avoid convergence 

issues, several estimation defaults were increased as recommended in the Mplus 8.1 user 

guide (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). The number of random starts was increased from 

its default of 20 to 100 and the number of final stage optimizations was increased from its 

default of 4 to 20. In addition, the number of initial state iterations was increased from the 

default of 10 to 20. FMM and LPA models used the default Mplus specifications in terms 

of which parameters were held equal across classes (class-invariant parameters) or freely 

estimated (class-specific parameters). LPA models freely estimated all indicator intercepts, 

meaning the intercept estimates were varied across classes and items. Indicator variances 

were class invariant, meaning they were estimated but held equal across classes. FMM 

models had all ten items load on the continuous latent factor. Indicator intercepts were 

fixed at zero across all items and latent classes. Residual variances and factor loadings were 

estimated but fixed to equality across classes (i.e., class-invariant). The continuous latent 

factor was fixed to have a variance of 1.0. The latent factor mean of the last class was fixed 
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to zero. In FMM, classes were differentiated by their continuous latent factor means. Mean 

factor scores of the additional class or classes represented the discrepancy between their 

score on the latent factor and that of the reference class in standard deviation units. 

Estimated LPAs and FMMs only varied across model fittings by estimating a different 

number of latent classes, being equal to the true number of classes, having one more class 

than K, or one less class than K. When the data were generated to be K = 2, LPAs and 

FMMs will be estimated with k = 1, k = 2, and k = 3 classes. When the data were generated 

to be K = 3, LPAs and FMMs were estimated with k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4 classes. The 

number of freely estimated parameters for fitted FMM and LPA models are presented in 

Table 1. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Number of Free Parameters for All Fitted Models 

FMM  LPA 

k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4  k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 

20 22 24 26  20 21 32 43 

Note. k = the number of classes of the estimated model. LPA models estimated k–1 

latent class factor means, 10 indicator intercepts for each class, 10 class-invariant 

indicator variances. FMMs estimated k–1 latent class factor means, k–1 continuous 

latent class means, 10 class-invariant factor loadings, and 10 class-invariant residual 

variances. 
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Each generated dataset was estimated by 3 LPA models and 3 FMM models, for a 

total of 6 estimated models per dataset. The 3 models within each type of mixture modeling 

differed in the number of classes specified. One model specified the correct number of 

classes (k), another underestimated the number of classes by specifying one less class than 

present (k–1), and the last overestimated the number of latent classes by specifying one 

less class than there was in truth (k+1). Each dataset was fit to three models with a correctly 

specified factor structure and three models that had a misspecified within-class structure – 

due to either being overly restrictive (i.e., FMM data fit by LPA) or overly permissive (i.e., 

LPA data fit to FMM). Therefore, one of the six models was correct in both structure and 

class number, one model estimated the correct number of classes but had a misspecified 

factor structure, two had the correct within-factor structure but either under- (k–1) or 

overestimated (k+1) the number of classes, and two estimated models were doubly 

misspecified due to incorrect k and factor model specifications. Other than those two 

possible misspecifications (i.e., wrong k, incorrectly estimating LPA/FMM), all other 

aspects of the estimated models were correctly specified.  

The combination of 500 datasets being estimated by six models across 32 

conditions produced a total of 96,000 model fittings (6 × 32 × 500 = 96,000).  

Enumeration and Model Selection 

The enumeration accuracy of LPA and FMM models were evaluated across nine 

enumeration indices. The AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, entropy, LMR, aLMR, and BLRT are 

estimated by Mplus. The AICc (see Equation 24) and the ICL-BIC (see Equation 29) were 

computed outside of the program using sample size (N), (p), and the raw entropy estimate 

(EK), as presented in Equation 31. Raw entropy (Ek) was obtained by transforming the 

normalized entropy estimate (Entropy) provided by Mplus using the following formula: 
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  ( )ln( ) 1kE N k Entropy= −  (31) 

 

The enumeration indices were recorded for the six models estimated for each of the 

500 replications of each combination of conditional variables. The values of the 

enumeration indices were compared across the estimated models using a single dataset to 

identify and record the model that each index selected as best-fitting. The model which had 

the lowest value was selected as best-fitting by the AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, and ICL-BIC, 

while entropy selected the model with the largest value (i.e., closest to one). While model 

selection of these indices is completed by comparing their values across all estimated 

models, the LRTs have a sequential model selection process, which involves evaluating 

the p-values of models with an increasing number of specified classes, from the k–1 model 

to the k+1 model. A significant LMR, aLMR, or BLRT test (p ≤ .05) demonstrates that the 

current model is not a significantly better fit than an identical model with one less class. 

The model selection process ends at the first non-significant p-value encountered, in which 

case the model with one fewer classes is selected because this indicates that the model with 

one less class has better fit. Therefore, in order for an LRT to correctly select a model with 

the true number of classes (k), the p-values of the k–1 and k models needed to be significant 

(p ≤ .05) whereas the p-value of the k+1 model had to be non-significant (p > .05). When 

all of the models fit to a dataset had significant p-values, this was an indicator that the 

LRTs would overestimate the number of classes and the k+1 model was selected. Likewise, 

if all p-values were non-significant, this was indicative of the LRT selecting a model that 

underestimated class number and the k–1 model was selected. 

The model that was selected as best-fitting was determined when (1) comparing 

across all six estimated models, which varied in their specified within-class structure and 

the number of latent classes, (2) comparing across the three models that have a correctly 
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specified structure, and (3) comparing across the three models that vary in class number, 

but all have a misspecified factor structure. The model selected was recorded for each 

model estimated to determine whether an enumeration index identified the true class 

number (k), underestimated class number (k–1), or overestimated class number (k+1). 

Outcome Measures 

The primary outcome of interest in this study was enumeration accuracy, which 

was calculated as the proportion of replications that an enumeration index selected the 

model with the true number of classes. Enumeration accuracy was considered in two 

different scenarios to determine: (a) enumeration accuracy when the factor structure was 

correctly specified, and (b) enumeration accuracy when the factor structure was 

misspecified. These were calculated as follows: 

 

1. Enumeration accuracy when the factor structure was correctly specified: The 

percentage of replications that an enumeration index selected the correct k model 

out of the three models (k–1, k, k+1) with a correctly specified factor structure (i.e., 

LPA-generated data fitted to LPA models, FMM-generated data fitted to FMM 

models). 

2. Enumeration accuracy when the factor structure was misspecified: The percentage 

of replications that an enumeration index selected the correct k model out of the 

three models (k–1, k, k+1) with misspecified factor structure (i.e., LPA-generated 

data fitted to FMM models, FMM-generated data fitted to LPA models). 

 

These enumeration accuracy outcomes are reported separately for each enumeration index 

(AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, entropy, ICL-BIC, LMR, aLMR, and BLRT), mixture model type 
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(LPA and FMM), and combination of the 32 conditional factors. The percentage of 

replications that each enumeration index made an enumeration error due to underestimating 

class number (i.e., selecting the k–1 model) or overestimating class number (i.e., selecting 

the k+1 model) are also reported. The enumeration accuracy rates of the enumeration 

indices of LPA and FMM are compared for each combination of enumeration indices and 

conditional factors to determine the general performance of each mixture modeling 

method. 

This study also reports the model selection accuracy of each enumeration index 

when considering all models estimated for a dataset. Model selection accuracy was defined 

as the proportion of replications that an enumeration index selected the correct data 

generating model out of all six estimated models (LPA- and FMM-specified models with 

k–1, k, and k+1 classes). This reveals the general performance of each enumeration index 

and how their model preferences differed across conditional factors. However, the model 

selection accuracy of only six enumeration indices are considered. The p-values produced 

by the likelihood ratio tests (LMR, aLMR, and BLRT) are based on a comparison of the 

current model to an identical model with one less class. Therefore, the LRTs can only be 

used as criteria for deciding between models that differ only in the number of specified 

classes, not those with different mixture structure specifications (i.e., LPA and FMM). 

Therefore, model selection accuracy is only reported for the information-based indices (i.e., 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, and AICc) and the classification-based indices (i.e., entropy and ICL-

BIC).  

Due to their relation to enumeration and model selection, the average value of the 

information criteria, classification-based indices, and p-values of the LRTs across 

replications are presented for each combination of conditional factors and estimated model 

(LPA or FMM × k–1, k, or k+1). Additionally, 95% confidence intervals are provided for 
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the LRT p-values. Though these aggregate values were not used for model selection, which 

was completed for each replication separately, they are provided as supplementary 

descriptive information that indicate the impact of model specifications and conditional 

factors on each index. Lastly, nonconvergence was recorded for each estimated model and 

rates of nonconvergence were calculated for each combination of data-generating 

conditions to ensure that each data-generating condition had 500 replications of the model 

selection process. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

 

CONVERGENCE 

Nonconvergence is a frequently encountered problem in mixture modeling 

applications. Since multiple models are being estimated and compared for the same dataset, 

when there is difficulty finding a convergent solution for a model but not the other 

estimated models, the nonconverging model is usually treated as an indicator of model 

misspecification and it is not considered as a potential model. This is how models with 

nonconverging solutions were treated in this study, with the same rules being used to select 

a model from the remaining possible models (i.e., lowest value of AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, 

and ICL-BIC; highest entropy value; non-significant p-value for the model with one 

additional class for the LRTs). 

Though nonconvergence issues were expected given the complexity of mixture 

modeling estimation, this was rarely a problem in the current study. In the 16,000 datasets 

generated for this study (32 data generating conditions × 500 replications), there were none 

in which all three of the estimated models (k–1, k, and k+1) within a mixture model type 

(LPA or FMM) did not converge. Out of the 96,000 model fittings (6 estimated models × 

16,000 datasets), nonconvergence occurred in just 59 of the 96,000 (0.06%) of all model 

fittings. Furthermore, only misspecified models did not converge. All solutions converged 

when the within-class model was correctly specified, meaning that the type of mixture 

model used for estimation matched that of the data generating model (i.e., LPA estimation 

with LPA data, FMM estimation with FMM data), regardless of whether the estimated 

model’s class number was correct (k), underestimated (k–1), or overestimated (k+1). 
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Additionally, all LPA solutions converged, even when the data were generated according 

to an FMM. 

Out of the 192 data generating and estimation conditions (32 data generating 

conditions × six estimated models), only 12 had any nonconvergent replications, which all 

occurred when an FMM was fit to LPA-generated data. The number of nonconvergent in 

each condition are summarized in Table 2, with only relevant conditions listed. 

Nonconvergence was more frequent when the LPA data structure had two classes (K = 2) 

and when class π were unequally distributed. The most non-converged replications within 

a single condition occurred in the one-class FMM analysis of LPA K = 2 data with unequal 

π, N = 480, and MD = 1. In this condition, 10 of the 500 replications did not converge, 

meaning that there was a minimum of 98% convergence across all conditions. 

 

Table 2: Percentage of Nonconvergent Replications by Data Generating Condition 

 LPA K = 2   LPA K = 3 

π N MD F1 F2 F3 

Data 

Total   F3 F4 

Data 

Total 

Unequal 

480 
1 2.0 0.0 1.0 1.0  0.8 0.0 0.3 

2 0.0 1.2 1.4 0.9  0.0 0.0 0.0 

960 
1 1.6 0.0 0.2 0.6  0.4 1.0 0.5 

2 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.5  0.0 0.0 0.0 

Equal 
480 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.2 0.1 

960 2 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1  0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total for Est. Model 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.4  0.2 0.2 0.1 

 

Note. Percentage of nonconvergent replications is out of 500 possible replications for 

estimated models with any nonconvergent cases. Data Total is the percentage of the 

nonconvergent solutions across the three estimated models for a specific data generating 

condition. Total for Est. Model is the percentage of the nonconvergent cases for the 

estimated model specification across the eight data generating conditions (π × N × MD). 

F1–F4 indicate the estimated model, an FMM with 1–4 classes.  
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ENUMERATION ACCURACY 

This section will present the primary results of this study, being the enumeration 

accuracy of various indices under FMM and LPA in scenarios with misspecified and 

correctly specified mixture structures. The model identified as best-fitting by the AIC, the 

BIC, the nBIC, the AICc, and the ICL-BIC is the model with the lowest value for that 

index. Entropy selects the model with the highest entropy value as best-fitting. The 

likelihood ratio tests, the LMR, the aLMR, and the BLRT, determine the best-fitting model 

by analyzing models with an increasing number of specified classes. The first non-

significant p-value encountered indicates that the current k model is not a significantly 

better fit than a k–1 model, thereby identifying the model with k–1 classes as best-fitting. 

In other words, the correct number of classes would be selected if the correct k model had 

a significant p-value (p ≤ .05) and the model with one additional class (k + 1 model) has a 

non-significant significant p-value (p >.05). If an LRT found significance with all three of 

the models estimated (k–1, k, and k+1), then the k+1 model was selected as the results 

indicate that the class number would be overestimated. Likewise, if the p-values of the 

three models were all not significant (i.e. p>.05), then the k–1 model was selected. 

In the following sections, I report the percentage of replications that each 

enumeration index selected the k–1 model, the k model, and the k+1 model as the best 

fitting model. Enumeration accuracy is the percentage of replications in which the model 

with the true number of classes was selected. The enumeration accuracy of the indices 

across conditional factors is presented, as well as which models were most frequently 

identified by the indices when enumeration errors are made. Though these are the principal 

results of interest, this section will include tables containing the average values of the 

enumeration indices across replications as supplementary descriptive information. The 

LRT’s mean p-values, as well as their 95% confidence intervals, are presented in separate 
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tables. The results will be presented separately for each data generating mixture model type 

and true class number, with the correct analysis presented first, followed by the analysis of 

the opposing mixture model type. Subsections descriptions may vary depending on the 

degree of impact the conditional variables had on the enumeration accuracy of the indices. 

Two-Class FMM Data 

FMM Analysis 

This section reviews the enumeration performance of indices when fitting FMMs 

to data generated according to an FMM with two latent classes. Across all design cells 

within the 2-class FMM data condition, none of the enumeration indices ever selected the 

one-class model as best-fitting, apart from the ICL-BIC, which usually underestimated k. 

For all other enumeration indices, when errors were made, it was due to overestimation of 

class number. Table 3 presents the proportion of replications in that the one- (k–1), two- 

(k), or three-class model (k+1) was selected by each enumeration index. Table 4 contains 

the average values for the information-based and classification-based indices across 

replications for each estimated FMM. Table 5 contains the means and the 95% confidence 

intervals of the LRTs’ p-values across replications. These tables indicate which model was 

most likely to be selected by each of the enumeration indices. The AIC, AICc, BIC, nBIC, 

and ICL-BIC select models with the lowest value and entropy selects the model with the 

highest value. A model was selected by an LRT if it had a significant p-value and the model 

with one additional class was non-significant (see Method section for detailed explanation). 

These average values perfectly align with the enumeration accuracy results and not as 

informative because the average values only indicate which model was most likely to be 

selected, not the percentage of replications that a model was selected. Due to their complete 

overlap with enumeration accuracy results these will not be discussed. 
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Table 3:  Class Enumeration Percentages for FMM Analysis of FMM K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 0 91 9   0 95 5 

BIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 95 5  0 98 2 

AICc 0 92 8  0 96 4 

Entropy 0 27 73  0 54 46 

ICL-BIC 84 13 3  98 2 0 

LMR 0 97 3  0 96 4 

aLMR 0 98 2  0 97 3 

BLRT 0 93 7  0 86 14 

960 

AIC 0 92 8   0 95 5 

BIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 98 2  0 100 0 

AICc 0 92 8  0 96 4 

Entropy 0 26 74  0 51 49 

ICL-BIC 84 14 3  100 0 0 

LMR 0 97 3  0 96 4 

aLMR 0 97 3  0 96 4 

BLRT 0 93 7  0 87 13 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 0 89 11   0 92 8 

BIC 5 95 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 95 5  0 98 2 

AICc 0 90 10  0 94 6 

Entropy 0 24 76  0 39 61 

ICL-BIC 96 4 0  100 0 0 

LMR 1 95 3  0 96 4 

aLMR 2 96 2  0 96 4 

BLRT 0 91 8   0 87 13 

960 

AIC 0 89 11   0 94 6 

BIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 97 3  0 100 0 

AICc 0 90 10  0 95 5 

Entropy 0 23 77  0 36 64 

ICL-BIC 97 3 0  100 0 0 

LMR 0 95 5  0 95 5 

aLMR 0 95 5  0 95 5 

BLRT 0 90 10   0 89 11 

Note.  Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 model. 

Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class FMM, k = two-class FMM, 

and k+1 = three-class FMM. 
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Table 4:  Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for FMM of 

FMM K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k – 1 k k + 1   k - 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 12602.14 12514.86 12517.37   12938.46 12734.06 12737.24 

BIC 12685.62 12606.68 12617.54  13021.94 12825.89 12837.41 

nBIC 12685.62 12606.68 12617.54  12958.46 12756.06 12761.24 

AICc 12603.97 12517.07 12520.01  12940.29 12736.28 12739.88 

Entropy 0.00 0.35 0.49  0.00 0.50 0.49 

ICL-BIC 12685.62 13037.67 13158.76   13021.94 13156.94 13372.33 

960 

AIC 25191.60 25015.28 25017.93   25863.21 25453.44 25456.65 

BIC 25288.94 25122.35 25134.74  25960.55 25560.51 25573.46 

nBIC 25225.42 25052.48 25058.52  25897.03 25490.64 25497.23 

AICc 25192.50 25016.36 25019.22  25864.10 25454.52 25457.93 

Entropy 0.00 0.35 0.46  0.00 0.49 0.50 

ICL-BIC 25288.94 25993.40 26272.38   25960.55 26234.53 26619.93 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 12513.00 12489.14 12491.39   12741.80 12664.46 12667.39 

BIC 12596.48 12580.97 12591.56  12825.27 12756.28 12767.56 

nBIC 12533.00 12511.14 12515.39  12761.80 12686.45 12691.38 

AICc 12514.83 12491.36 12494.03  12743.63 12666.67 12670.02 

Entropy 0.00 0.35 0.50  0.00 0.57 0.59 

ICL-BIC 12596.48 13012.16 13115.01   12825.27 13040.52 13200.28 

960 

AIC 25013.16 24963.69 24966.07   25469.37 25313.18 25316.27 

BIC 25110.50 25070.76 25082.87  25566.71 25420.25 25433.08 

nBIC 25046.98 25000.89 25006.65  25503.19 25350.38 25356.85 

AICc 25014.05 24964.77 24967.35  25470.27 25314.26 25317.55 

Entropy 0.00 0.35 0.47  0.00 0.58 0.60 

ICL-BIC 25110.50 25939.70 26197.83   25566.71 25982.80 26277.46 

Note. Average enumeration index values across replications. Higher entropy values and lower 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class FMM, k = two-class FMM, and k+1 

= three-class FMM. 
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Table 5:  Likelihood Ratio Test Means and 95% Confidence Intervals for FMM K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k k+1   k k+1 

Estimated Model: FMM  

E 

480 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.50[0.04, 0.95]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.45[0.09, 0.81] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.51[0.06, 0.96]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.46[0.10, 0.81] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.56[-0.16, 1.29]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.62[-0.20, 1.45] 

960 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.49[0.03, 0.95]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.44[0.09, 0.79] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.50[0.05, 0.96]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.45[0.10, 0.79] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.59[-0.12, 1.29]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.63[-0.19, 1.46] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.00[-0.02, 0.03] 0.48[-0.03, 0.98]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.44[0.01, 0.87] 

aLMR 0.00[-0.03, 0.03] 0.49[-0.01, 0.99]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.45[0.02, 0.87] 

BLRT 0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.48[-0.19, 1.15]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.55[-0.21, 1.31] 

960 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.46[-0.05, 0.98]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.44[0.01, 0.86] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.48[-0.04, 0.99]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.44[0.03, 0.86] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.50[-0.21, 1.21]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.60[-0.18, 1.38] 

Estimated Model: LPA 

E 

480 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[-0.02, 0.02] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[-0.02, 0.02] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

960 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

960 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

Note. Means and 95% CIs were calculated across replications. Shaded columns indicate the 

correct class solution. Likelihood ratio tests cannot be calculated for the one-class (k–1) model. E 

= equal class π, U = unequal class π, k = two-class model, k+1 = three-class model. 
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The strongest performer across K = 2 conditions was the BIC, which had virtually 

perfect identification of the correct class model across replications. The only scenario that 

the BIC had lower than 100% enumeration accuracy (i.e., 95%) was when there were 

unequal class proportions, a smaller sample, and smaller class separation. The nBIC was 

also a very strong performer and had an average of 98% accuracy across conditions. Like 

the BIC, the performance of the nBIC was its lowest (95%) when N = 480 and MD = 1, 

but in both equal and unequal class proportion (π) conditions. The AIC and the AICc had 

lower accuracy than the BIC and the nBIC, but still had high rates of identifying the correct 

number of classes, being 92% and 93% accurate on average, respectively. Though the AICc 

had slightly better performance than the AIC, there were minimal differences in their 

enumeration accuracy when sample size was large. 

Classification indices had the lowest accuracy of all enumeration indices. Entropy 

had consistently stronger performance than the ICL-BIC across conditions. Entropy 

selected the correct model in 34% of samples across conditions and performed its best in 

conditions with equal class proportions and larger class separation (N = 480: 54%, N = 960: 

51%). The ICL-BIC had 0% accuracy in almost all MD = 2 conditions. The ICL-BIC’s 

best performance was in conditions with smaller class separation and equal class 

proportions, though its rate of correctly enumerating was still very low (13-14%), making 

it only an average of 4% accurate across conditions. 

Sample Size. Sample size did not have a large impact on accuracy for any of the 

indices when averaged across other conditions. Entropy presented the largest decreases in 

accuracy due to increased sample size, though this index had only an average of 2% higher 

accuracy when sample size was smaller. For some indices, the impact of sample size was 

only apparent within levels of other conditional variables. In small class separation 

conditions, the BIC and the nBIC had slightly higher accuracy when sample size was 
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larger. In the small separation and unequal class proportion conditions, the BIC’s accuracy 

increased by 5% when sample size was increased, which was the largest difference in 

accuracy related to sample size across all indices. 

Class proportions. Most of the differences in accuracy due to the distribution of 

class proportions were very small and less than 2% on average for all the LRTs and 

information indices. The AIC and the AICc consistently had slightly higher accuracy when 

class sizes were equal rather than unequal, though they only differed about 2% on average. 

When class π were equal rather than unequal, the BIC had 5% higher accuracy when N = 

480 and MD = 1, though this was the only condition the BIC had differences in accuracy 

due to class π and due to the index having maximal class detection in other conditions. The 

nBIC had trivial differences in accuracy due to class proportions. There was little impact 

of class π distribution on the LRTs, but most so for the BLRT out of this index group. The 

impact of π was related to class separation for the BLRT, though differences were very 

slight (1.2%–2.8%). The BLRT performed better when class sizes were equal if class 

separation was smaller, and better when class sizes were unequal if separation was larger. 

The classification-based indices were the most easily influenced by class proportions, with 

unequal class π often leading to substantially lower accuracy. The accuracies of the ICL-

BIC and entropy were 5.4% and 9.4% lower in unequal class proportions on average, 

respectively. The ICL-BIC had about 10% higher accuracy when classes were equally sized 

if the class separation was smaller, though there was little difference when class separation 

was larger. Contrarily, entropy only had about 3% higher accuracy in equal π conditions 

when MD = 1 but saw increases of more than 15% when class separation was larger. 

Class separation. The classification-based indices were also the most greatly 

affected by class separation, but in opposite directions. When class separation was larger, 

entropy was an average of 20% more accurate and the ICL-BIC’s accuracy dropped by an 
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average of 10% in comparison to the smaller class separation conditions. The BLRT was 

also slightly more accurate when class separation was smaller (4.3% on average), because 

the BLRT, as well as the ICL-BIC, became more likely to overestimate k when class 

separation increased. Information indices (i.e., AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc) correctly identified 

the number of classes in more replications when there was larger class separation. When 

MD=2, the AIC and the AICc were about 4% more accurate across conditions and nBIC 

was an average of 2.5% more accurate. The BIC’s accuracy only improved in the unequal 

π, N = 480 condition, though this was the only design cell where the BIC had much room 

for improvement due its near 100% accuracy in other conditions. 

LPA Analysis 

Table 6 provides the proportion of replications in which each model (k–1, k, k + 1) 

was selected when fitting LPA models to the data generated according to a two-class FMM. 

Table 7 contains the average values for the information-based and classification-based 

indices across replications for each estimated LPA model. The lower half of Table 5 

(previously presented) contains the means and the 95% confidence intervals of the p-values 

of the LRTs across replications for the estimated LPA models. The means of the 

information criteria, classification indices, and p-values of the LRTs all perfectly align with 

the enumeration accuracy results, so these will not be included in the review of these 

results. When the same FMM data were estimated using LPA (the incorrect model 

structure), the enumeration indices were largely unable to detect the correct number of 

classes due to overestimation of k. The only index that demonstrated strong performance 

is entropy, which had at least 90% accuracy in all large class separation conditions. When 

there was small separation between classes, entropy still had relatively high accuracy when 

class proportions were equal (N = 480: 76%, N = 960: 85%). Enumeration errors of all 
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indices, including entropy, were solely due to selection of the three-class model (i.e., k+1). 

All information indices, as well as the ICL-BIC and the BLRT selected the k+1 model for 

all replications of every condition. The LMR and aLMR LRTs identified the k+1 model in 

all cases except for three replications (1% accuracy) where the correct model was selected 

in the N = 480, MD = 2, equal π condition. 
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Table 6: Class Enumeration Percentages for LPA Analysis of FMM K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 0 33 67  0 90 10 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 0 0 100  0 1 99 

aLMR 0 0 100  0 1 99 

BLRT 0 0 100  0 0 100 

960 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 0 29 71  0 95 5 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

aLMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

BLRT 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 0 76 24  0 98 2 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

aLMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

BLRT 0 0 100   0 0 100 

960 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 0 85 15  0 100 0 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

aLMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

BLRT 0 0 100   0 0 100 

Note. Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 

model. Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class LPA, k = two-

class LPA, and k+1 = three-class LPA. 
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Table 7: Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for LPA of FMM 

K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k - 1 k k + 1   k - 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 14136.78 13113.97 12733.91   15375.21 13506.29 13190.99 

BIC 14220.26 13201.61 12867.47  15458.69 13593.94 13324.55 

nBIC 14156.78 13134.96 12765.91  15395.21 13527.28 13222.99 

AICc 14138.61 13115.98 12738.64  15377.04 13508.30 13195.72 

Entropy 0.00 0.83 0.83  0.00 0.90 0.87 

ICL-BIC 14220.26 13317.58 13044.95   15458.69 13660.01 13462.09 

960 

AIC 28267.21 26142.41 25446.94   30743.25 27003.67 26381.78 

BIC 28364.54 26244.62 25602.68  30840.59 27105.88 26537.53 

nBIC 28301.02 26177.92 25501.05  30777.07 27039.18 26435.89 

AICc 28268.10 26143.39 25449.22  30744.15 27004.65 26384.06 

Entropy 0.00 0.82 0.83  0.00 0.90 0.86 

ICL-BIC 28364.54 26481.17 25962.51   30840.59 27240.39 26825.39 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 14016.60 13214.44 12657.68   14994.12 13502.93 13048.51 

BIC 14100.08 13302.09 12791.24  15077.60 13590.58 13182.07 

nBIC 14036.60 13235.44 12689.68  15014.12 13523.93 13080.51 

AICc 28026.73 26334.83 25296.40  29978.02 26957.01 26076.30 

Entropy 0.00 0.83 0.81  0.00 0.90 0.86 

ICL-BIC 14100.08 13414.98 12987.50   15077.60 13658.74 13327.87 

960 

AIC 28025.83 26333.84 25294.12   29977.13 26956.03 26074.02 

BIC 28123.17 26436.05 25449.87  30074.47 27058.23 26229.76 

nBIC 28059.65 26369.35 25348.23  30010.95 26991.54 26128.13 

AICc 28026.73 26334.83 25296.40  29978.02 26957.01 26076.30 

Entropy 0.00 0.83 0.81  0.00 0.90 0.86 

ICL-BIC 28123.17 26665.56 25848.56   30074.46 27195.04 26527.78 

Note. Average enumeration index values across 500 replications. Higher entropy values and 

lower AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class LPA, k = two-class LPA, and k+1 = 

three-class LPA. 
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Since virtually all indices overestimated the number of classes across replications, 

conditional factors had very little influence on accuracy. Only entropy showed any 

differences in accuracy due to conditional factors, as it was the only index to select the 

correct model with any regularity. Larger separation between classes led to entropy being 

more likely to identify the correct two-class model rather than overestimate k and select 

the three-class model. Entropy’s accuracy was also higher when class proportions were 

unequal. When class proportions were unequal, entropy had greater accuracy with larger 

sample sizes. Conversely, when class sizes were equal, entropy was more accurate when 

sample size was smaller. 

 

Three-Class FMM Data 

FMM Analysis 

This section presents the results of the FMM analyses of three class FMM-

generated data. Specifically, the proportion of replications in which each enumeration 

index selected the two-class model (i.e., k–1), the true three-class model (i.e., k), and the 

four-class model (i.e., k+1) are presented in Table 8.  Table 9 contains the average values 

for the information-based and classification-based indices across replications for each 

estimated FMM. Table 10 contains the means and 95% confidence intervals of the LRT p-

values across replications. The means of the information criteria, classification indices, and 

p-values of the LRTs all perfectly align with the enumeration accuracy results, so these 

will not be included in the review of these results. Enumeration errors were almost always 

due to underestimation for all indices except entropy, which had a slight inclination 

towards overestimation. The classification criteria (i.e., ICL-BIC and entropy) were the 

poorest identify the correct model across conditions, being 4% accurate on average and 6% 
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at its highest. On average, across all conditional variables, the BLRT was the strongest 

performer, though this index identified the correct number of classes in only 59% of the 

replications across conditions. The BLRT’s top-ranking performance was largely due to its 

above average performance in small class separation conditions. The BLRT never had the 

highest accuracy for any MD = 2 conditions, where information indices often provided 

greater accuracy.  
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Table 8: Class Enumeration Percentages for FMM Analysis of FMM K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 78 17 5   0 89 11 

BIC 100 0 0  17 83 0 

nBIC 93 7 0  1 95 4 

AICc 82 14 3  1 90 9 

Entropy 38 13 49  52 11 37 

ICL-BIC 91 6 3  96 3 0 

LMR 94 6 0  4 93 3 

aLMR 96 4 0  5 93 3 

BLRT 83 17 0  0 90 10 

960 

AIC 65 25 10   0 90 10 

BIC 100 0 0  0 99 0 

nBIC 90 9 1  0 99 1 

AICc 67 23 9  0 90 10 

Entropy 42 10 48  57 8 35 

ICL-BIC 96 3 1  97 3 0 

LMR 84 14 2  0 94 6 

aLMR 86 12 1  0 95 5 

BLRT 68 28 4  0 89 11 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 76 16 9   2 88 10 

BIC 99 1 0  28 72 0 

nBIC 92 7 0  5 92 3 

AICc 81 13 6  2 90 8 

Entropy 21 18 61  73 9 17 

ICL-BIC 92 5 3  95 5 0 

LMR 94 6 0  8 89 3 

aLMR 95 5 0  11 87 2 

BLRT 75 24 1   2 88 10 

960 

AIC 63 27 10   0 91 9 

BIC 99 1 0  2 98 0 

nBIC 88 11 1  0 98 2 

AICc 65 26 9  0 91 9 

Entropy 16 16 68  85 6 10 

ICL-BIC 95 3 2  95 5 0 

LMR 77 22 1  0 94 5 

aLMR 78 21 1  0 96 4 

BLRT 55 41 3   0 92 8 

Note. Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 model. 

Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = two-class FMM, k = three-class FMM, 

and k+1 = four-class FMM. 
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Table 9:  Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for FMM of 

FMM K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k – 1 k k + 1   k - 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 12654.25 12656.17 12658.63   13025.88 13009.45 13011.86 

BIC 12746.07 12756.34 12767.15  13117.70 13109.62 13120.38 

nBIC 12676.25 12680.17 12684.62  13047.87 13033.45 13037.86 

AICc 12656.46 12658.81 12661.73  13028.09 13012.09 13014.96 

Entropy 0.63 0.44 0.57  0.70 0.60 0.62 

ICL-BIC 12995.10 13342.50 13343.24   13318.15 13528.16 13623.73 

960 

AIC 25293.98 25294.77 25296.84   26037.10 26001.21 26003.62 

BIC 25401.06 25411.58 25423.38  26144.17 26118.01 26130.16 

nBIC 25331.19 25335.36 25340.81  26074.30 26041.79 26047.59 

AICc 25295.06 25296.06 25298.35  26038.18 26002.49 26005.13 

Entropy 0.63 0.39 0.54  0.67 0.59 0.60 

ICL-BIC 25886.98 26689.99 26644.59   26588.47 26988.24 27190.57 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 12658.35 12660.27 12662.39   13010.81 12997.33 12999.83 

BIC 12750.17 12760.44 12770.91  13102.63 13097.50 13108.35 

nBIC 12680.35 12684.26 12688.39  13032.81 13021.33 13025.83 

AICc 12660.56 12662.90 12665.49  13013.02 12999.97 13002.93 

Entropy 0.52 0.44 0.58  0.72 0.64 0.63 

ICL-BIC 13070.62 13355.72 13331.52   13288.85 13478.76 13597.97 

960 

AIC 25301.93 25302.68 25304.59   26005.45 25976.73 25979.16 

BIC 25409.00 25419.49 25431.13  26112.52 26093.54 26105.70 

nBIC 25339.13 25343.26 25348.56  26042.65 26017.31 26023.13 

AICc 25303.01 25303.96 25306.10  26006.53 25978.01 25980.67 

Entropy 0.47 0.40 0.55  0.72 0.63 0.62 

ICL-BIC 26110.78 26677.42 26629.82   26486.15 26877.02 27125.08 

Note. Average enumeration index values across replications. Higher entropy values and lower 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = two-class FMM, k = three-class FMM, and k+1 

= four-class FMM.
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Table 10: Likelihood Ratio Test Means and 95% Confidence Intervals for FMM K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k k+1   k k+1 

Estimated Model: FMM  

E 

480 

LMR 0.40[-0.07, 0.87] 0.47[-0.06, 0.99]  0.01[-0.05, 0.07] 0.46[-0.04, 0.96] 

aLMR 0.41[-0.06, 0.88] 0.48[-0.04, 1.00]  0.01[-0.05, 0.07] 0.47[-0.03, 0.96] 

BLRT 0.44[-0.31, 1.18] 0.61[-0.06, 1.29]   0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.53[-0.17, 1.22] 

960 

LMR 0.29[-0.18, 0.75] 0.44[-0.07, 0.95]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.41[-0.09, 0.90] 

aLMR 0.30[-0.17, 0.77] 0.46[-0.05, 0.97]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.42[-0.08, 0.91] 

BLRT 0.30[-0.36, 0.96] 0.55[-0.14, 1.24]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.48[-0.21, 1.16] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.35[-0.09, 0.78] 0.49[-0.03, 1.02]  0.02[-0.07, 0.10] 0.45[-0.06, 0.96] 

aLMR 0.36[-0.07, 0.79] 0.51[-0.01, 1.03]  0.02[-0.08, 0.11] 0.46[-0.05, 0.97] 

BLRT 0.38[-0.37, 1.13] 0.59[-0.11, 1.29]   0.00[-0.09, 0.10] 0.56[-0.17, 1.28] 

960 

LMR 0.24[-0.19, 0.68] 0.48[-0.04, 1.00]  0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.42[-0.10, 0.93] 

aLMR 0.25[-0.18, 0.69] 0.50[-0.02, 1.01]  0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.43[-0.08, 0.94] 

BLRT 0.23[-0.43, 0.89] 0.56[-0.13, 1.25]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.54[-0.17, 1.24] 

 Estimated Model: LPA 

E 

480 

LMR 0.00[-0.02, 0.02] 0.01[-0.06, 0.07]  0.00[-0.04, 0.04] 0.02[-0.12, 0.17] 

aLMR 0.00[-0.02, 0.02] 0.01[-0.06, 0.07]  0.00[-0.04, 0.04] 0.02[-0.12, 0.17] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

960 

LMR 0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.01[-0.07, 0.09] 

aLMR 0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.01[-0.07, 0.09] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.01[-0.09, 0.11]  0.00[-0.04, 0.05] 0.01[-0.11, 0.13] 

aLMR 0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.01[-0.09, 0.11]  0.00[-0.04, 0.05] 0.01[-0.11, 0.13] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

960 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

Note. Means and 95% CIs were calculated across replications. Shaded columns indicate the 

correct class solution. Means and CIs for all k–1 (i.e., two-class) models were 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

and are omitted from the table. E = equal class π, U = unequal class π, k = three-class model, k+1 

= four-class model.  
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Class separation. The degree of class separation substantially impacted the 

accuracy of all enumeration indices, with the exception of the classification-based criteria, 

which consistently performed poorly across conditions. None of the enumeration indices 

were able to detect the correct number of classes at an acceptable rate when class separation 

was small. All information indices and the LRTs usually underestimated the number of 

classes, especially when sample size was smaller. The AIC and the AICc were most likely 

to detect the correct class number out of the information indices when MD = 1, though they 

were correct about 20% of the time on average across these small class separation 

conditions. The BIC and the nBIC had very low accuracy. The nBIC correctly identified K 

in only 9% of replications on average, and the BIC selected the correct model in less than 

1% of replications, which was the lowest rate of any index in the MD = 1 conditions. When 

class π were equal, the BIC underestimated the number of classes in all replications and in 

99% of unequal π conditions. The BLRT had the strongest performance of the enumeration 

indices in small class separation conditions, identifying the correct k model 27% of the 

time on average. The BLRT was most accurate when unequal class proportions were paired 

with a larger sample size (41%) and lowest when N = 480 and equal π (16%). Though 

entropy’s accuracy was low in all conditions, this index had slightly higher accuracy when 

separation was smaller. Entropy also did not present the same preference for models 

underestimating K as the other indices displayed. Entropy showed a preference for k+1 

models over k–1 models and was far more likely to select one of these over the correct k 

model, which was identified only 10% of the time. 

When class separation was large, the accuracy of all information indices and the 

LRTs greatly improved, while the classification-based indices continued to be poor 

performing indicators of the number of latent classes. The ICL-BIC had virtually the same 

low accuracy in large and small separation conditions, being only slightly above 4%. 
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Entropy’s already low accuracy decreased by about half from 14% to 8% as class 

separation decreased. All the LRTs had strong performance when class separation was 

large. The LMR and the aLMR had close to equivalent accuracy and both identified the 

correct model in an average of 93% in the MD=2 conditions. The BLRT had slightly lower 

accuracy (90%) and was more likely to overestimate the number of classes than the LMR 

and the aLMR. The only condition in which all three LRTs were less than 90% accurate 

was in the condition with unequal class proportions, MD = 2 separation, and N = 480. 

When there was large separation between classes, the nBIC had the highest accuracy on 

average (96%) out of all the enumeration indices. When sample size was larger, the nBIC 

identified the correct number of classes 99% of the time. The AIC and the AICc had 

equivalent accuracy and correctly enumerated in about 90% of MD = 2 samples. Though 

the BIC had relatively high accuracy (88% on average), it was the lowest of the information 

indices. When N was larger, the BIC had close to perfect accuracy (98–99%). However, 

the BIC’s performance decreased when N was smaller, being 83.4% when classes were 

equal (and smallest class size was n = 160), and worst when classes were unequal where it 

was 72.2% accurate. (when the smallest class size was n = 120). 

Sample size. All information indices performed slightly better on average when 

sample size was larger, though the size of the difference depended on class separation. The 

BIC had the largest accuracy differences due to sample size, though these differences were 

only present in MD = 2 conditions, where it improved by 16–26%. Contrarily, the AIC and 

the AICc only had increased performance with larger sample size in small class separation 

conditions, where accuracy was 8–12% higher accuracy when sample size was increased 

from N = 480 to N = 960. The nBIC had the smallest differences between small and large 

sample size conditions, the largest being 6.2% in the unequal π, MD=2 condition. There 

was little difference between sample size conditions for the classification indices (<4%). 
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Entropy had slightly better performance when sample size was smaller, while this 

difference only occurred in smaller class separation conditions with the ICL-BIC. The 

LRTs had better performance when sample size was smaller, but most notably when 

MD=1. In the small class separation conditions, the LRTs performance increased by 8–

11% when class π were equal and increased by 16–17% when π were unequal. In large 

class separation conditions, increasing sample size made little difference in the accuracy 

of the LRTs when class sizes were equal (< 2%) and produced small differences when π 

were unequal (4–8%).  

Class proportions. Class proportions, π, had an impact in select conditions and 

enumeration indices. There was very little difference due to π for the AIC, AICc, nBIC, 

and ICL-BIC across all other conditional variables. The only information index to have 

greater than 3% difference between equal and unequal π conditions was the BIC. 

Specifically, when sample size was smaller and class separation was larger, the BIC had 

11% higher accuracy when class π were equal in comparison to unequal π. Entropy had 

slightly better performance (5–7%) when class sizes were unequal in MD = 1 conditions. 

The LRTs generally had stronger performance in the unequal proportion conditions. The 

greatest differences between the performance of the LRTs in unequal and equal π 

conditions occurred when MD = 1 and N = 960, being the greatest for the BLRT (13%) in 

comparison to the LMR and the aLMR (8–9%). The BLRT also had 7% better accuracy 

when π were unequal in the smaller sample size, MD = 1 condition. While there was a 

minimal difference in the larger sample size MD = 2 condition, the LRTs had slightly worse 

performance when π were unequal in the smaller sample size condition. However, the 

differences were still quite minimal, being at its greatest 5% better performance for the 

aLMR when π were equal. 
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LPA Analysis 

As shown in Table 11, when LPA analysis was used to detect the number of classes 

on FMM-generated K = 3 data, there was very low enumeration accuracy across all indices. 

Table 12 contains the mean values for the information-based and classification-based 

indices across replications for each estimated LPA. The lower half of Table 10 (previously 

presented) contains the means and 95% confidence intervals of the p-values of the LRTs 

across replications for the estimated LPA models. The means of the information criteria, 

classification indices, and p-values of the LRTs all perfectly align with the enumeration 

accuracy results, so these will not be included in the review of these results. The only 

enumeration indices that ever correctly identified the three-class model were entropy, the 

LMR, and the aLMR. All information criteria (i.e., the AIC, the BIC, the nBIC, and the 

AICc), the ICL-BIC, and the BLRT overestimated the number of latent classes 100% of 

the time. LMR and aLMR were also very likely to overestimate k, but when sample size 

was smaller, they were more likely to identify the correct number, and even underestimate 

k on a rare occasion. When class π were equal and class separation was larger, LMR and 

aLMR had 10% enumeration accuracy, which was the highest of enumeration indices in 

these conditions and the strongest performance of LMR and aLMR across all other 

conditions. Though entropy performed poorly, it had the highest accuracy out of all indices, 

though it was still inadequate with a maximum of 27% accuracy. Unlike the other 

enumeration indices, entropy’s errors were most frequently due to underestimating class 

number. The likelihood of entropy correctly identifying k was higher when class separation 

was smaller, particularly in unequal π conditions (23–27%), which was about 10% higher 

than when FMM was used on the same data. 
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Table 11: Class Enumeration Percentages for LPA Analysis of FMM K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 86 10 4  97 3 0 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 1 3 96  1 10 89 

aLMR 1 3 96  1 10 89 

BLRT 0 0 100  0 0 100 

960 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 97 2 1  100 0 0 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 0 0 100  0 6 94 

aLMR 0 0 100  0 6 94 

BLRT 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 72 27 1  100 0 0 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 1 6 93  2 5 93 

aLMR 1 6 93  2 5 93 

BLRT 0 0 100   0 0 100 

960 

AIC 0 0 100   0 0 100 

BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

nBIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

AICc 0 0 100  0 0 100 

Entropy 77 23 0  100 0 0 

ICL-BIC 0 0 100  0 0 100 

LMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

aLMR 0 0 100  0 0 100 

BLRT 0 0 100   0 0 100 

Note. Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 model. 

Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = two-class LPA, k = three-class LPA, 

and k+1 = four-class LPA. 
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Table 12: Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for LPA of FMM 

K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k - 1 k k + 1   k - 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 13328.40 13020.17 12775.35   14550.26 13630.83 13389.52 

BIC 13416.05 13153.73 12954.83  14637.91 13764.40 13569.00 

nBIC 13349.40 13052.16 12818.35  14571.25 13662.83 13432.52 

AICc 13330.42 13024.89 12784.03  14552.27 13635.56 13398.20 

Entropy 0.87 0.84 0.84  0.95 0.92 0.90 

ICL-BIC 13500.53 13323.09 13166.84   14673.76 13849.51 13702.80 

960 

AIC 26643.34 26020.62 25517.41   29088.35 27239.01 26765.82 

BIC 26745.55 26176.36 25726.69  29190.56 27394.76 26975.10 

nBIC 26678.85 26074.73 25590.12  29123.86 27293.12 26838.53 

AICc 26644.32 26022.90 25521.54  29089.34 27241.29 26769.95 

Entropy 0.87 0.83 0.84  0.94 0.92 0.89 

ICL-BIC 26916.39 26532.46 26159.80   29263.76 27570.37 27259.19 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 13374.68 13067.22 12770.59   14423.39 13676.92 13377.22 

BIC 13462.33 13200.78 12950.06  14511.04 13810.48 13556.69 

nBIC 13395.68 13099.22 12813.58  14444.39 13708.92 13420.22 

AICc 13376.70 13071.94 12779.27  14425.41 13681.65 13385.90 

Entropy 0.88 0.86 0.83  0.95 0.92 0.90 

ICL-BIC 13545.38 13345.94 13172.74   14542.33 13892.34 13687.90 

960 

AIC 26737.87 26129.88 25508.49   28836.07 27331.91 26728.27 

BIC 26840.08 26285.62 25717.76  28938.28 27487.65 26937.55 

nBIC 26773.38 26183.99 25581.20  28871.58 27386.02 26800.98 

AICc 26738.86 26132.16 25512.62  28837.05 27334.19 26732.40 

Entropy 0.87 0.86 0.83  0.95 0.92 0.90 

ICL-BIC 27008.03 26576.79 26173.00   29002.10 27656.71 27209.14 

Note. Average enumeration index values across replications. Higher entropy values and lower 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = two-class LPA, k = three-class LPA, and k+1 = 

four-class LPA. 
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Two-Class LPA Data 

LPA Analysis 

This section reviews the performance of enumeration indices when fitting LPAs to data 

generated according to an LPA with two latent classes. Table 13 presents the proportion of 

replications that each enumeration index selected the one-class (k–1), two-class (k), and three-class 

(k+1) models. Table 14 contains the average values for the information-based and classification-

based indices across replications for each of the estimated LPA models. Table 15 contains the 

means and the 95% confidence intervals of the LRT p-values across replications for each estimated 

LPA model. The means of the information criteria, classification indices, and p-values of the LRTs 

all perfectly align with the enumeration accuracy results, so these will not be included in the review 

of these results. The BIC and the nBIC had the greatest accuracy of the enumeration indices across 

design cells, being correct 89% and 94% accurate on average, respectively. When class separation 

was larger, the BIC and nBIC had virtually perfect detection of class number though the nBIC 

overestimated class number in 1–2% of the cases when sample size was smaller. The only 

comparable performance of these indices in small class separation conditions (i.e., MD = 1) was 

in the condition with smaller sample size and equal class proportions. The BIC also had only 

marginally accurate enumeration (about 80%) in the remaining MD = 1 conditions, except for 

when π were unequal and N = 480 where it was just 53% accurate. The nBIC was 72% accurate in 

this same condition and was accurate at least 92% of the time in the other MD = 1 conditions. 
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Table 13: Class Enumeration Percentages for LPA Analysis of LPA K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 2 50 48   0 53 47 

BIC 21 79 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 5 93 1  0 99 1 

AICc 2 73 24  0 74 26 

Entropy 0 1 99  0 3 97 

ICL-BIC 100 0 0  100 0 0 

LMR 1 92 7  0 90 10 

aLMR 1 92 7  0 90 10 

BLRT 1 96 4  0 95 5 

960 

AIC 0 45 55   0 41 59 

BIC 1 99 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

AICc 0 59 41  0 55 45 

Entropy 0 0 100  0 7 93 

ICL-BIC 100 0 0  100 0 0 

LMR 0 93 7  0 94 6 

aLMR 0 93 7  0 94 6 

BLRT 0 93 7  0 94 6 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 8 46 46   0 56 44 

BIC 47 53 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 24 72 3  0 98 2 

AICc 13 63 24  0 77 23 

Entropy 0 21 79  0 6 94 

ICL-BIC 100 0 0  100 0 0 

LMR 50 46 4  0 92 8 

aLMR 51 44 4  0 92 8 

BLRT 15 81 4   0 95 4 

960 

AIC 1 50 49   0 50 50 

BIC 19 81 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 6 92 2  0 100 0 

AICc 1 60 39  0 60 40 

Entropy 0 7 93  0 3 97 

ICL-BIC 100 0 0  100 0 0 

LMR 7 86 7  0 92 8 

aLMR 7 86 7  0 92 8 

BLRT 4 89 7   0 92 7 

Note. Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 model. 

Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class LPA, k = two-class LPA, and 

k+1 = three-class LPA. 
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Table 14: Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for LPA of LPA 

K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k - 1 k k + 1   k - 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 13756.07 13746.13 13745.31   14094.33 13962.16 13962.02 

BIC 13839.54 13833.78 13878.87  14177.81 14049.80 14095.58 

nBIC 13776.06 13767.13 13777.31  14114.33 13983.15 13994.01 

AICc 13757.89 13748.15 13750.04  14096.16 13964.17 13966.74 

Entropy 0.00 0.21 0.45  0.00 0.49 0.63 

ICL-BIC 13839.54 14362.30 14454.13   14177.81 14387.44 14480.75 

960 

AIC 27500.27 27477.88 27476.94   28177.03 27910.10 27908.86 

BIC 27597.61 27580.09 27632.68  28274.37 28012.30 28064.60 

nBIC 27534.09 27513.39 27531.05  28210.85 27945.61 27962.97 

AICc 27501.16 27478.87 27479.22  28177.92 27911.08 27911.13 

Entropy 0.00 0.18 0.44  0.00 0.49 0.63 

ICL-BIC 27597.61 28672.42 28818.85   28274.37 28691.31 28847.80 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 13727.21 13723.29 13720.70   13984.84 13895.33 13894.65 

BIC 13810.69 13810.94 13854.26  14068.31 13982.97 14028.21 

nBIC 13747.21 13744.29 13752.69  14004.83 13916.32 13926.64 

AICc 13729.04 13725.31 13725.42  13986.67 13897.34 13899.37 

Entropy 0.00 0.45 0.58  0.00 0.58 0.70 

ICL-BIC 13810.69 14177.06 14301.42   14068.31 14262.57 14348.32 

960 

AIC 27441.87 27431.02 27427.73   27955.91 27774.23 27772.69 

BIC 27539.21 27533.22 27583.47  28053.24 27876.43 27928.43 

nBIC 27475.69 27466.53 27481.84  27989.73 27809.74 27826.80 

AICc 27442.76 27432.00 27430.01  27956.80 27775.21 27774.97 

Entropy 0.00 0.35 0.54  0.00 0.58 0.70 

ICL-BIC 27539.21 28394.94 28558.62   28053.24 28441.03 28567.02 

 

Note. Average enumeration index values across replications. Higher entropy values and lower 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class LPA, k = two-class LPA, and k+1 = 

three-class LPA. 
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Table 15: Likelihood Ratio Test Means and 95% Confidence Intervals for LPA K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k k+1   k k+1 

Estimated Model: LPA  

E 

480 

LMR 0.00[-0.06, 0.06] 0.47[0.00, 0.93]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.44[-0.03, 0.91] 

aLMR 0.00[-0.06, 0.06] 0.47[0.00, 0.94]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.44[-0.03, 0.92] 

BLRT 0.00[-0.10, 0.11] 0.57[-0.08, 1.23]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.57[-0.11, 1.24] 

960 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.45[-0.03, 0.93]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.45[-0.01, 0.90] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.45[-0.03, 0.93]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.45[0.00, 0.91] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.54[-0.13, 1.20]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.54[-0.14, 1.21] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.14[-0.24, 0.53] 0.47[-0.01, 0.94]  0.00[-0.03, 0.03] 0.44[0.01, 0.88] 

aLMR 0.15[-0.24, 0.53] 0.47[0.00, 0.95]  0.00[-0.03, 0.03] 0.45[0.01, 0.89] 

BLRT 0.08[-0.39, 0.55] 0.55[-0.09, 1.19]   0.00[-0.09, 0.10] 0.57[-0.12, 1.26] 

960 

LMR 0.02[-0.16, 0.20] 0.45[-0.02, 0.93]  0.00[-0.03, 0.03] 0.44[-0.03, 0.91] 

aLMR 0.02[-0.16, 0.20] 0.46[-0.02, 0.93]  0.00[-0.03, 0.03] 0.44[-0.03, 0.91] 

BLRT 0.03[-0.25, 0.31] 0.53[-0.13, 1.20]   0.00[-0.09, 0.09] 0.56[-0.12, 1.23] 

 Estimated Model: FMM 

E 

480 

LMR 0.00[-0.02, 0.02] 0.30[-0.31, 0.90]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.27[-0.27, 0.81] 

aLMR 0.00[-0.02, 0.03] 0.30[-0.30, 0.91]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.28[-0.27, 0.82] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.37[-0.40, 1.15]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.56[-0.22, 1.34] 

960 

LMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.30[-0.36, 0.96]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.24[-0.27, 0.74] 

aLMR 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.31[-0.36, 0.97]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.24[-0.27, 0.75] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.43[-0.37, 1.22]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.60[-0.17, 1.37] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.12[-0.19, 0.42] 0.42[-0.14, 0.98]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.29[-0.26, 0.85] 

aLMR 0.12[-0.19, 0.44] 0.43[-0.13, 0.99]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.29[-0.26, 0.85] 

BLRT 0.01[-0.17, 0.19] 0.30[-0.39, 0.99]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.60[-0.18, 1.39] 

960 

LMR 0.02[-0.10, 0.13] 0.33[-0.26, 0.92]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.27[-0.23, 0.77] 

aLMR 0.02[-0.10, 0.14] 0.34[-0.25, 0.92]  0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.28[-0.22, 0.78] 

BLRT 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.32[-0.43, 1.06]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.59[-0.18, 1.35] 

Note. Means and 95% CIs were calculated across replications. Shaded columns indicate the 

correct class solution. Likelihood ratio tests cannot be calculated for the (k–1) model. E = equal 

class π, U = unequal class π, k = two-class model, k+1 = three-class model. 
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The AIC and the AICc were poor indicators of class number. The AIC selected the 

correct k model 49% of the time across conditions (41%–56%), and almost always selected 

the k+1 model in the remaining cases. The AICc also tended to overestimate the number 

of classes but not as frequently as the AIC, leading the AICc to identify the correct model 

in 65% of the cases across conditions. Both classification-based indices have very poor 

enumeration performance. The ICL-BIC consistently underestimated the number of 

classes, meaning that it had 0% accuracy. Conversely, entropy almost always 

overidentified k. Entropy’s maximum accuracy was only 21%, which occurred in the 

condition with unequal class proportions, N = 480, and MD = 1 – the condition that all 

other indices had their lowest accuracy rates.  

The LRTs did not have as high accuracy across conditions as the BIC and the nBIC 

on average, but the LRTs had high accuracy in the majority of conditions, only falling 

below 90% in the two conditions with smaller class separation and unequal π. The LMR 

and the aLMR were substantially less accurate in the condition with N = 480, MD = 1, and 

unequal π. In this condition, the LMR and the aLMR were only 46% and 44% accurate, 

respectively. If any one of these conditional variables is changed to the alternate scenario 

(i.e., N = 960, MD = 2, or π are equal), the accuracy rate for these indices increases by at 

least 40%. The BLRT was consistently more accurate and less affected by conditional 

variables than the LMR and the aLMR. The BLRT was accurate in an average of 92% of 

cases, being the second-best performing index after the nBIC. 
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Class separation. The BIC had the largest average effect of class separation, being 

almost 22% more accurate on average when class separation was larger than smaller. The 

LMR and the aLMR were about 13% more accurate on average when class separation was 

larger. The nBIC was almost 10% more accurate when class separation was larger. The 

difference between MD conditions was less than 5% for the rest of the indices (i.e., AIC, 

AICc, entropy, ICL-BIC, and BLRT). The ICL-BIC varied little across conditions due to 

its across-the-board poor performance. 

Sample size. The AICc was the most greatly impacted by sample size on average. 

The AICc was about 13% more accurate when used with the smaller sample of N = 480 

than when used with the larger sample of N = 960. The BIC, the LMR, and the LMR were 

11–12% more accurate with the larger sample size. The nBIC also was better able to 

identify class number when sample size was larger, being 7% more accurate, but not as 

greatly impacted as the BIC. The BLRT had very little difference between sample size 

conditions, being 92% accurate in both the smaller and larger sample size conditions. The 

AIC and entropy had minor differences (<5%) but were both more accurate when sample 

size was smaller. 

Class proportions. Indices that were impacted by differences in class proportions 

had better performance when class proportions were equal rather than unequal. The LMR 

and aLMR were the most greatly impacted, being 13–14% more accurate when classes 

were equally sized. The BIC was about 11% more accurate when π were equal. Again, the 

nBIC was not as greatly impacted as the BIC, being only 7% more accurate on average in 

conditions with equal π in comparison to unequal π conditions. Entropy was the only index 

to perform better when π were unequal, though the difference in accuracy was small at 6%. 

The AICc was the least impacted by class proportions, being only 0.4% higher when π 

were equal. 
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FMM Analysis 

This section presents the model selection results of the enumeration indices when 

FMM was used to detect the number of classes on the same LPA K = 2 data as presented 

in the previous LPA analysis section (see Table 16). Table 17 contains the average values 

for the information-based and classification-based indices across replications for each 

estimated FMM. The lower half of Table 15 (previously presented) contains the means and 

95% confidence intervals for the p-values of the LRTs across replications for the FMM 

analyses. The means of the information criteria, classification indices, and p-values of the 

LRTs all perfectly align with the enumeration accuracy results, so these will not be 

included in the review of these results. As shown in Table 16, the information indices were 

excellent indicators of class number and the most accurate of the enumeration indices 

across conditions. In fact, all information indices had higher enumeration accuracy than 

when LPA models were fit (Table 13), despite the data being generated according to an 

LPA model. The AIC and the AICc had the most meaningful boost in accuracy, which now 

selected the correct k model 94% of the time. The average percentages of replications 

where the correct class number was identified increased by 29% for the AICc and 45% for 

the AIC when FMM was used instead of LPA. Errors made by the enumeration indices 

were largely due to overestimation of class number except for the ICL-BIC, which 

frequently made underestimation errors. Underestimation was more likely in the condition 

that also resulted in the lowest accuracy rates for the majority of the indices, which was the 

combination of unequal π, N = 480, and MD = 1.  
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Table 16: Class Enumeration Percentages for FMM Analysis of LPA K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 0 95 5   0 96 4 

BIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 98 2  0 98 2 

AICc 0 95 5  0 97 3 

Entropy 0 24 76  0 49 51 

ICL-BIC 77 19 5  98 2 0 

LMR 0 63 36  0 55 45 

aLMR 0 64 36  0 55 45 

BLRT 0 63 37  0 87 13 

960 

AIC 0 96 4   0 97 3 

BIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

AICc 0 97 3  0 97 3 

Entropy 0 23 77  0 41 59 

ICL-BIC 80 16 4  100 0 0 

LMR 0 50 50  0 53 47 

aLMR 0 50 50  0 53 47 

BLRT 0 67 33  0 91 9 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 1 84 15   0 92 8 

BIC 6 94 0  0 97 2 

nBIC 1 94 6  0 95 4 

AICc 1 88 12  0 93 7 

Entropy 0 15 85  0 30 70 

ICL-BIC 81 11 9  99 0 1 

LMR 49 41 9  1 56 43 

aLMR 51 40 9  1 56 43 

BLRT 3 61 36   2 83 15 

960 

AIC 0 93 7   0 96 4 

BIC 0 100 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 0 99 1  0 99 1 

AICc 0 93 7  0 96 4 

Entropy 0 16 84  0 29 71 

ICL-BIC 90 8 2  100 0 0 

LMR 8 64 28  0 62 38 

aLMR 9 63 28  0 62 38 

BLRT 0 58 42   0 87 13 

Note. Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 model. 

Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class FMM, k = two-class FMM, 

and k+1 = three-class FMM. 
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Table 17: Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for FMM of LPA 

K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k – 1 k k + 1   k – 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 13832.50 13747.01 13750.00   14165.17 13963.56 13967.26 

BIC 13915.97 13838.83 13850.18  14248.64 14055.38 14067.43 

nBIC 13852.49 13769.01 13774.00  14185.17 13985.56 13991.26 

AICc 13834.33 13749.23 13752.64  14167.00 13965.77 13969.90 

Entropy 0.00 0.36 0.55  0.00 0.48 0.50 

ICL-BIC 13915.97 14262.07 14321.63   14248.64 14402.84 14596.18 

960 

AIC 27652.81 27479.41 27482.60   28316.10 27911.58 27915.46 

BIC 27750.15 27586.49 27599.40  28413.44 28018.65 28032.27 

nBIC 27686.63 27516.62 27523.18  28349.92 27948.78 27956.05 

AICc 27653.70 27480.49 27483.88  28317.00 27912.66 27916.75 

Entropy 0.00 0.34 0.50  0.00 0.47 0.52 

ICL-BIC 27750.14 28468.72 28644.29   28413.44 28720.38 29041.36 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 13744.00 13721.70 13719.37   13970.96 13895.89 13899.12 

BIC 13827.48 13813.52 13819.54  14054.43 13987.72 13999.29 

nBIC 13764.00 13743.69 13743.37  13990.96 13917.89 13923.11 

AICc 13745.83 13723.91 13726.34  13972.79 13898.11 13901.75 

Entropy 0.00 0.36 0.63  0.00 0.56 0.60 

ICL-BIC 13827.48 14240.44 14213.94   14054.43 14281.77 14420.15 

960 

AIC 27478.31 27429.67 27433.25   27926.93 27774.89 27778.26 

BIC 27575.65 27536.74 27550.06  28024.27 27881.96 27895.07 

nBIC 27512.13 27466.87 27473.84  27960.75 27812.09 27818.84 

AICc 27479.20 27430.75 27434.54  27927.83 27775.97 27779.54 

Entropy 0.00 0.33 0.55  0.00 0.56 0.60 

ICL-BIC 27575.65 28433.74 28508.79   28024.27 28465.01 28736.40 

 

Note. Average enumeration index values across replications. Higher entropy values and lower 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = one-class FMM, k = two-class FMM, and k+1 

= three-class FMM. 
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The BIC and the nBIC were the most accurate of the enumeration indices, 

identifying the correct model 99% and 98% of the time across conditions, respectively. The 

BIC had 100% enumeration accuracy in all but two of the design cells, in which N = 480 

was combined with unequal class π. In these conditions, it performed better when class 

separation was larger (97%) rather than smaller (94%), but considerably exceeded the 

accuracy of the other indices in both of these conditions. The AIC and the AICc performed 

very similarly, though the accuracy rates of the AICc were slightly higher than the AIC’s. 

The only condition in which they had less than 95% accuracy were in unequal class 

proportion conditions where the sample size was smaller (MD = 1: 84–88%; MD = 2: 92–

93%) or there was a larger sample size paired with smaller class separation (93%).  

Like the information criteria, the classification indices were more accurate 

indicators of class number when fitting FMMs to the LPA data rather than LPA models; 

the percentage of sample correctly enumerated increased 7% for the ICL-BIC and 22% for 

entropy. Despite the increase in accuracy, the classification indices were the worst 

performing of the indices. Entropy was the only index to never select the one-class model 

(i.e., underestimation of class number) across all conditions. Entropy had greater accuracy 

when π were equal, sample size was smaller, and class separation was larger. When these 

3 conditions were combined, entropy had its highest percentage of samples where k was 

correctly identified, though it only selected the correct model about half of the time (49%). 

The ICL-BIC also had better performance than when LPA models were fit to the data. 

However, it was still by far the poorest indicator of class number, being correct only in an 

average of 7% of samples across conditions due to its strong propensity for selecting the 

one-class model.  
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Unlike the boost seen with information index accuracy, the accuracy of the LRTs 

decreased when used with FMM rather than the correct LPA model. This was particularly 

true for LMR and aLMR, which were an average of 30% lower than when only LPA 

models were fit to the data. Accuracy was not much lower (3-4%) in the condition which 

proved the most difficult for indices to enumerate (unequal class proportions, MD = 1, N 

= 480), but the rates of correct enumeration were already quite low when LPA was used. 

In all other conditions, accuracy rates of the LMR and aLMR dropped by 22–43%. BLRT’s 

accuracy rates did not decrease with FMM estimation as greatly as the other two LRTs 

(i.e., LMR and aLMR). The accuracy of BLRT dropped notably for MD = 1 conditions, 

being 20–33% lower than when LPA was used. However, when there was larger class 

separation, accuracy only dropped by 4–12% and had an average of 87% accuracy (83–

91%) across these four conditions. BLRT had the highest accuracy when classes were 

equally sized, N = 960, and MD = 2. 

Class Separation. The information indices generally had increased accuracy with 

larger class separation, though most of these differences were trivial. The BIC and the 

nBIC’s enumeration accuracy of MD = 1 and MD = 2 conditions differed very little (< 1%) 

on average across levels of N and π. All the information indices had the greatest difference 

in accuracy due to class separation when a smaller sample size was combined with unequal 

π. Under these circumstances, the accuracy observed in large class separation conditions 

was about 5% higher for the AICc and 8% higher for the AIC in comparison to those with 

smaller class separation. The AIC and the AICc were 1–3% different across other design 

cells. 

Entropy also had greater success in identifying the correct k model when class 

separation was larger, where entropy had 18% greater accuracy in comparison to smaller 

separation conditions. Entropy was one of the most greatly affected by class separation out 
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of the enumeration indices. Entropy’s discrepancy in accuracy between MD = 1 and MD 

= 2 conditions was larger when π were equal and when N was smaller, being 14% at the 

lowest in the N = 960, unequal π condition and 25% at its highest in the N = 480, equal π 

condition. The ICL-BIC had an average of 13% more samples correctly identified when 

class separation was smaller than larger. The ICL-BIC was the only index that was 

consistently less accurate when class separation was larger. The ICL-BIC’s tendency to 

underestimate the number of classes increased as class separation increased and was 

generally unable to identify the correct k model when class separation was larger (<1%). 

However, it was only accurate 13% of the time in small class separation conditions. Unlike 

most of the other indices, the ICL-BIC had a greater discrepancy between class separation 

conditions when π were equal (16–17%) rather than unequal (8–10%). 

The BLRT was the most greatly affected by class separation of the enumeration 

indices, having 22–29% higher accuracy in larger class separation conditions. When class 

separation was larger, the BLRT correctly identified k in 25% more samples on average 

(across levels of N and π) and had a maximum difference of 29% in the unequal π, N = 960 

condition. The aLMR and LMR were the only indices without consistently stronger 

performance under one of the class separation levels, meaning that which class separation 

level (i.e., MD = 1 or MD = 2) gave the indices higher accuracy differed across the levels 

of the other conditional variables. The enumeration accuracies of the aLMR and the LMR 

were only minimally impacted by class separation when there was a larger sample size (2–

3%), being higher when MD = 2 if π were equal and higher when MD = 1 if π were unequal. 

The LMR’s and the aLMR’s largest differences in accuracy due to class separation were 

seen in N = 480 conditions, more so when π were equal. When N = 480 and class π were 

equal, the LMR’s and the aLMR’s accuracy increased by 15% and 17%, respectively, when 
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separation was larger. Conversely, when N = 480 and π were equal, the LMR and the aLMR 

were 8–9% less accurate when class separation is larger. 

Sample size. The LMR and the aLMR had the largest differences in enumeration 

accuracy due to the size of samples out of the enumeration indices. As seen in the 

comparison of the LMR’s and the aLMR’s results by MD, the size and direction of the 

difference in enumeration accuracy depended on the levels of the other conditional 

variables. The LMR and the aLMR had the largest differences in performance under N = 

480 and N = 960 conditions when MD = 1, and the direction of the difference (i.e., which 

sample size gave them greater accuracy) depended on whether π were equal or unequal. 

When class π were equal, the LMR and the aLMR were more accurate when sample size 

was smaller; when class π were unequal, these indices performed better under larger sample 

size conditions. The size of the difference between N = 480 and N = 960 conditions was 

also larger when π were unequal rather than equal. However, the LMR’s and the aLMR’s 

only large differences in accuracy between smaller and larger samples occurred in smaller 

class separation conditions. In the small class separation conditions with unequal π, the 

LMR’s and the aLMR’s accuracy was 23–24% higher in larger samples because they were 

less likely to underestimate k than in smaller samples. In the small class separation 

conditions with equal π, the LMR and the aLMR were less likely to overestimate class k 

when sample size was smaller, leading the LMR and the aLMR to have 13% higher 

accuracy when N = 480. The BLRT was less affected by sample size than the LMR and the 

aLMR, differing just 3–4%. The BLRT was more accurate when N was larger, except when 

classes were both unequally sized and less separated, which gave the BLRT 3% higher 

accuracy when sample size was smaller. 
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Information criteria were consistently better at selecting the correct k model in 

larger sample sizes, though these differences were negligible (<2%) in equal π conditions. 

When π were unequal, there were small differences (2–4%) when MD = 2 and larger 

differences when MD = 1, being 5–6% for the BIC, the nBIC, and the AICc and 8% for 

the AIC. Classification criteria were generally more accurate in smaller sample sizes, in 

which entropy was less likely to overestimate k, and the ICL-BIC was less likely to 

underestimate k. However, the classification criteria had small differences in accuracy 

between sample size conditions (<3%), except when equal π was combined with larger 

class separation, where entropy was 8% more accurate when N = 480.  

Class proportions. The majority of enumeration indices had greater success in 

identifying the correct number of classes when class π were equal rather than unequal; the 

only deviations from this pattern being several design cells for LMR and aLMR. Entropy, 

the LMR, and the aLMR were the most greatly affected by class π, with their accuracies 

for unequal and equal π conditions differing by an average of 12%. The LMR and the 

aLMR were the only indices to perform better when π were unequal rather than equal on 

any design cells. When averaging across all equal and unequal π conditions, the LMR and 

the aLMR appear to have the least discrepancy between unequal and equal π conditions, 

both differing by less than 1%. However, the LMR and the aLMR were the two indices 

most affected by class π of the enumeration indices, having substantial differences between 

unequal and equal π conditions in opposing directions across the other design variables. 

The direction of the difference differed depending on sample size; the LMR and the aLMR 

had greater enumeration accuracy in equal π with N = 480 and greater accuracy in unequal 

π with N = 960. The size of the difference between class π conditions was related to class 

separation, as there was greater discrepancy in the LMR’s and aLMR’s performance when 

class separation was smaller. In N = 480 conditions, the LMR and the aLMR’s correct 
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enumeration percentages were 22–24% higher with equal π if MD = 1, but only slightly 

more than 1% higher when MD = 2. Contrarily, when N = 960, the LMR and the aLMR 

had greater accuracy in unequal π, being 13–14% higher when MD = 1 and 9% higher 

when MD = 2. The BLRT was much less affected by class π than the other LRTs and 

always had stronger performance in equal π conditions, with accuracy being less than 5% 

higher on average across other conditional variables. The BLRT’s discrepancy between π 

conditions was 2–4% for all conditions except for when a larger sample size had greater 

class separation; under these circumstances, the BLRT had almost 9% greater accuracy 

when π were equal. 

The mean proportion of samples in which entropy correctly identified k was almost 

11.8% (7–19%) higher in equal class π conditions than in unequal π conditions. The 

difference between unequal π and equal π accuracies was larger when there was greater 

class separation and a smaller sample. Entropy’s accuracy had the greatest difference 

between equal and unequal π conditions when a smaller sample size was combined with 

larger class separation (19%). The ICL-BIC was not affected by class π in larger class 

separation conditions, though this was due to the index having nearly 0% accuracy when 

MD = 2 due to underestimation of k. When MD = 1, the ICL-BIC had 8% greater 

enumeration accuracy in equal π conditions than in unequal π conditions. 

The information indices were the least affected by class π of all enumeration 

indices. The BIC and the nBIC had the smallest differences between equal and unequal π 

conditions, having only an average of 2% higher accuracy when π were equally distributed. 

The average differences were about 2 times higher for the AICc and the AICc, being 4–5% 

more accurate when π were equal. All the information criteria displayed a similar pattern 

in the size of the difference between π conditions across combinations of sample size and 

class separation. These indices had smaller differences in accuracy due to π when either 
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sample size or class separation was larger, which were design factors that increased their 

ability to correctly identify k. Therefore, the information criteria’s greatest differences were 

seen when N = 480 was combined with MD = 1. Here, the BIC and nBIC only differed by 

about 5%, but the AIC and the AICc differed by 7% and 10%, respectively.  

Three-Class LPA Data 

LPA Analysis 

This section reviews the enumeration performance of indices when fitting LPAs to 

data generated according to an LPA with three latent classes. Table 18 presents the 

proportion of replications that each enumeration index selected the one-class (k–1), two-

class (k), and three-class (k+1) models. Table 19 contains the average values for the 

information-based and classification-based indices across replications for each estimated 

LPA model. Table 20 contains the means and the 95% confidence intervals for the p-values 

of the LRTs across replications for the estimated LPA models. The means of the 

information criteria, classification indices, and p-values of the LRTs all perfectly align with 

the enumeration accuracy results, so these will not be included in the review of these 

results. As seen with the 3-class FMM data, all enumeration indices were unlikely to 

identify the correct number of classes when class separation is smaller, but several had 

stronger performance in large class separation conditions. The ICL-BIC underestimated 

class number for nearly all samples, having at most 0.6% accuracy. Due to its consistently 

poor performance, it will not be included in the following results sections. Due to the great 

discrepancy in results between the accuracy of indices when used with MD = 1 and MD = 

2 generated data, results will be discussed separately for the two class separation 

conditions. The impact of N and π conditional variables on enumeration accuracy will be 

presented separately for each class separation condition. 
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Table 18: Class Enumeration Percentages for LPA Analysis of LPA K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 44 31 24   0 49 51 

BIC 100 0 0  85 15 0 

nBIC 98 2 0  6 91 2 

AICc 72 23 5  1 78 20 

Entropy 0 22 78  97 3 0 

ICL-BIC 99 1 0  100 0 0 

LMR 93 5 2  33 63 4 

aLMR 94 5 2  33 62 4 

BLRT 93 7 0  4 91 5 

960 

AIC 33 39 28   0 38 62 

BIC 100 0 0  15 85 0 

nBIC 100 0 0  0 99 1 

AICc 50 36 15  0 56 44 

Entropy 1 22 77  100 0 0 

ICL-BIC 100 0 0  100 0 0 

LMR 94 5 1  2 91 7 

aLMR 94 5 1  2 91 7 

BLRT 92 7 1  0 93 7 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 46 32 22   3 49 48 

BIC 100 0 0  99 1 0 

nBIC 99 1 0  34 64 2 

AICc 72 24 4  10 70 21 

Entropy 0 21 79  84 10 6 

ICL-BIC 99 1 0  100 0 0 

LMR 93 6 1  70 26 4 

aLMR 93 6 1  71 25 4 

BLRT 94 6 0   24 73 3 

960 

AIC 41 34 25   0 42 57 

BIC 100 0 0  76 24 0 

nBIC 100 0 0  5 93 1 

AICc 51 36 13  0 58 41 

Entropy 0 17 83  99 1 0 

ICL-BIC 100 0 0  100 0 0 

LMR 93 5 2  15 79 6 

aLMR 93 5 2  15 78 6 

BLRT 91 7 1   2 92 6 

Note. Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 model. 

Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution.  k–1 = two-class LPA, k = three-class LPA, 

and k+1 = four-class LPA. 
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Table 19: Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for LPA of LPA 

K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k - 1 k k + 1   k - 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 13884.15 13883.49 13885.44   14275.92 14244.58 14243.67 

BIC 13971.80 14017.05 14064.92  14363.57 14378.14 14423.14 

nBIC 13905.15 13915.49 13928.44  14296.92 14276.57 14286.66 

AICc 13886.17 13888.22 13894.12  14277.94 14249.30 14252.35 

Entropy 0.40 0.55 0.60  0.76 0.60 0.65 

ICL-BIC 14374.06 14490.52 14595.62   14520.57 14801.56 14884.33 

960 

AIC 27753.81 27752.07 27753.64   28537.15 28463.39 28461.77 

BIC 27856.01 27907.82 27962.92  28639.36 28619.13 28671.04 

nBIC 27789.32 27806.18 27826.35  28572.66 28517.50 28534.48 

AICc 27754.79 27754.35 27757.77  28538.14 28465.67 28465.90 

Entropy 0.39 0.54 0.59  0.76 0.58 0.63 

ICL-BIC 28668.11 28876.54 29057.79   28957.59 29513.54 29646.03 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 13887.41 13887.04 13889.41   14249.11 14232.94 14232.32 

BIC 13975.06 14020.60 14068.88  14336.76 14366.50 14411.80 

nBIC 13908.41 13919.04 13932.41  14270.11 14264.93 14275.32 

AICc 13889.43 13891.77 13898.09  14251.13 14237.66 14241.00 

Entropy 0.40 0.57 0.62  0.79 0.67 0.70 

ICL-BIC 14376.51 14474.16 14575.18   14476.33 14717.48 14811.08 

960 

AIC 27760.30 27758.86 27760.82   28482.51 28440.17 28438.51 

BIC 27862.50 27914.60 27970.10  28584.71 28595.91 28647.79 

nBIC 27795.81 27812.97 27833.53  28518.02 28494.28 28511.22 

AICc 27761.28 27761.14 27764.95  28483.49 28442.45 28442.64 

Entropy 0.39 0.56 0.62  0.79 0.62 0.67 

ICL-BIC 28671.03 28833.85 28992.97   28867.30 29396.16 29517.43 

Note. Average enumeration index values across replications. Higher entropy values and lower 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = two-class LPA, k = three-class LPA, and k+1 = 

four-class LPA. 
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Table 20: Likelihood Ratio Test Means and 95% Confidence Intervals for LPA K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k k+1   k k+1 

Estimated Model: LPA  

E 

480 

LMR 0.44[-0.01, 0.90] 0.48[0.00, 0.97]   0.08[-0.20, 0.37] 0.46[0.00, 0.92] 

aLMR 0.45[0.00, 0.90] 0.49[0.00, 0.98]  0.08[-0.20, 0.37] 0.46[0.00, 0.92] 

BLRT 0.56[-0.12, 1.25] 0.72[0.13, 1.31]   0.02[-0.20, 0.23] 0.62[-0.05, 1.29] 

960 

LMR 0.44[-0.02, 0.90] 0.48[0.01, 0.95]  0.00[-0.04, 0.05] 0.46[0.00, 0.92] 

aLMR 0.45[-0.01, 0.91] 0.49[0.01, 0.96]  0.00[-0.04, 0.05] 0.46[0.00, 0.93] 

BLRT 0.52[-0.16, 1.20] 0.73[0.16, 1.30]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.59[-0.10, 1.28] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.45[0.00, 0.90] 0.51[0.01, 1.02]  0.22[-0.21, 0.64] 0.46[-0.04, 0.96] 

aLMR 0.45[0.00, 0.90] 0.52[0.01, 1.02]  0.22[-0.20, 0.65] 0.47[-0.03, 0.97] 

BLRT 0.57[-0.10, 1.25] 0.72[0.12, 1.32]   0.10[-0.35, 0.55] 0.65[-0.02, 1.32] 

960 

LMR 0.46[-0.01, 0.92] 0.49[-0.02, 1.00]  0.04[-0.16, 0.24] 0.45[-0.01, 0.91] 

aLMR 0.46[0.00, 0.93] 0.49[-0.01, 1.00]  0.04[-0.16, 0.24] 0.45[-0.01, 0.91] 

BLRT 0.53[-0.14, 1.20] 0.72[0.12, 1.32]   0.01[-0.14, 0.16] 0.60[-0.09, 1.28] 

 Estimated Model: FMM 

E 

480 

LMR 0.30[-0.29, 0.90] 0.25[-0.29, 0.78]   0.01[-0.06, 0.08] 0.20 [-0.36, 0.77] 

aLMR 0.31[-0.29, 0.91] 0.25[-0.29, 0.79]  0.01[-0.06, 0.09] 0.21 [-0.36, 0.78] 

BLRT 0.43[-0.33, 1.18] 0.53[-0.24, 1.30]   0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.37 [-0.39, 1.14] 

960 

LMR 0.25[-0.28, 0.77] 0.23 [-0.25, 0.72]  0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.18[-0.33, 0.69] 

aLMR 0.25[-0.27, 0.78] 0.24 [-0.25, 0.73]  0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.18[-0.33, 0.70] 

BLRT 0.31[-0.38, 1.00] 0.46 [-0.31, 1.24]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.40[-0.35, 1.16] 

U 

480 

LMR 0.27 [-0.31, 0.84] 0.24[-0.26, 0.74]  0.02[-0.12, 0.16] 0.20[-0.35, 0.74] 

aLMR 0.27 [-0.31, 0.85] 0.24[-0.27, 0.75]  0.02[-0.12, 0.17] 0.20[-0.35, 0.75] 

BLRT 0.42 [-0.33, 1.17] 0.56[-0.22, 1.35]   0.01[-0.08, 0.10] 0.40[-0.40, 1.20] 

960 

LMR 0.19 [-0.26, 0.64] 0.22 [-0.28, 0.72]  0.00[-0.01, 0.01] 0.18[-0.34, 0.69] 

aLMR 0.20 [-0.26, 0.66] 0.22 [-0.28, 0.73]  0.00[-0.01, 0.02] 0.18[-0.34, 0.70] 

BLRT 0.29 [-0.37, 0.96] 0.52 [-0.28, 1.32]   0.00[0.00, 0.00] 0.42[-0.37, 1.22] 

Note. Means and 95% CIs were calculated across replications. Shaded columns indicate the 

correct class solution. Means and CIs for all k–1 (i.e., two-class) models were 0.00[0.00, 0.00] 

and are omitted from the table. E = equal class π, U = unequal class π, k = three-class model, k+1 

= four-class model. 
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Small class separation. When class separation was smaller (MD = 1), all 

enumeration indices struggled to select the k model, which was usually due to 

underestimating the number of classes for all indices except for entropy. The BIC, the 

nBIC, and the three LRTs were very unlikely to identify the correct model in small class 

separation conditions, due to selection of the k–1 model in 91–100% of cases across MD = 

1 conditions. Out of these indices, the BLRT had the best performance, though it was only 

6-7% accurate. Entropy, the AIC, and the AICc were more likely to overestimate class 

number than the other indices and, correspondingly, were the most accurate. However, 

their enumeration accuracy was still unacceptably low. Entropy identified the correct class 

number just 20% of the time and selected the four-class model in nearly all other cases. 

Entropy was the only index to overestimate k more frequently than underestimating k and 

was the only index to have higher accuracy in smaller class separation conditions The AIC 

and the AICc were more likely to select the k–1 model but did not have as strong of a 

proclivity for underestimation as the other information indices or the LRTs. The AIC and 

the AICc had the highest average rates of correctly identifying k when class separation was 

small, being 34% and 30%, respectively. 

The majority of enumeration indices were only impacted by sample size in larger 

class separation conditions. When class separation was smaller, the BIC, nBIC, and the 

LRTs had less than 2% discrepancy in accuracy between N = 480 and N = 960 conditions. 

The AIC and AICc were the most affected by sample size under small class separation, 

having higher accuracy with larger N. When MD = 1, the AICc was 11–12% more accurate 

when sample size was larger. The AIC had less of an increase in accuracy with larger 

samples, being 7% more accurate when N = 480 and when π were equal, but only 2% more 

when π were unequal. Entropy was more accurate when sample size was smaller across all 
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other conditions, but only differed substantially when π were unequal, more so when class 

separation was larger (9% difference) in comparison to smaller (4% difference). 

When class separation was smaller, there were few differences in accuracy between 

equal and unequal π conditions. The majority of indices had 1% or less difference between 

their enumeration accuracy when comparing equal and unequal π conditions with MD = 1 

separation. The AIC and entropy were the only exceptions, though the differences due to 

π were minor and only present when sample size was larger. Under these conditions (i.e., 

MD = 1, N = 960), the AIC and entropy both had marginally better performance when π 

were equal, with the AIC having 4% higher accuracy and entropy having 5% higher 

accuracy. 

Large class separation. All indices except for classification-based ones were more 

accurate with larger class separation. When class separation was larger, the nBIC and the 

BLRT had the best average rates of identifying the correct number of classes and both 

correctly selected the three-class model 87% of the time across other conditions. The 

classification-based indices had the worst performance on average across all conditions, as 

well as in the subset of MD = 2 conditions. The ICL-BIC never selected the true k = 3 

model and entropy did just 3.5% of the time across other conditions. Almost all of the 

classification indices’ errors were due to underestimating the number of classes when MD 

= 2. 

The nBIC was the best performing information index when class separation was 

larger. The nBIC identified the 3-class model with at least 91% accuracy. The exception 

was with unequal π and N = 480, in which the nBIC was only 64% accurate, largely due to 

underestimation of k. This condition was also the most problematic for the BIC, which 

identified the correct model in only slightly more than 1% of the cases. The BIC had the 

lowest accuracy of the information indices at 37% success rate across all MD = 2 
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conditions. The only design cell that the BIC had adequate performance was in the large 

class separation condition with equal π and N = 960 (87%). This condition also provided 

the highest enumeration accuracy of the nBIC across conditions (99%), which is also the 

highest accuracy of all enumeration indices. 

The BIC had very low rates of correct enumeration across all MD = 2 conditions 

except when π were equal and N = 960, where it selected the k = 3 model 85% of the time. 

In the comparable condition with unequal π, the BIC only selected the k = 3 model 24% of 

the time. The BIC’s accuracy was its lowest when sample size was smaller, being 15% 

accurate when classes were equal and only slightly more than 1% accurate when π were 

unequal. All the BIC errors were due to identifying the k = 2 model as best fitting (i.e., 

underestimating k). In larger class separation conditions, the AIC and the AICc were less 

accurate than the nBIC but had greater accuracy than the BIC. While the BIC and the nBIC 

were more likely to make underestimation errors when MD = 2, the errors made by AIC 

and the AICc in these conditions were almost always due to overestimating k (i.e., selecting 

the four-class model). The AIC’s performance was fairly consistent across levels of N and 

π but was still unacceptably low at 45% on average (38–48%). The AICc was a better 

enumeration index than the AIC and selected the correct k model in 66% of MD = 2 

datasets. The AIC’s and AICc’s errors were nearly always due to the overestimation of k, 

which became more likely as the sample size increased. 

The enumeration accuracies of the LMR and the aLMR were similar to those of the 

AICc, being correct in 64–65% of MD = 2 cases on average. The LMRs had a greater 

ability to identify the true number of classes when sample size was larger, particularly 

when the class sizes were equal, where they were 91.2% accurate. Their enumeration 

accuracy was its lowest when sample size was smaller and class proportions were unequal, 

being accurate only about a quarter of the time. When MD = 2, the LMR and the aLMR’s 
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model selection errors were usually due to their selection of the k = 2 model. The BLRT 

was one of the strongest performing indices (along with the nBIC) and had the highest 

average accuracy in MD = 2 conditions (87%). Like the other LRTs (and the BIC and the 

nBIC), the BLRT had the greatest difficulty identifying k = 3 in the condition pairing 

unequal π with N = 480. In this condition, it selected the correct class number 73% of the 

time, which, though less than desirable, was the highest accuracy of any enumeration index 

for this condition. Errors in this condition were usually due to underestimating class 

number. The BLRT’s performance remained quite consistent across the other three MD = 

2 conditions, being within a percentage point of 92%.  

When class separation was larger, the BIC, nBIC, LMR, aLMR, and BLRT all had 

higher enumeration accuracy when sample size was larger rather than smaller. The size of 

these differences between sample size conditions differed depending on whether π were 

equal or unequal. The BIC had the greatest boost in accuracy with increased sample size 

of all indices. BIC’s accuracy was 23% higher in the larger sample when π were unequal 

and 70% higher when π were equal. The nBIC and the three LRTs had larger differences 

between the accuracies of small and large sample size conditions when π were unequal. 

The nBIC had 30% higher accuracy when N = 960 when π were equal, but just 8% higher 

accuracy when π were unequal. The LMR and the aLMR had the largest differences 

between sample size conditions. The LMRs accuracy in the larger sample size condition 

was 28–29% higher when π were equal and 53% higher when π were unequal. The BLRT 

had stronger performance in the smaller sample size conditions than the other LRTs, so 

there was less room for improvement, and, therefore, smaller increases in accuracy with 

increased N. The BLRT’s increase in accuracy related to N was 19% when π were unequal 

and a trivial increase of 2% when π were equal. 
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In large class separation conditions, the AIC and the AICc had greater enumeration 

accuracy in smaller samples. This is not only the opposite of the pattern seen in the 

previously mentioned other indices, but also the opposite pattern of the AIC and the AICc 

when there is small separation between classes (i.e., greater accuracy when sample size 

was larger). For both the AIC and the AICc, the discrepancy between the accuracy of 

sample size conditions was larger when π were equal. When sample size was smaller, the 

AIC had 10% greater accuracy when π were equal and 6% greater accuracy when π were 

unequal. Though the AICc had greater enumeration accuracy than the AIC, the AICc was 

more susceptible to decreases in accuracy when N increased. The AICc was 23% more 

accurate in the larger sample when π were equal and 11% higher accuracy when π were 

unequal. As in small class separation conditions, entropy’s ability to identify the correct 

model was also inversely related to sample size in smaller class separation conditions. 

Though the AIC and the AICc had the same relationship with sample size when MD = 2, 

entropy was not as greatly affected by sample size as those indices. Entropy had 3% higher 

accuracy when N = 480 in equal π conditions and 9% higher accuracy when π were unequal. 

Though there were minor differences between the accuracies in equal and unequal 

π conditions when MD = 1, class proportions had a substantial impact on accuracy in larger 

class separation conditions. The majority of the indices (nBIC, AICc, entropy, LMR, 

aLMR, and BLRT) had a larger difference between the accuracies in equal and unequal π 

conditions when sample size was smaller. The AIC and BIC were the only indices that had 

a larger difference between π conditions when sample size was larger, though these 

differences were minor for the AIC. The AIC had no difference in accuracy between equal 

and unequal π conditions when N = 480, but had 4% higher accuracy when π were unequal 

if the sample size was N = 960. The AICc did not have a consistent relationship between 

class π and accuracy across sample size conditions. Like the AIC, the AICc had a small 
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(3%) increase in performance with unequal π when N = 960. Contrarily, when N = 480, the 

AIC performed better when π were equal, where it was 8% more accurate than in samples 

with unequal π. 

Though entropy had stronger performance with equal classes when class separation 

was smaller, this index had greater accuracy when π were unequal under larger class 

separation conditions. However, there was only a meaningful difference when sample size 

was smaller, where entropy had 7% higher accuracy in the unequal π condition. Entropy 

was the only index that was consistently more accurate when class π were unequal in MD 

= 2 conditions. The BIC, the nBIC, and the three LRTs (i.e., LMR, aLMR, and BLRT) all 

had higher enumeration accuracy when class π were equal rather than unequal. Out of these 

indices, the BIC was the only index that had a larger difference between equal and unequal 

π conditions when N = 960 in comparison to when N = 480. In the smaller sample size 

conditions, the BIC had 14% higher accuracy when π were equal. When sample size was 

larger, the BIC had 61% higher accuracy in the equal π condition, which is the largest 

difference related to π out of all indices across conditions.  

The nBIC was just 6% more accurate with equal π when sample size was larger. 

This discrepancy was much larger when N = 480, where the BIC had 27% greater accuracy 

when π were equal rather than unequal. The aLMR and the LMR had large differences in 

accuracy between equal and unequal π conditions. They were 12–13% more accurate when 

π were equal when N = 960 and 37% more accurate with equal π when N = 480. The BLRT 

had much smaller differences in accuracy than the other two LRTs and this difference was 

trivial when sample size was larger (<1%). When N = 480, the BLRT was 18% more 

accurate in the equal π condition than when π were unequal. 
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FMM Analysis 

This section describes the accuracy and model selections of the enumeration indices 

when only FMMs are fit to the LPA K = 3 data (see Table 21). Table 22 contains the mean 

values for the information and classification enumeration indices across replications for 

each estimated FMM. The lower half of Table 20 (previously presented) contains the 

means and the 95% confidence intervals of the LRT p-values across replications for the 

FMM analyses. The means of the information criteria, classification indices, and p-values 

of the LRTs all perfectly align with the enumeration accuracy results, so these will not be 

included in the review of these results. As seen in the analysis of this same data using LPA 

models (Table 18), no indices provided adequate enumeration accuracy in small class 

separation conditions. When class separation was larger, only the information criteria had 

high rates of selecting the true three-class model. Due to the large difference in the 

enumeration indices’ performance between smaller and larger class separation conditions, 

results for these conditions will be presented separately.  
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Table 21: Class Enumeration Percentages for FMM Analysis of LPA K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k–1 k k+1   k–1 k k+1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 91 9 0   1 96 3 

BIC 100 0 0  19 81 0 

nBIC 96 4 0  2 97 1 

AICc 92 8 0  1 97 2 

Entropy 39 11 50  57 7 36 

ICL-BIC 95 5 0  97 3 0 

LMR 62 11 26  5 38 56 

aLMR 63 11 26  6 38 56 

BLRT 75 15 10  0 59 41 

960 

AIC 76 23 0   0 95 5 

BIC 100 0 0  0 100 0 

nBIC 95 5 0  0 100 0 

AICc 79 21 0  0 96 4 

Entropy 41 11 48  56 5 39 

ICL-BIC 97 3 0  97 2 0 

LMR 64 13 23  0 41 59 

aLMR 65 13 22  0 41 59 

BLRT 65 24 12  0 66 34 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 85 15 0   4 94 3 

BIC 99 1 0  32 68 0 

nBIC 94 6 0  7 92 1 

AICc 88 11 0  4 94 2 

Entropy 23 15 62  77 10 13 

ICL-BIC 83 15 1  93 7 0 

LMR 53 16 31  9 35 56 

aLMR 54 16 30  11 34 55 

BLRT 73 18 9   4 57 39 

960 

AIC 72 27 1   0 97 3 

BIC 100 0 0  3 97 0 

nBIC 92 8 0  0 100 0 

AICc 74 26 1  0 97 3 

Entropy 22 11 66  86 6 8 

ICL-BIC 81 16 3  94 6 0 

LMR 54 14 31  0 41 59 

aLMR 56 14 29  0 41 59 

BLRT 63 23 14   0 65 35 

Note. Percentage of replications that each enumeration index selected the k–1, k, and k+1 model. 

Shaded columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = two-class FMM, k = three-class FMM, 

and k+1 = four-class FMM. 
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Table 22: Mean Information- and Classification-Based Enumeration Indices for FMM of LPA 

K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1   MD = 2 

π N Index k – 1 k k + 1   k – 1 k k + 1 

Equal 

480 

AIC 13884.57 13886.82 13891.46   14252.43 14237.50 14240.44 

BIC 13976.39 13986.99 13999.98  14344.25 14337.67 14348.96 

nBIC 13906.57 13910.82 13917.46  14274.43 14261.50 14266.44 

AICc 13886.79 13889.46 13894.56  14254.64 14240.14 14243.54 

Entropy 0.60 0.45 0.55  0.70 0.58 0.61 

ICL-BIC 14245.04 14562.96 14598.20   14546.01 14780.66 14864.81 

960 

AIC 27753.39 27754.48 27758.08   28489.68 28455.92 28458.62 

BIC 27860.46 27871.28 27884.62  28596.75 28572.72 28585.16 

nBIC 27790.59 27795.06 27802.05  28526.88 28496.50 28502.59 

AICc 27754.47 27755.76 27759.59  28490.75 28457.20 28460.13 

Entropy 0.61 0.42 0.54  0.66 0.57 0.60 

ICL-BIC 28381.51 29095.57 29115.98   29047.00 29479.58 29647.35 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 13888.55 13890.69 13894.33   14238.41 14226.02 14229.32 

BIC 13980.38 13990.86 14002.84  14330.23 14326.19 14337.84 

nBIC 13910.55 13914.69 13920.32  14260.40 14250.02 14255.32 

AICc 13890.77 13893.33 13897.43  14240.62 14228.66 14232.42 

Entropy 0.50 0.46 0.57  0.72 0.62 0.64 

ICL-BIC 14311.72 14562.50 14570.08   14518.08 14729.42 14822.51 

960 

AIC 27761.54 27763.06 27767.48   28459.59 28432.54 28435.60 

BIC 27868.61 27879.87 27894.02  28566.66 28549.35 28562.14 

nBIC 27798.74 27803.65 27811.44  28496.79 28473.12 28479.57 

AICc 27762.62 27764.35 27768.98  28460.67 28433.82 28437.11 

Entropy 0.47 0.42 0.55  0.72 0.61 0.63 

ICL-BIC 28578.00 29096.31 29098.71   28944.76 29369.17 29559.75 

Note. Average enumeration index values across replications. Higher entropy values and lower 

AIC, BIC, nBIC, AICc, and ICL-BIC values correspond with better fitting models. Shaded 

columns indicate the correct class solution. k–1 = two-class LPA, k = three-class LPA, and k+1 = 

four-class LPA. 
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Small class separation. In small class separation conditions, the majority of 

indices produced fairly equivalent accuracy rates in the FMM analyses as in LPA analyses 

of the same LPA K = 3 data (Table 18). Therefore, all indices continued to be poor 

indicators of class number with small class separation. The indices with the strongest 

performance in MD = 1 conditions were the AIC, the AICc, and the BLRT, which were 

their best when sample size was larger, though this resulted in these indices being correct 

only about a quarter of the time. Indices made both overestimation and underestimation 

errors, except for the information criteria (BIC, nBIC, AIC, and AICc) and the ICL-BIC, 

as virtually all of their enumeration errors were due to the underestimation of k.  

As seen when LPA was used to enumerate this MD = 1 data, the BIC had virtually 

zero accuracy when FMM was used for enumeration and was the poorest performing of 

the indices. While the ICL-BIC had zero accuracy when LPA was used, the index had 

higher accuracy when using FMM to enumerate. However, the ICL-BIC’s enumeration 

accuracy was only boosted by about 9%, meaning that the ICL-BIC only selected the 

correct model in an average of 10% (3–16%) of the cases when FMM was used. The 

nBIC’s accuracy also increased slightly (5%) when FMM was used on the LPA data, 

though it continued to have very low enumeration accuracy across MD = 1 conditions, only 

being 6% (4–8%) accurate across MD = 1 conditions. 

In addition to the nBIC and ICL-BIC, all three LRTs were more accurate when 

using FMM for enumeration instead of the correct LPA model. The LMR and the aLMR 

each were an average of 8% more accurate when used with FMM and the BLRT had a 

larger average increase in accuracy of 13%. The LMR and the aLMR had practically 

identical performance, both having 14% average accuracy with a range of 11–16%. The 

BLRT was the most accurate enumeration index under small class separation, having an 

average of 20% accuracy (15–24%). The BLRT also had the highest accuracy in all but 
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one of the MD = 1 conditions. In the unequal π with N = 960 condition, the BLRT’s rate 

of correct enumeration (23%) was surpassed by that of the AIC and the AICc, which had 

27% and 26% accuracy, respectively. As described previously, the errors made by the 

LRTs when estimating LPA models (Table 18) were almost entirely due to 

underestimation. When using FMM (Table 21), the LRTs were much more likely to 

overestimate the number of classes, though they were still more than twice as likely to 

underestimate k than overestimate the number of classes. The LMR and the aLMR were 

the least likely to choose the correct k model out of the three model choices. 

The three indices that were the most accurate when comparing LPA models 

(previous section, Table 18) with MD = 1 data—entropy, the AIC, and the AICc—were 

the only indices that were less accurate when FMM models were used for enumeration, 

with larger decreases in accuracy occurring in smaller sample sizes with equal π. By using 

FMM with the LPA-generated data, the AIC dropped an average of 15% and the AICc 

dropped an average of 13% in terms of accuracy. The AIC and the AICc continued to have 

higher accuracy than many of the other indices when enumerating using FMM—only the 

BLRT had higher average accuracy. Though the AIC and the AICc were two of the top 

performers in small class separation conditions, they still had little ability to identify the 

correct model. The AIC was 19% accurate (9–27%). The AICc had slightly lower 

enumeration accuracy than the AIC and correctly identified the true model an average of 

16%. Entropy identified the correct number of classes in 12% (11–15%) of small class 

separation datasets, which was an average of 8% (6–11%) lower than when LPA was used. 

Entropy was the only index that was more likely to make an enumeration error due to 

overestimation of k rather than underestimation. Entropy is more likely to overestimate k 

than underestimate k, but it is also more likely to make either one of those errors than to 

identify the correct model. 
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Large class separation. The enumeration accuracy of all indices increased with 

larger class separation, except for the classification-based indices, which had slightly lower 

accuracy than in small class separation conditions. There were large differences in accuracy 

when using FMM to enumerate the three-class LPA data in comparison to enumeration 

when the factor structure was correctly specified as an LPA model. Though the 

classification indices were only slightly more accurate when FMM was used, the 

information indices had dramatically better performance using FMM. In contrast, the LRTs 

had lower accuracy than when LPA was used. Enumeration errors made by the information 

indices and the ICL-BIC in larger class separation conditions were almost entirely due to 

the underestimation of k, as was the case in smaller class separation conditions. 

The largest differences in accuracy between LPA and FMM analyses were 

produced by the information indices, which had much stronger ability to correctly 

enumerate when used with FMM rather than LPA. The information indices also had the 

largest increases in enumeration accuracy with increased class separation, with all indices 

having at least 77% higher accuracy when MD = 2. The nBIC had the greatest differences 

between small and large class separation conditions, with the nBIC being an average of 

91% more accurate when MD = 2. The nBIC was an average of 97% accurate across MD 

= 2 conditions, making it the most accurate of all enumeration indices when class 

separation was larger. The nBIC was 100% accurate when sample size was larger. The 

nBIC’s accuracy was lower in smaller sample size conditions, though it was still high at 

92% accurate when π were unequal and 97% accurate when π were equal. The nBIC had 

the smallest gains in accuracy out of the information indices when FMM was used rather 

than LPA, being only an average of 10% more accurate across MD = 2 conditions with 

FMM. The largest difference occurred in the MD = 2 condition with N = 480 and unequal 

π, where the nBIC was 28% more accurate when enumerating using FMM rather than LPA. 
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However, the nBIC’s accuracy only increased by 0–6% in the other large class separation 

design cells since it had nearly perfect enumeration accuracy in these conditions when LPA 

was used and, therefore, had little room for improvement.  

Out of all enumeration indices, the BIC had the largest discrepancy in accuracy 

between FMM and LPA enumeration, being an average of 55% (14–73%) more accurate 

when using FMM. While the BIC had 0% accuracy when class separation was small, the 

BIC selected the true k model with 86% (68–100%) accuracy with larger class separation, 

which was the lowest accuracy of the information indices, but higher than that of all 

classification indices and LRTs. The BIC required a larger sample size to be a reliable 

indicator of the number of classes, because otherwise it tended to underestimate class 

number, particularly when π were unequal. The BIC had nearly perfect detection of the 

true class number when N = 960 (97–100%), but when N = 480, the BIC’s accuracy ranged 

from 68% when π were unequal to 81% with equal π.  

The AIC and the AICc had very strong and had nearly identical performance across 

MD = 2 conditions, both being an average of about 78% more accurate than in MD = 1 

conditions. The AICc (96%) had an average of less than 1% higher accuracy than the AIC 

(95%). The accuracy of these indices varied little across other design factors (i.e., N and 

π), being 94% accurate at the lowest (with N = 480 and unequal π) to 97% accurate (with 

N = 480 and equal π). The AIC and the AICc had much greater enumeration accuracy when 

assuming the data fit an FMM rather than an LPA. The AICc’s accuracy was an average 

of 30% higher when using FMM. These gains in enumeration accuracy were largest for N 

= 960 conditions where the AICc was 38–41% more accurate when FMMs were fit to 

detect class number. The AIC’s accuracy was an average of 51% (45–57%) higher when 

FMM was used rather than LPA. The boost in accuracy when using FMM rather than LPA 

was larger for the AIC than the AICc because of the AIC’s relatively poor performance 
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under LPA enumeration. Like the AIC, the AICc had the greatest improvements in 

accuracy with FMM enumeration in conditions with larger sample sizes (54–57% increase) 

than when sample size was smaller (45–47%). 

The three LRTs all had higher enumeration accuracy with larger class separation, 

with the LMR and the aLMR having an average of 15% (18–28%) higher accuracy and the 

BLRT’s accuracy increasing by an average of 42% (39–44%). The LMR and the aLMR 

had virtually identical accuracy across conditions, being 41% accurate when sample size 

was larger and 34–38% accurate when sample size was smaller. The BLRT had the best 

performance of the LRTs, but was only an average of 62% (57–66%) accurate across MD 

= 2 conditions. As was true in the smaller class separation conditions, the LRTs were much 

more likely to make overestimation errors when used with FMM rather than LPA when 

MD = 2. Nearly all LRT enumeration errors were due to the overestimation of k when N = 

480 and all errors were due to the overestimation of k when N = 960. The LRTs generally 

had poorer performance when using FMM than when using LPA (i.e., the true data 

structure) models were used for enumeration. The only exception to lower accuracy when 

using FMM was in a single design cell (i.e., unequal π, N = 480), in which the LMR and 

the aLMR had 9% higher accuracy when using FMM in comparison to when LPA models 

were estimated. In the other MD = 2 design cells, the LMR and the aLMR both were 24–

50% less accurate when using FMM for enumeration, making them an average of 26% less 

accurate when FMM was used in large class separation conditions.  

The classification-based indices had very low enumeration accuracy in MD = 2 

conditions and were the least likely of the enumeration indices to indicate the correct 

number of classes. Entropy and the ICL-BIC were the only indices to have lower accuracy 

in larger class separation conditions than in smaller class separation conditions, each 

dropping by an average of 5%. However, their enumeration accuracy was higher when 
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FMMs were estimated than when LPA model (i.e., the correct model structure) were 

estimated for class number detection. The ICL-BIC was only 5% (2–7%) accurate in MD 

= 2 samples, though this was 5% higher than the ICL-BIC’s 0% accuracy under LPA due 

to the index always selecting the k–1 model. The ICL-BIC’s tendency to underestimate 

class number was also present in the FMM analyses as virtually no errors were due to 

selection of the k+1 model. Entropy correctly identified k in 7% (6–10%) of the MD = 2 

samples, meaning that entropy’s accuracy was an average of 4% higher using FMM for 

enumeration than when LPA was used. As seen in small class separation conditions, 

entropy was more likely to select the k–1 model or the k+1 model over the true k model, 

meaning that overestimation and underestimation of k each occurred more frequently than 

entropy identifying the correct class number. While entropy was more likely to make 

overestimation errors in MD = 1 conditions, entropy was most likely to underestimate k 

when class separation was larger. 

Sample size. All indices had greater accuracy with larger sample sizes except for 

the classification-based indices, entropy and the ICL-BIC, not including trivial differences 

(i.e., < 1%) between comparable N = 480 and N = 960 conditions. The BIC was the index 

most greatly affected by sample size, though the effects of sample size were trivial in small 

class separation conditions. When class separation was larger, the BIC was an average of 

24% more accurate in larger sample size conditions than when sample size was smaller. 

This difference was greater in unequal π conditions (29.6%) than in equal π conditions 

(18.2%). The nBIC was less affected by sample size in comparison to the other information 

indices, but displayed the same positive relationship between sample size and accuracy. 

Like the BIC, the nBIC’s discrepancy between N = 480 and N = 960 conditions was larger 

in conditions with larger class separation and unequal π. When there was large class 

separation, the nBIC was an average of 5% more accurate in large sample size conditions 
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with a maximum of an 8% difference when π were unequal. When there was smaller class 

separation, the nBIC had less than a 1% difference between the accuracies in N = 480 and 

N = 960 conditions when π were equal and a 2% difference when π were unequal. The AIC 

and the AICc were also more accurate when enumerating larger samples, though sample 

size only had a large impact on their accuracy when class separation was smaller. In small 

class separation conditions, the AIC and the AICc were about 13% more accurate when 

sample size was N = 960 rather than N = 480. When class separation was larger, the AIC 

and the AICc were only impacted by sample size when π were also unequal, both having 

about 3% higher accuracy in larger samples. 

The BLRT was consistently more accurate with larger sample sizes across class 

separation and π conditions. Under smaller class separation, the BLRT had less discrepancy 

in accuracy between smaller and larger sample sizes when π were unequal (5% difference) 

than when π were equal (9% difference). The BLRT was about 7.5% more accurate when 

sample size was larger for both equal and unequal π conditions. The LMR and the aLMR 

had less discrepancy between their performances in smaller and larger sample size 

conditions than the BLRT or the information indices. This discrepancy was minor when 

class separation was small, being less than 2% for both equal and unequal π conditions. 

When MD = 2, the LMR and aLMR were an average of 4–5% more accurate when sample 

size was larger. This increase in enumeration accuracy was largest when π were unequal 

(6–7% increase) than when π were equal (2.5% increase). 

The classification-based indices were the least affected by sample size, and they 

were also the only indices that had increased accuracy in smaller samples. Entropy’s 

enumeration accuracy was an average of 2.6% higher when N = 960 rather than N = 480. 

Entropy was most impacted by sample size when π were unequal, where entropy was 

consistently 4% more accurate in small sample size conditions. When π were equal, there 
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was a small improvement (2.0%) in accuracy with smaller sample sizes when class 

separation was smaller and a negligible difference when MD = 1 (0.2%). The ICL-BIC had 

the fewest differences in accuracy between sample size conditions and only differed by a 

little more than 2% with both equal π and smaller class separation, where the ICL-BIC was 

2.4% more accurate when N is smaller. 

Class proportions. Class proportions had less of an impact on enumeration 

accuracy than sample size, as there were few substantial differences between equal and 

unequal class proportion conditions. The classification-based indices were the only indices 

to consistently be more accurate when class π were unequal rather than equal, though some 

of these differences were meaningful. Entropy only had non-trivial differences (i.e., >1%) 

between equal and unequal π conditions when sample size was larger. When N = 960, 

entropy was 3–5% more accurate in unequal π conditions than when π were equal, with 

this difference being largest when MD = 2. The ICL-BIC was the most greatly affected by 

class π of all enumeration indices, being an average of 8% more accurate when π were 

unequally distributed. The differences between the ICL-BIC’s accuracy in equal and 

unequal π conditions were largest when class separation was smaller, where the index was 

an average of 12% (10–14%) more accurate when π were unequal. When class separation 

was larger, the ICL-BIC’s performance was an average of 4% (3.6–4.4%) higher when π 

were unequal. 

The BIC was the only index, other than the ICL-BIC, that differed by more than 

10% in enumeration accuracy across equal and unequal π conditions. However, unlike the 

ICL-BIC, the BIC had greater accuracy when π were equal and its differences between π 

conditions were largest when MD = 2. The BIC was the only index to consistently have 

greater accuracy when π were equal in large class separation conditions. When MD = 2, 

the BIC’s accuracy was an average of 8% higher in equal π conditions than in unequal π 
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conditions. However, the size of this difference can largely be attributed to the smaller 

sample size conditions, where the BIC was 14% more accurate when π were equal than 

when unequal. In the MD = 2 conditions with larger sample size, the difference between 

the BIC’s accuracy in equal and unequal π conditions was less than 3%.  

One of the enumeration indices least affected by class π was the nBIC. The nBIC 

was an average of 2% more accurate in unequal π conditions when class separation was 

small and 2% more accurate in equal π conditions when class separation was larger. When 

class separation was small, the nBIC was 3% higher in unequal π conditions when sample 

size was also small, but just 1.6% higher when sample size was larger. When class 

separation was larger, there was only a difference in accuracy when sample size was 

smaller, where the nBIC’s accuracy was 5% higher when π were equal rather than unequal. 

There was 0% difference between equal and unequal π conditions when both sample size 

and class separation was larger due to the nBIC having perfect enumeration in both 

conditions.  

Class proportions had a larger effect on the AIC and the AICc in smaller class 

separation conditions, where both indices had greater accuracy when π were unequal. 

However, these increases in accuracy were small, with the AIC’s accuracy being an 

average of 5% higher and the AICc’s accuracy about 4% higher in unequal π conditions. 

When class separation was larger, both indices had slightly higher accuracy when π were 

equal rather than unequal. These differences were their largest when sample size was also 

smaller, as the differences when N = 960 were both about 1%. When sample size was 

larger, the AIC’s accuracy was 2% higher in equal π conditions and the AICc’s accuracy 

was 3% higher. 

The LRTs had minimal differences between their enumeration ability in equal and 

unequal π conditions, particularly when sample size was larger, in which all differences 
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were less than 2%. The LMR and the aLMR had greater accuracy with unequal π in smaller 

class separation conditions, with both indices’ accuracy increasing 5% when sample size 

was smaller. In larger class separation conditions, the indices were more accurate when π 

were equal, though these differences were trivial when N = 960. When N = 480, the LMR 

and the aLMR had 4% higher accuracy in unequal π conditions. The BLRT had the smallest 

differences between equal and unequal π of all the enumeration indices. The differences 

between equal and unequal π conditions were less than 2%, except when comparing the 

conditions with small class separation and sample size, where the BLRT was 3% more 

accurate when π were unequal. 

 

MODEL SELECTION ACCURACY 

This section examines the enumeration indices’ ability to discriminate between 

models differing in both class number (k–1, k, and k+1) and mixture model structure (LPA 

and FMM) and detect the true model out of the six estimated models. Model selection 

accuracy is defined as the percentage of replications that the correct model was identified. 

While the correct mixture model structure may not be identified, the enumeration indices 

may correctly enumerate by selecting the correct k number of classes but select the 

incorrect mixture model structure. Therefore, enumeration accuracy, the percentage of 

replications in which an index selects either the LPA or FMM model with k classes, will 

also be reported where it differs from the overall model selection accuracy. The LRTs (i.e., 

LMR, aLMR, and BLRT) cannot be used for non-nested model comparisons, so only the 

performance of the information indices (i.e., AIC, BIC, nBIC, and AICc) and the 

classification indices (i.e., entropy and ICL-BIC) are presented. 
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Two-Class FMM Data 

When analyzing two-class FMM data, the information indices performed well with 

respect to identifying the correct model out of the six models estimated, particularly the 

BIC and the nBIC, which maintained 95% or greater accuracy across all conditions (see 

Table 23). The information indices always identified an FMM as the best fitting model, 

meaning they always selected a model with the correct mixture model structure. The BIC 

had perfect model selection accuracy in nearly all conditions, with the one exception being 

the condition with equal π, small class separation, and smaller sample size, where it 

identified the true model in 95% of replications. The few errors made by the BIC were due 

to selection of the one-class FMM. The BIC was the only information index to make any 

errors due to underestimation of k, as all the other information index errors were due to 

selection of the three-class FMM. The nBIC identified the true model an average of 98% 

of replications across conditions. The nBIC was 100% accurate when class separation and 

sample size were both larger and was the least accurate under smaller sample size and 

separation conditions (95%). Class π had no effect on the BIC’s ability to identify the true 

model. 
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Table 23: Model Selection Percentages for FMM and LPA Models Fitted to FMM     

K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1 MD = 2 

π N Index F1 F2 F3 L1 L2 L3 F1 F2 F3 L1 L2 L3 

Equal 

480 

AIC 0 91 9 0 0 0 0 95 5 0 0 0 

BIC 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 0 95 5 0 0 0 0 98 2 0 0 0 

AICc 0 92 8 0 0 0 0 96 4 0 0 0 

Entropy 0 13 6 0 30 50 0 1 0 0 89 10 

ICL-BIC 84 13 3 0 0 0 98 2 0 0 0 0 

960 

AIC 0 92 8 0 0 0 0 95 5 0 0 0 

BIC 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 0 98 2 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 

AICc 0 92 8 0 0 0 0 96 4 0 0 0 

Entropy 0 14 5 0 27 54 0 0 0 0 95 5 

ICL-BIC 84 14 3 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 0 89 11 0 0 0 0 92 8 0 0 0 

BIC 5 95 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 0 95 5 0 0 0 0 98 2 0 0 0 

AICc 0 90 10 0 0 0 0 94 6 0 0 0 

Entropy 0 4 1 0 74 20 0 0 0 0 98 2 

ICL-BIC 96 4 0 0 0 0 100 0 74 0 0 0 

960 

AIC 0 89 11 0 0 0 0 94 6 0 0 0 

BIC 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 0 97 3 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 

AICc 0 90 10 0 0 0 0 95 5 0 0 0 

Entropy 0 4 1 0 84 12 0 0 0 0 100 0 

ICL-BIC 97 3 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 

Note. The percentage of replications that enumeration indices selected each of the 

possible six models: F1 = one-class FMM, F2 = two-class FMM, F3 = three-class FMM, 

L1 = one-class FMM, L2 = two-class FMM, L3 = three-class FMM. The sum of 

percentages across the six models may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Bolded 

columns indicate the true model (F2). Shaded columns indicate models with the correct 

number of classes (F2, L2). 
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The AIC and the AICc had high rates of correct model selection, though they more 

likely to overestimate class number than the BIC and nBIC. Across all conditional variables 

the AIC and the AICc were an average of 92% and 93% accurate, respectively. Out of the 

conditional variables, the degree of separation between classes had the greatest impact on 

the AIC and the AICc’s model selection accuracy. These indices were 4–5% more likely 

to make an overestimation error due to selection of the k+1 FMM when class separation 

was smaller. The percentage of correctly identified models increased by about 2% when π 

were equally distributed for both the AIC and the AICc. Sample size had a negligible 

impact on both indices. The AICc had virtually no difference between N = 480 and N = 

960 conditions, while the AIC’s model selection accuracy increased by an average of just 

1% when sample sizes were larger. 

The classification indices had very low model selection accuracy across conditions, 

with entropy and the ICL-BIC identifying the correct model in 5% and 4% of replications, 

respectively. Entropy selected an LPA model as the best representation of the data in the 

majority of replications in MD = 1 conditions and virtually all replications when MD = 2. 

Though entropy had low model selection accuracy, it frequently identified the correct 

number of classes, but incorrectly selected the two-class (k) LPA model. In conditions 

where entropy was more likely to select the true model (i.e., two-class FMM), it was also 

more likely to select a three class (k+1) LPA model over one with two classes (k). 

Therefore, entropy had the lowest enumeration accuracy in conditions where it was more 

likely to identify the true model. In other words, the more likely entropy was to identify 

the true model out of the six model choices, the less likely it was able to also identify the 

true number of classes.  
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Entropy had higher enumeration accuracy, but lower model selection accuracy, 

when there was unequal π, larger sample size, and larger class separation. Entropy was 

substantially impacted by class separation and it identified the correct class number in an 

average of 96% of the replications when MD = 2. While entropy’s enumeration accuracy 

was only 41–43% in equal π conditions when class separation was smaller, the index had 

90–95% enumeration accuracy when separation was larger. The benefits of unequal π for 

entropy’s enumeration accuracy was only truly apparent in small class separation 

conditions, where its enumeration accuracy gained an average of 40%. The ICL-BIC’s 

model selection accuracy was nearly identical to that of entropy. However, unlike entropy, 

the ICL-BIC never selected the LPA model (i.e., incorrect model structure) with the true 

number of classes, meaning that the ICL-BIC’s enumeration accuracy was always only 

equal to its model selection accuracy. The ICL-BIC’s errors were almost due entirely to it 

identifying the k–1 FMM, a model with the correct mixture structure but underestimated 

class number. 

Three-Class FMM Data 

This section presents the model selection accuracy of the enumeration indices with 

data generated according to a three-class FMM. As can be seen in Table 24, none of the 

enumeration indices provided adequate model selection accuracy or enumeration accuracy 

when there was small separation between classes. When there was large class separation, 

the information indices’ ability to identify the correct model increased substantially, 

whereas the classification-based indices continued to perform poorly. Entropy was the only 

index to correctly enumerate the data without identifying the correct mixture model 

structure by selecting the three-class LPA model, which primarily occurred when there was 

small class separation. Across all conditions, entropy was always more likely to select the 
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three-class LPA model over the true FMM model. The information indices always 

identified an FMM as best-fitting, meaning that while they did not always correctly 

enumerate, they always identified the true mixture structure. Due to substantial differences 

in the accuracy of indices in large and small class separation conditions, the results of these 

conditions will be discussed within dedicated class separation subsections. 
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Table 24: Model Selection Percentages for FMM and LPA Models Fitted to FMM     

K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1 MD = 2 

π N Index F2 F3 F4 L2 L3 L4 F2 F3 F4 L2 L3 L4 

Equal 

480 

AIC 78 17 5 0 0 0 0 89 11 0 0 0 

BIC 100 0 0 0 0 0 17 83 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 93 7 0 0 0 0 1 95 4 0 0 0 

AICc 82 14 3 0 0 0 1 90 9 0 0 0 

Entropy 34 2 0 52 9 2 14 0 0 85 2 0 

ICL-BIC 74 6 1 0 0 19 96 3 0 0 0 0 

960 

AIC 65 25 10 0 0 0 0 90 10 0 0 0 

BIC 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 90 9 1 0 0 0 0 99 1 0 0 0 

AICc 67 23 9 0 0 0 0 90 10 0 0 0 

Entropy 38 0 1 59 2 1 7 0 0 93 0 0 

ICL-BIC 53 2 0 0 0 45 97 3 0 0 0 0 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 76 16 9 0 0 0 2 88 10 0 0 0 

BIC 99 1 0 0 0 0 28 72 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 92 7 0 0 0 0 5 92 3 0 0 0 

AICc 81 13 6 0 0 0 2 90 8 0 0 0 

Entropy 17 1 0 63 19 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 

ICL-BIC 69 4 2 0 0 25 95 5 70 0 0 0 

960 

AIC 63 27 10 0 0 0 0 91 9 0 0 0 

BIC 99 1 0 0 0 0 2 98 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 88 11 1 0 0 0 0 98 2 0 0 0 

AICc 65 26 9 0 0 0 0 91 9 0 0 0 

Entropy 11 0 0 71 17 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 

ICL-BIC 43 2 1 0 0 54 95 5 0 0 0 0 

Note. The percentage of replications that enumeration indices selected each of the 

possible six models: F1 = one-class FMM, F2 = two-class FMM, F3 = three-class FMM, 

L1 = one-class FMM, L2 = two-class FMM, L3 = three-class FMM. The sum of 

percentages across the six models may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Bolded 

columns indicate the true model (F3). Shaded columns indicate models with the correct 

number of classes (F3, L3). 
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Small class separation 

All enumeration indices had low rates of model selection and enumeration accuracy 

in small class separation conditions. The AIC and the AICc were the top performing 

enumeration indices, but they only correctly identified the correct model in about 20% of 

the replications across MD = 1 conditions. The AIC and the AICc were at most 27% and 

25% accurate, respectively, which occurred when sample size was larger and class π were 

unequal. The BIC and the nBIC were also more accurate with larger samples and unequal 

class π, though the differences between the accuracies of equal and unequal π conditions 

were minor for all enumeration indices. Conversely, in larger samples, the classification-

based indices had lower accuracy, both in terms of model selection and enumeration. 

Almost all the errors made by the information indices in small class separation 

conditions were due to selection of the two-class FMM, a model with the correct mixture 

structure but underestimated k. The BIC almost always selected this model (99–100%), 

meaning that it was less than 1% accurate in MD = 1 conditions. The nBIC had slightly 

higher accuracy than the BIC (8%) and made overestimation of k errors very rarely. The 

AIC and the AICc were more likely to identify the four-class (k+1) FMM as best-fitting 

than the other information indices, but were always more likely to select the true three-

class FMM and most likely to select the two-class (k–1) model.  

While the information indices never selected an LPA model, the classification-

based indices did frequently, particularly when sample size was larger and class π were 

unequal. When the ICL-BIC selected an LPA as best-fitting, it only selected the LPA with 

k+1 classes. Like the information-based indices, the ICL-BIC most frequently selected the 

two-class FMM, particularly when sample size was smaller. When N = 960, the ICL-BIC’s 

selection of the four-class LPA increased, being the ICL-BIC’s most frequently selected 
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model in the N = 960, unequal π condition. The ICL-BIC very rarely identified the true 

three-class FMM, being only 2% accurate when N = 960 and 4–6% accurate when N = 480.  

Entropy’s pattern of model preference differed greatly from the other enumeration 

indices, as it was always more likely to select an LPA model over one with the true FMM 

structure. Entropy most frequently identified the two-class LPA model as the best 

representation of the data out of the six possible models. The other two models most 

frequently identified by entropy were the two-class FMM and the three-class LPA models. 

The two-class FMM was the second most frequently selected by entropy in equal π, MD = 

1 conditions. When π were unequal, entropy’s preference for LPA models grew. However, 

entropy’s increased selection of LPA models when π were unequal also increased entropy’s 

enumeration accuracy due to an increase in selection of the three-class model. In these 

conditions (i.e., unequal π and MD = 1), entropy identified the true three-class FMM in 0–

1% of the replications, but identified the correct class number 17–20% of the time due to 

selecting the three-class LPA model.  

Large class separation 

Model selection accuracy greatly increased with larger class separation for all 

enumeration indices except entropy, which never identified the true model. While entropy 

had occasionally correctly identified k by selecting the three-class model with the wrong 

mixture model structure (i.e., LPA) in MD = 1 conditions, this was a rare occurrence when 

MD = 2. With equal π and N = 480, entropy correctly enumerated in 2% of the replications, 

but failed at identifying the true class number in the other three MD = 2 conditions. Entropy 

was the only enumeration index to ever select an LPA model as best fitting. Entropy’s 

tendency to select the two-class LPA model was greater in larger class separation 

conditions, and errors were almost entirely due to selecting this model. Though the ICL-
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BIC was generally more accurate with greater separation between classes, these increases 

were minor, and the index continued to have very low rates of correct model selection (3–

5%) and selected the two-class FMM in the remaining 95–97% of replications. 

While the information indices were largely unable to identify the correct model in 

small class separation conditions, they were highly accurate in the majority of large class 

separation conditions. The nBIC was the top performing index and identified the correct 

model in an average of 96% of replications in MD = 2 conditions. The BIC and the nBIC 

both had nearly perfect accuracy in MD = 1 conditions with a larger sample size (98–99%). 

The accuracy of both indices decreased along with sample size and unequal π, but the BIC 

was the most greatly impacted by these conditional variables. When N = 480, the nBIC 

identified the correct model in 92% of unequal π replications and 95% of equal π 

replications; the BIC’s accuracy in equal π conditions decreased to 83% when π were equal 

and just 72% when π were unequal. The AIC and the AICc had only minor differences 

across levels of sample size and class π and maintained close to 90% accuracy across these 

conditions. These indices only differed in small sample size conditions, where the AICc 

had 1–2% higher accuracy than the AIC. When class separation was larger, the nBIC, the 

AIC, and the AICc were more likely to make model selection errors due to overestimating 

k (i.e., F4) as opposed to underestimating k (i.e., F2), as was the case in small class 

separation conditions. The BIC continued to be most likely to make errors due to 

underestimation of class number, though errors were only substantial in N = 480 conditions. 

Two-Class LPA Data 

This section presents the model selection accuracy and enumeration accuracy of the 

indices when comparing six models estimated with data generated according to a two-class 

LPA (see Table 25). Across all design cells, the information indices were most likely to 
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select the true model out of the six models. Though they did not have as much success as 

they did with FMM data, the BIC and the nBIC were generally reliable indicators of the 

true model and class number. Unlike the model selection results using FMM data, all 

indices at times identified the correct class number, but the incorrect model type by 

selecting the two-class FMM model. No indices demonstrated preference for a specific 

type of mixture model consistently across conditions and identified both LPAs and FMMs 

as the true structure. 
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Table 25: Model Selection Percentages for FMM and LPA Models Fitted to LPA       

K = 2 Data 

      MD = 1 MD = 2 

π N Index F1 F2 F3 L1 L2 L3 F1 F2 F3 L1 L2 L3 

Equal 

480 

AIC 0 2 3 2 47 46 0 6 2 0 48 45 

BIC 0 0 0 20 79 0 0 2 0 0 98 0 

nBIC 0 1 2 5 91 1 0 4 1 0 94 1 

AICc 0 2 3 2 69 24 0 6 2 0 68 24 

Entropy 0 20 57 0 1 23 0 2 18 0 1 80 

ICL-BIC 0 5 0 95 0 0 3 2 0 96 0 0 

960 

AIC 0 2 1 0 43 54 0 6 1 0 35 58 

BIC 0 0 0 1 99 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 

nBIC 0 1 0 0 99 0 0 3 0 0 97 0 

AICc 0 3 1 0 56 40 0 7 1 0 48 44 

Entropy 0 18 56 0 0 26 0 0 24 0 4 72 

ICL-BIC 0 12 0 88 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 0 8 7 6 38 40 0 7 2 0 50 41 

BIC 3 3 0 42 52 0 0 2 0 0 98 0 

nBIC 1 10 2 20 66 1 0 7 1 0 91 1 

AICc 0 9 7 10 54 20 0 7 1 0 70 22 

Entropy 0 7 44 0 13 36 0 1 23 0 2 74 

ICL-BIC 8 0 0 91 0 0 71 0 1 28 0 0 

960 

AIC 0 6 2 1 44 48 0 5 2 0 45 49 

BIC 0 3 0 17 80 0 0 1 0 0 99 0 

nBIC 0 7 0 4 89 0 0 3 0 0 97 0 

AICc 0 7 2 1 54 37 0 5 1 0 55 39 

Entropy 0 7 39 0 4 50 0 0 24 0 2 75 

ICL-BIC 1 2 0 97 0 0 78 0 0 22 0 0 

Note. The percentage of replications that enumeration indices selected each of the 

possible six models: F1 = one-class FMM, F2 = two-class FMM, F3 = three-class FMM, 

L1 = one-class FMM, L2 = two-class FMM, L3 = three-class FMM. The sum of 

percentages across the six models may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Bolded 

columns indicate the true model (L2). Shaded columns indicate models with the correct 

number of classes (F2, L2). 
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The nBIC and the BIC were the top performing indices for model selection. The 

nBIC was the most accurate index overall, having 90% model selection accuracy and 95% 

enumeration accuracy on average across all conditions. The BIC was also a strong 

performer, but had slightly lower accuracy, being 88% accurate in model selection and 

90% accurate when selecting class number. Both the BIC and the nBIC were more accurate 

indicators of the correct model and class number when there was larger class separation. 

While the nBIC was the strongest model selection index overall, the BIC had slightly 

higher accuracy than the nBIC in larger class separation conditions, where the BIC 

identified the correct model in 98–100% of the replications and had perfect enumeration 

accuracy. In MD = 2 conditions, the nBIC had an average of 97% accuracy and had perfect 

enumeration accuracy when sample size was larger. When sample size was smaller, the 

nBIC had lower but still high accuracy, being 94–97% accurate in terms of model selection. 

Model selection errors made by the BIC and the nBIC in large separation conditions were 

largely due to the selection of the two-class FMM, meaning that they correctly enumerated 

but identified the wrong model structure. 

The nBIC and the BIC were more accurate when sample size was larger and class 

π were equal. The benefits of a larger sample size and equal π did not have a substantial 

impact on their accuracy when class separation was larger, but produced noticeable 

differences in performance when there was less class separation. In smaller class separation 

conditions, if both of these data properties (i.e., equal π and larger N) were met, the BIC 

and the nBIC were both excellent detectors of the true model (with 99% accuracy). When 

class separation was larger, the BIC only made errors due to the identification of the F2 

model. When MD = 1, the BIC mostly made errors due to the identification of the one-

class LPA, a model with the true mixture structure but an underestimation of k. The BIC 

never overestimated class number by selecting the three-class FMM or LPA as the best-
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fitting model. The nBIC also usually made errors due to the selection of the one-class LPA, 

though it was more likely to select the F2 model than the BIC and on occasion, though 

rarely, overestimated k. The BIC and the nBIC were their least accurate in the condition 

with unequal π and smaller sample size and class separation. Here, the BIC identified the 

true model in just 52% of the replications (55% enumeration accuracy) and the nBIC 

selected the true model in 66% of the replications (77% enumeration accuracy). Though 

the nBIC performed much more poorly in comparison to its accuracy in other conditions, 

the nBIC was the most accurate enumeration index in this design cell. 

The AIC and the AICc were the least accurate of the information indices, having 

an average of 44% and 59% model selection accuracy across conditions, respectively, and 

enumeration accuracy rates being only about 5% higher. The AICc consistently 

outperformed the AIC, having about 10% higher accuracy in N = 480 conditions and 20% 

higher accuracy in N = 960 conditions. These indices were more accurate with a smaller 

sample size, except for when both sample size and class separation were smaller, in which 

the indices had equal (i.e., AICc) or lower (i.e., AIC) accuracy when sample size was 

smaller. Except for the condition with unequal π and smaller class separation, the AIC and 

the AICc had fairly consistent performance across smaller sample size conditions, with the 

AICc having 68–70% accuracy and the AIC having 47–50% accuracy. The indices were 

least accurate in the condition with larger class separation, larger sample size, and unequal 

π (AIC = 35%; AICc = 48%). The AIC and the AICc most frequently made errors due to 

the selection of the three-class LPA model, meaning that they frequently overestimated 

class number, but identified the true mixture structure. 

The classification-based indices were the poorest performing indices in terms of 

model selection and enumeration accuracy across conditions. The ICL-BIC only identified 

the true number of classes in an average of 3% of the replications across conditions and 
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never selected the true model. The ICL-BIC’s errors were due to underestimating k, but the 

one-class model selected, FMM or LPA, differed across conditional factors. When there 

was smaller class separation and/or equal class proportions, the ICL-BIC usually identified 

the one-class LPA model. In conditions with both unequal π and larger class separation, 

the ICL-BIC selected the one-class LPA model in about 25% of the replications and 

identified the one-class FMM as the true model in all other replications. The ICL-BIC was 

most likely to identify the correct number of classes (though never the true model) when 

there was less separation between classes, equal π, and a larger sample size, selecting the 

two-class FMM in 12% of the replications when these 3 conditional factors were combined. 

Entropy identified the true model in an average of 3% of the replications and the 

correct number of classes in 10% of the replications across conditions. Entropy had a strong 

tendency to overestimate k and never identified a one-class model. When class separation 

was smaller, entropy had higher enumeration accuracy, but lower model selection 

accuracy. In these conditions, entropy indicated the k+1 model in 80–90% of the 

replications, usually due to selection of the three-class FMM, except for the condition with 

unequal π and N = 960, where it most frequently selected the three-class LPA. Entropy was 

more likely to select the true mixture model structure (i.e., LPA) when there was larger 

class separation, though it was very unlikely to identify the correct number of classes (3% 

enumeration accuracy) due largely to the selection of the three-class LPA, which it 

identified in 72–80% of the replications. Entropy had its strongest performance in the 

condition with unequal π, N = 480, and MD = 1, which is where the most accurate 

enumeration indices, the BIC and nBIC, performed their worst. Though this condition 

produced entropy’s highest enumeration accuracy, it still performed much more poorly 

than any of the information indices, choosing either the k FMM or LPA model in 13% of 

replications. 
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Three-Class LPA Data 

This section describes the model selection and enumeration accuracy of the 

enumeration indices when comparing six models fit to three-class LPA data. As can be 

seen in Table 26, none of the indices were reliable indicators of the true model, though the 

information indices were frequently successful at enumerating in larger separation 

conditions by selecting the three-class FMM. The model selection accuracy of all 

enumeration indices was lower when there was greater separation between classes, though 

the rate at which the information indices were able to correctly enumerate increased due to 

increased selection of the three-class (k) FMM model. Due to the inadequate performance 

of the other indices in small class separation conditions, the AIC and the AICc had the 

highest overall model selection and enumeration accuracy. The AIC had the highest model 

selection accuracy at 16%, while the AICc identified the true model in an average of 14% 

of the replications across conditions. The AICc had the highest average enumeration 

accuracy, selecting a three-class (k) model in 61% of the replications, and the AIC had an 

average of 58% enumeration accuracy. Coinciding with the presentation of model selection 

accuracy with the three-class FMM data, the following results will be presented separately 

for small and large class separation conditions due to the considerable differences between 

the results in these conditions. 
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Table 26: Model Selection Percentages for FMM and LPA Models Fitted to LPA       

K = 3 Data 

      MD = 1 MD = 2 

π N Index F2 F3 F4 L2 L3 L4 F2 F3 F4 L2 L3 L4 

Equal 

480 

AIC 17 4 0 30 27 22 1 79 3 0 4 13 

BIC 6 0 0 94 0 0 18 81 0 1 0 0 

nBIC 23 2 0 73 1 0 2 96 1 0 0 0 

AICc 24 5 0 49 18 4 1 91 2 0 3 3 

Entropy 34 3 24 0 8 30 14 5 1 78 2 0 

ICL-BIC 38 4 0 58 0 0 14 0 0 86 0 0 

960 

AIC 18 10 0 22 27 24 0 79 4 0 3 14 

BIC 10 0 0 90 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 26 2 0 72 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 

AICc 21 10 0 32 25 13 0 86 3 0 2 8 

Entropy 38 3 23 0 6 30 6 2 1 91 0 0 

ICL-BIC 40 1 0 59 0 0 6 0 0 94 0 0 

Unequal 

480 

AIC 7 5 0 38 29 20 3 75 2 0 4 15 

BIC 2 0 0 98 0 0 25 66 0 9 0 0 

nBIC 9 2 0 88 1 0 6 91 1 1 1 0 

AICc 9 5 0 61 22 4 4 86 2 0 5 3 

Entropy 19 2 31 0 8 40 0 8 1 75 10 6 

ICL-BIC 19 12 1 67 0 0 0 1 0 99 0 0 

960 

AIC 5 8 0 32 31 24 0 77 3 0 3 17 

BIC 1 0 0 99 0 0 3 97 0 0 0 0 

nBIC 6 2 0 92 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 

AICc 6 9 0 41 32 12 0 86 3 0 3 8 

Entropy 14 3 29 0 7 47 0 6 0 92 1 0 

ICL-BIC 14 14 2 70 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 10 

Note. The percentage of replications that enumeration indices selected each of the 

possible six models: F1 = one-class FMM, F2 = two-class FMM, F3 = three-class FMM, 

L1 = one-class FMM, L2 = two-class FMM, L3 = three-class FMM. The sum of 

percentages across the six models may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Bolded 

columns indicate the true model (L3). Shaded columns indicate models with the correct 

number of classes (F3, L3).  
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Small class separation 

When there was less separation between classes, all indices identified the two-class 

LPA model the most frequently out of the six model choices, except for entropy, which 

never selected this model. Entropy was the only index with a tendency to overestimate k 

rather than underestimate k, and it was the only index to ever select the four-class FMM. 

The entropy index had high propensities for the two-class FMM, particularly when π were 

equal, as well as the two four-class models. Entropy selected four-classes with the correct 

mixture structure (i.e., LPA) more frequently than the FMM, and the likelihood that it 

selected the LPA model was larger when π were unequal. Out of the three class number 

possibilities, entropy was least likely to select one of the true k models, leading to it having 

just 7% model selection accuracy and 8% enumeration accuracy.  

The AIC and the AICc had the highest model selection accuracy of the indices, 

though they only identified the correct model in an average of 29% and 24% of the 

replications across MD = 1 conditions, respectively. The indices both selected the true k 

FMM in an average of 7% of the replications, making the enumeration accuracy of the AIC 

and the AICc equal to 35% and 31%, respectively. Like entropy, the probability that the 

AIC and the AICc would select each model were fairly evenly dispersed across the six 

model choices, though they never selected the k+1 FMM. The AIC and the AICc correctly 

identified the data as LPA in most replications. The two-class (k–1) LPA was generally 

more likely to be selected than the four-class (k+1) LPA. However, the true, three-class 

LPA was the most frequently identified by these indices when class separation was smaller. 

The AIC was more likely to select the true model than the AICc, but the AICc, though they 

performed similarly when sample size was larger, differing by just 2%. Increased sample 

size improved the AICc’s model selection and enumeration accuracy when class separation 

was small, but only impacted the AIC’s enumeration accuracy. The AICc was also more 
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greatly affected by class π than the AIC, though both indices were more accurate when π 

were unequal.  

As was true for the FMM data, the BIC and nBIC were much less capable model 

selection indices with k = 3 data and had very low accuracy when there was smaller class 

separation. The majority of the BIC’s and the nBIC’s errors were due to underestimating 

k. By far, the most likely selection of these indices was the two-class LPA model, meaning 

that they usually selected the correct mixture structure. The nBIC was more likely to select 

an FMM than the BIC but was slightly more accurate. That said, the BIC was completely 

inaccurate and the nBIC had just 1% model selection accuracy and 3% enumeration 

accuracy. These indices were very unlikely to identify the k or k+1 LPA model.  

The ICL-BIC had similar results to those of the BIC and the nBIC in small class 

separation conditions. Specifically, it never identified the true model and rarely correctly 

enumerated by selecting the k FMM, having just 8% enumeration accuracy on average. 

Like the BIC and the nBIC, the ICL-BIC usually selected the two-class LPA, but the ICL-

BIC was less likely to do so, favoring the k or k–1 FMMs. The ICL-BIC was more likely 

to select an FMM when class π were equal, particularly the two-class model. When π were 

unequal, the ICL-BIC’s enumeration accuracy increased due to an increased likelihood of 

selecting the three-class FMM.  

Large class separation 

The model selection accuracy of all the indices was lower in larger separation 

conditions than when there was less class separation. The BIC, nBIC, and ICL-BIC had 

virtually 0% model selection accuracy in smaller class separation conditions. The AIC, 

AICc, and entropy identified the true model on a rare occasion, all having approximately 

3.5% model selection accuracy on average across MD = 2 conditions. These indices had 
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the highest model selection accuracy when sample size was larger and class π were 

unequal. The highest accuracy rate was found in the combination of these variables, with 

entropy identifying the true model in 10% of the replications. The three-class FMM, the k 

model with incorrect mixture structure, was the most likely model to be selected by the 

information criteria across larger class separation conditions. In consequence, the 

information criteria were generally able to identify the true class number even though they 

had low model selection accuracy. The nBIC had the highest enumeration accuracy of the 

enumeration indices in larger class separation conditions, selecting a three-class model in 

an average of 97% of the replications. 

The nBIC had decreased ability to enumerate (i.e., selecting the k FMM less 

frequently) when sample size was smaller and when π were unequal. The BIC’s 

enumeration accuracy was also impacted by these factors, but to a much larger degree. 

While the BIC and the nBIC both had perfect to nearly perfect enumeration accuracy when 

sample size was larger, the BIC only had 86% enumeration accuracy on average across 

MD = 2 conditions due to its poorer performance in N = 480 conditions. When sample size 

was larger, the nBIC had perfect enumeration and the BIC was 100% accurate when π were 

equal and 97% accurate when π were unequal. The probability of the nBIC selecting a k 

model was lower when sample size was smaller, though it still maintained high 

enumeration accuracy, being 96% when π were equal and 91% when π were unequal. The 

BIC had more substantial drops in enumeration accuracy with a smaller sample size. In N 

= 480 conditions, the BIC had decent enumeration accuracy when π were equal (81%), but 

was an inadequate enumerator when π were unequal where it was just 66% accurate in 

terms of enumeration. The nBIC and the BIC very rarely selected a model with the true 

LPA mixture structure and nearly always underestimated k when they made enumeration 
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errors. Therefore, most enumeration errors made by the BIC and the nBIC were due to their 

selection of the two-class (k) FMM as best-fitting. 

The AIC and AICc rarely identified the correct model, but were usually able to 

enumerate correctly, largely due to their selection of the three-class FMM. Despite the AIC 

having higher model selection accuracy than the AICc, the AICc was more likely to 

identify the true number of classes. The AICc’s enumeration accuracy was about 10% 

higher than that of the AIC. On average, across larger separation conditions, the AICc 

selected a three-class (k) model in 91% of the replications while the AIC had 81% 

enumeration accuracy. Though the other indices almost never overestimated k, the AIC and 

the AICc did so in an average of 18% and 8% of the MD = 2 replications, respectively. 

This was largely due to their frequent selection of the four-class LPA model, which was 

selected more frequently by the AIC than the AICc. While the frequencies that the AIC 

and the AICc selected each model were fairly equivalent, the AICc was more likely to 

select the k FMM instead of the four-class LPA, which caused the AICc to have higher 

enumeration accuracy than the AIC. The AIC and the AICc’s enumeration accuracies were 

slightly higher when π were equal and sample size was smaller. The accuracies of the 

indices were their highest in the equal π, N = 480 condition, where the AIC identified the 

correct class number in 83% of the replications and the AICc identified k correctly in 94% 

of the replications.  

The classification-based indices were the only indices to have lower enumeration 

accuracy when class separation was larger. Entropy and ICL-BIC both rarely, if ever, 

selected the three-class (k) FMM as the best-fitting model, leading them to have 

enumeration accuracies of 9% and 0%, respectively. The classification indices were largely 

successful at identifying the mixture model structure as LPA. However, they nearly always 

selected the two-class LPA model, thereby underestimating k. When π were equal, the two-
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class FMM was the second most common model selected by entropy and the only other 

model selected by the ICL-BIC other than the two-class LPA. Entropy’s enumeration 

accuracy was higher when sample size was smaller, being highest in the condition with 

unequal π and N = 480, where it selected a three-class model in 17% of the replications. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion  

 

 

Previous research concerning enumeration index performance has largely focused 

on their ability to identify the number of classes in the population when all estimated 

models have a correctly specified within-class factor structure (e.g., Henson et al., 2007; 

Lubke & Muthén, 2007; Nylund et al., 2007; Peugh & Fan, 2013). This simulation study 

sought to clarify the effect of misspecifying the within-class structure on class enumeration 

and to determine the differences in how enumeration was impacted in two competing 

mixture model specifications, FMM and LPA. In the current study, using LPA to determine 

class number was less successful than FMM, even when an LPA model was used for data 

generation. This section will discuss the findings of this study, beginning with a holistic 

comparison of enumeration accuracy in LPA and FMM, followed by a more detailed look 

at patterns of individual enumeration indices and the influence of conditional factors. 

 

COMPARISON OF ENUMERATION ACCURACY IN FMM AND LPA 

This section provides a broad overview of enumeration in FMM and LPA by 

examining the average enumeration accuracy of indices across four factors manipulated in 

this simulation study: true class number (K), sample size (N), class mixing proportions (π), 

and class separation (MD) conditions. Table 27 summarizes the enumeration accuracy of 

each mixture modeling method when the true mixture structures of the data were FMM, 

LPA, and collapsed across all data (i.e., both FMM and LPA data). Comparing enumeration 

accuracy of FMM and LPA model fittings elucidates the differences in the enumeration 

indices performance under these mixture models. The bolded column under the FMM Data 
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heading provides the average enumeration accuracy of all indices when selecting between 

three estimated FMMs varying in class number (i.e., K–1, K, and K+1) and have a correctly 

specified within-class model (i.e., the data are truly FMM). 

 

 

Table 27: Average Enumeration Accuracy of FMM and LPA Across Conditional 

Factors by Data Model 

  FMM Data   LPA Data   All Data 

Index Est. Model:   FMM LPA Mean   LPA FMM Mean   LPA FMM Mean 

AIC 74 0 37  44 75 60  22 74 48 

BIC 72 0 36  52 71 62  26 72 49 

nBIC 75 0 37  69 75 72  35 75 55 

AICc 74 0 37  56 75 66  28 75 51 

entropy 23 42 33  9 19 14  25 21 23 

ICL 4 0 2  0 7 4  0 6 3 

LMR 74 2 38  60 41 51  31 57 44 

aLMR 74 2 38  60 41 50  31 57 44 

BLRT 74 0 37   69 58 64   35 66 50 

Across Indices     60 5 33   47 51 49   26 56 41 

Note. Average percentage of replications that the correct class solution was selected by 

each enumeration index across levels of K, MD, π, and N, grouped by the true mixture of 

the data (FMM Data, LPA Data, or All Data) with separate columns for FMM and LPA 

model fittings within each. Average values across indices are provided in the bottom row. 

Bolded columns represent that the estimated model is correctly specified given the true 

structure of the data. 
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As can be seen in Table 27, the information criteria and LRTs provided adequate 

enumeration accuracy in the majority of FMM data conditions, all having about 74% 

accuracy on average across conditional factors. When K = 2, class separation did not have 

much of an impact on enumeration, but there was much higher accuracy when MD = 2 

when there were truly three classes. Errors made when enumerating two-class FMM data 

were largely due to overestimation (except for the ICL-BIC, which underestimated K), and 

errors were usually due to underestimation of K when the data had three classes in the 

population. There is an average of 60% accuracy across all indices and conditional factors, 

due to the poor performance of the classification-based indices being poor enumerators. 

While this is not an adequate overall accuracy rate, FMM data had a much higher likelihood 

of being correctly enumerated when fit to an FMM rather than an LPA model. 

When this same FMM data were enumerated using LPA estimation, there was only 

an average of 5% accuracy across all enumeration indices and conditions. Looking at Table 

27, it is clear that none of the enumeration indices are able to identify class number reliably 

in FMM-generated data when they are determined from LPA model fittings. All 

information criteria never selected the correct number of classes, in favor of a model that 

overestimates class number. The three LRTs also had essentially 0% accuracy due to 

selecting the k+1 model. The only index that has higher average enumeration accuracy 

when FMM data are fit to an LPA model rather than an FMM is entropy.  

Entropy was the only index to have acceptable enumeration accuracy rates across 

any of the design cells. Specifically, it was able to reliably detect K in FMM data with LPA 

when K = 2 and there was larger separation between classes, where it was an average of 

96% accurate. However, entropy did not have a strong performance when the true class 

number was greater than two or when there was less separation between classes. Thus, 

entropy’s overall performance was only an average of 42% correct in its estimation of class 
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number, making it an unreliable indicator of the true number of classes. With the exception 

of entropy in K = 3 conditions, all enumeration errors were due to overestimation of class 

number. Therefore, if a researcher only used LPA on FMM data, it is highly likely that they 

would overestimate the number of classes. 

This finding was expected, as this was demonstrated in Lubke and Neale’s (2005) 

study. Though the focus of their study was model selection accuracy of the indices for LPA 

and CFA comparisons, they included limited FMM conditions as part of the study design 

(i.e., estimation of two-class FMM). This included fitting K = 2 FMM data (with classes 

defined by differences on the continuous latent factor mean, as in the current study) to LPA 

models with two (K), three (K+1), or four classes (K+2). Classes in their FMM data were 

differentiated only by their factor mean, as was the case in the current study. Their study 

did not provide all model selection percentages, so the exact enumeration accuracy rates 

when FMM data were fit to LPA models were not provided in their results. However, the 

average values of the enumeration indices (AIC, BIC, nBIC, and aLMR) were provided for 

the estimated models, and as the current study showed, the relative size of these average 

values aligns with model selection. The average values of the three information criteria 

indicated that they favored the four-class solution. Judging by the average p–values 

provided, the aLMR was slightly less at risk of making an overestimation error, as it 

indicated the three-class solution as best fitting.  

Lubke and Neale (2007) found that the aLMR’s preference for the K+1 (i.e., three-

class) model and the AIC, BIC, and nBIC’s preference for the K+2 (i.e., four-class) model 

indicates that information criteria may be more likely to overestimate class number than 

the LRTs when FMM data are fit to LPA models only. The current study did not estimate 

models with more than K+1 classes, but there is weak evidence that the LMR LRTs are not 

as likely to overestimate classes as the information criteria when only fitting LPAs to FMM 
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data. Though the enumeration accuracy rates were very low, the LMR and the aLMR 

identified the correct class solution in at least some of the replications, primarily in K = 3 

conditions. The information criteria selected the K+1 model in 100% of replications when 

FMM data were fit to LPA models, regardless of the true number of classes or any of the 

other data-generating conditions. Also corresponding with Lubke and Neale’s (2005) 

study, is that class number is likely to be overestimated by information criteria and LRTs 

when FMM data are fit to LPAs for enumeration, regardless of class separation. The AIC, 

BIC, nBIC, and aLMR all preferred a model with at least one more class than there was in 

truth in both their small (MD = 1.5) and large (MD = 3) data generating conditions. The 

authors concluded that “restricting the analysis to fitting only LPMs would lead to an 

overextraction of classes” (Lubke & Neale, 2005, p. 516). 

To the best of my knowledge, Lubke and Neale’s (2005) research is the only 

simulation study that fits both FMM and LPA models to the same data. However, there 

were many unanswered questions remaining, which the current study sought to answer. 

The focus of their study was model selection accuracy of enumeration indices, particularly 

in their ability to identify CFA data (i.e., homogenous data with 1–2 continuous factors) 

from LPA data (i.e., heterogenous data with 2–3 latent classes but no continuous factors). 

Since model selection accuracy was the primary outcome in their research, they did not 

report enumeration accuracy rates of the indices when the within-class factor structure was 

misspecified. They did provide average enumeration index values that aid in determining 

what model would have been selected most frequently if the analyses were constricted to 

a specific mixture modeling approach, but no overall enumeration accuracy rates are 

provided for misspecified models. Also, the only one factor FMMs that were fit were k = 

2, meaning that they did not include estimation of all the FMMs that would be needed to 

determine its enumeration accuracy. 
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Lubke and Neale’s (2006) study provided evidence that there is a risk of 

overestimating class number when data with continuous latent factors is fit to latent profile 

models. However, the study design did not allow for the investigation into whether LPA 

and FMM differ in their ability to identify the correct number of classes when the factor 

structure is misspecified. This had not been addressed previously in a simulation study, but 

researchers have suggested that there may be increased risk of underestimating class 

number if only FMMs are fit to LPA data. The is due to the potential for a portion of the 

common variance due to population heterogeneity may be incorrectly attributed to the 

continuous latent factor, potentially decreasing the number and distribution of latent classes 

in the selected model (Bauer & Curran, 2004; Lubke & Neale, 2006).  

In Table 27, the two center columns for LPA data show the average enumeration 

accuracy for each index across K, N, π, and MD conditions for LPA estimation and FMM 

estimation. The bolded LPA Data column provides the overall enumeration accuracy of 

each index across data generating conditions when fit to LPA models, meaning the 

estimated LPA model was correctly specified as the true data structure. While the FMM of 

FMM data had an overall accuracy of 60%, the LPA of LPA data had an overall accuracy 

of 47%. Again, the classification-based indices had very low accuracy, which was due to 

the overestimation of class number by entropy and the underestimation of K by the ICL-

BIC. Excluding these two indices, the overall accuracy increases to 59% (80% when K = 

2 and 38% when K = 3). The nBIC and BLRT had the highest accuracy at an average of 

69% across all data-generating conditions. The performance of individual indices and the 

impact of conditional factors will be discussed in greater detail in a later section.  

The enumeration accuracy rates for FMM model fittings to the exact same LPA-

generated data are provided in the non-bolded LPA Data column of Table 27. 

Counterintuitively, the average enumeration accuracy across indices was higher when the 
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LPA data were estimated with FMM rather than using the true LPA specification, 51% vs. 

47%, respectively. The enumeration accuracy was higher for all information criteria and 

classification-based indices, while it dropped for the LRTs. Therefore, under the conditions 

and model specification used in the current study, a researcher would have the greatest 

likelihood of correctly enumerating LPA data when it was fit to an FMM rather than the 

true LPA specification when using the information criteria for class determination 

decisions. The AIC, AICc, and nBIC all provided an average of 75% enumeration accuracy 

when they were obtained from an FMM estimation, and the BIC’s was slightly lower at 

72%. The overall accuracy rates of the information indices are very similar in FMM 

analyses of FMM data and LPA data, differing by 1% at most.  

Furthermore, underestimation of classes was not more likely when enumerating 

LPA data with FMM. Several had previously theorized this could lead to underestimation 

of K due to some of the covariance between items due to the presence of latent classes 

being inaccurately accounted for by the continuous latent factor in the estimated model 

(e.g., Steinley & Brusco, 2011b; Clark et al., 2013). However, the results of this study 

indicate that the reverse is true for the majority of enumeration indices. The most greatly 

affected were the BIC and the two LMRs, which underestimated an average of 30% more 

frequently when L3 data were fit to LPA models than when fit to FMMs.  

 

ENUMERATION INDEX PERFORMANCE ACROSS DATA CONDITIONS 

Five factors were manipulated in this simulation study to evaluate their effect on 

model selection: data generating mixture model (i.e., FMM or LPA), true class number, 

sample size, class separation, and class mixing proportions (π). These conditional 

properties all affected enumeration accuracy, but mostly in combination with one another. 
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Class separation was a predominant determining factor of accuracy of the enumeration 

indices. All enumeration indices did poorly when there were more classes in the population 

and little class separation between classes and more classes (K = 3), in which all were 

highly likely to select a model with too few classes. The information criteria and LRTs had 

greater accuracy when there were fewer classes in the population, as they were less likely 

to underestimate the true number of classes. However, this was primarily when there was 

less separation between classes. 

Class proportions did not have a large overall effect – on average across conditions, 

the proportion of replications that were correctly enumerated were equivalent in equal and 

unequal π. However, when unequally distributed class proportions were combined with a 

smaller sample size, many of the enumeration indices had great drops in performance. In 

LPA analysis of L2 data (more highly parameterized models than FMM), none of the 

information criteria were able to reliably detect the presence of two-classes when the data 

being analyzed combined unequal π, small separation, and smaller sample size. The 

combination of these three factors led to the greatest drops in enumeration accuracy within 

data conditions, due to the classes being less distinct than when class separation was larger 

or class π were equal. McLachlan and Peel (2000) demonstrated this in plots of the normal 

mixture density of two classes. When classes were equally sized, their combined 

distribution began to take on a bimodal appearance when classes were separated by two 

standard deviations. When classes were unequally distributed, π1 = .75 and π2 = .25, the 

classes did not become easily distinguishable, as indicating by signs of bimodality, until 

they were separated by four standard deviations. These were the same class proportions 

used for conditions with two classes and unequal π in the current study, which also 

indicated that greater separation was needed to detect K when classes were unequally sized. 
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The BIC was just over 50% accurate in the condition with the least distinguishable 

classes, where it’s proclivity for underparameterized models was strongest. The BIC’s 

accuracy greatly increased when either the sample size increased (81% accurate) or class 

separation increased (100%). This aligns with the research of Nylund et al. (2007), which 

indicated that the BIC had greatest difficulty selecting the true K model when classes were 

unequally sized, particularly when sample size was smaller. In FMM K = 3 data, the BIC 

had nearly perfect enumeration accuracy when there was larger class separation, except in 

the smaller sample size condition with unequal π.  

The nBIC also had lower accuracy when enumerating smaller samples of unequally 

distributed classes, which was particularly noticeable with LPA estimation (i.e., the more 

highly parameterized models). However, all decreases due to conditional factors were 

much more minimal for the nBIC than the BIC. The BIC never overestimated class number, 

due to its more severe penalty for overparameterization. The benefit of using the sample 

size adjusted version, the nBIC, was clear in smaller sample size conditions, particularly 

when only LPA models were estimated. As is usually the case, the LPA models estimated 

in the current study were more highly parameterized than the FMMs estimated. In FMM 

specification, classes were distinguished by only by their difference from the baseline 

group factor mean (i.e., class with mean fixed to zero), so each additional class only added 

two parameters to the model.  

The LRTs also performed more poorly when class proportions were unequally 

sized. However, the BLRT was better able to detect the presence of an additional, more 

frequently than the LMR and the aLMR. While the BLRT had fairly consistent 

performance across conditions (other than LPA estimation of FMM data, where all LRTs 

and information criteria had low accuracy), it was rarely more accurate than the nBIC on 

average across N, π, and MD conditions. The nBIC and BIC were most likely to make 
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underestimation errors, particularly the BIC, which has been found to be underpowered 

and conservative throughout enumeration studies including these indices (e.g., Henson et 

al., 2007; Lubke & Neale, 2006; Morgan, 2015; Yang, 2006). However, some previous 

research found the BIC to be the most accurate of all enumeration indices. While Nylund 

et al. (2007) concluded that the nBIC may have greater utility than the BIC when 

proportions were unequally distributed, the BIC had greater overall accuracy. However, 

the researchers had much greater separation between classes in their study, with each class 

being separated by at least MD = 4. Such great separation makes it more likely that 

enumeration indices will overestimate K, which led to the BIC being less likely to select 

an underparameterized model. 

In the conditions with less distinguishable classes (i.e., unequal π, smaller N, less 

separation), almost all errors of the BIC, nBIC and three LRTs were due to selecting a 

model with too few classes. The AIC and the AICc were more likely to identify the true 

number of classes than the other enumeration indices when fitting LPA models to data with 

three classes and smaller class separation. All enumeration indices were likely to 

underestimate class number under these conditions, but the AIC and the AICc’s tendency 

to select overparameterized model led them to be more accurate than the other indices. The 

AIC was more accurate than the AICc when class size was smaller due to the AICc 

selecting the K–1 model more frequently than the AIC. 

The AICc and AIC performed very similarly across most conditions, particularly 

when FMMs were the only models estimated, in which the AICc was usually just 1% more 

accurate than the AIC. The largest discrepancies between the AIC and AICc occurred when 

LPA models were estimated, which were more highly parameterized than the FMMs when 

three or four classes was specified by the model. The AIC had greater accuracy than the 

AICc when enumerating LPA data that had a greater number of classes with little 
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separation between them. Therefore, the AIC had greater accuracy than the AICc when 

selecting between more highly parameterized models when the data truly had a larger 

number of class-varying parameters.  

The AICc had greater accuracy than the AIC in all other LPA model fittings, other 

than those fitted to FMM data, in which all enumeration indices (other than entropy) 

overestimated class number. The FMMs were not as parameterized as the LPA models, so 

the AIC and AICc did not have as great of tendency to select a higher order model (i.e., 

model with more classes) when the models being compared were FMMs, though they were 

still less likely to underestimate (and select the correct model) than the other information 

criteria (i.e., BIC and nBIC). This aligns with research indicating that the AIC is the most 

reliable enumeration index in conditions which the other top performing enumeration 

indices (i.e., BIC, nBIC, LRTs) are the most likely to underestimate classes, such as when 

small sample size is paired with very unequal class π (Morgan, 2015; Morgan et al., 2016) 

or small class separation (Henson et al., 2007). 

The AICc had greater accuracy than the AIC when there was a greater likelihood 

that the AIC would overestimate class number, which occurred when the data had fewer 

classes or a greater number of classes that had larger separation between them. As expected, 

the AICc demonstrated the greatest advantage over the AIC when sample size was smaller. 

This aligns with the results of Morgan et al. (2016), which indicated that the AICc had 

greater utility as an enumeration index than the AIC. However, the researchers found much 

greater discrepancies between their accuracy rates than in the current study, with the 

AICc’s overall accuracy being double that of the AIC (AIC = 33%, AICc = 65%). These 

results indicate that while the AIC and the AICc may be of use when the both the true data 

structure and the estimated model are more highly parameterized, the AICc is likely to 

provide less biased results.  
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Mixture modeling is a time and computation intensive procedure, which makes the 

inclusion of a greater number of conditional factors more difficult to study. The findings 

of this simulation study are characterized by a number of limitations. This study only 

included two levels of each of conditional variable manipulated in data generation (N, π, 

MD, K, mixture modeling specification). It is likely that had additional or different values 

been used, the included enumeration indices would have had a different hierarchy of 

enumeration accuracy. Had this study included smaller sample sizes, larger numbers of 

classes in the population (K), and more unequal class proportions, it is likely that the AIC 

and the AICc would have had more equivalent performance to the nBIC and the BIC. 

Another quality of this study that prevents widespread generalizability is that no other 

assumptions other than within-class factor structure were violated. Data were generated to 

be normally distributed and variances were generated and estimated as being equal across 

classes, which both can impact enumeration accuracy.  

The parameterization of the data-generating and estimation models is another 

limitation. The models used represent relatively simplistic mixture model structure with as 

few class-varying parameters as possible, given the true number of classes and number of 

indicators. The parameters that varied across classes were used because they are the default 

specifications when fitting FMM and LPA models in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-

2017), and though the assumptions of these model specifications may not always be 

realistic, they are the most frequently used in practice. In both the FMM- and LPA-

generated data, classes were distinguished by their means on the observed variables, though 

in FMM data, these observed means were modeled as being a result of the class-specific 

means on the continuous latent factor. Though item means differed between classes, all ten 

items were generated to have the same mean within each class. These means were 
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generated to be equal across items so that the degree of class separation would be the same 

for all the ten items, meaning all items contributed equally to distinguishing classes rather 

than having items with varying degrees of separation. It is possible that the results of this 

study may have differed if the data was generated so that the degree of separation, and 

therefore observed variable means, varied across the ten items. This data generation 

attribute could have contributed to the stronger performance of FMM in comparison to 

LPA. LPA could potentially be better able to identify the correct number of classes than 

FMM in such a scenario since this estimation method identifies classes by the individual 

item mean differences rather than by the continuous latent factors. This limitation of the 

study could be addressed in future research by comparing LPA and FMM using data 

generated to have differing degrees of class separation on the observed variables is an 

avenue for future research. 

There are many parameters other than indicator means that may differentiate 

classes, particularly in FMM, where item intercepts could have been used to define the 

separation between classes, as well as permitting class-varying factor loadings. However, 

estimating many class-varying parameters diminishes interpretability of the latent classes 

and factor, and the estimation of such a large number of parameters often leads to Heywood 

cases. The most common FMM specification distinguishes classes by their mean on the 

continuous latent factor, as was done in the current study. The difference in the number of 

parameters estimated in LPA and FMM also affects model selection, as was seen in the 

AIC and the AICc’s greater tendency to select overparameterized models when using LPA 

for enumeration. While this could be seen as a limitation, it is also the quality of FMM that 

gives it the greatest advantage over LPA – providing greater power due to using a more 

parsimonious model (Muthén, 2006).  
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There are many directions for future research given the simplicity of the latent class 

models used in this study. Future research should compare these methods under less ideal 

assumptions, such as when there are a larger number of class-varying parameters in the 

population and/or estimating model. There are many estimated parameters that can be used 

to define classes other than the ones that were allowed to be freely estimated across classes 

in this study. FMM and LPA may have more equivalent or divergent enumeration accuracy 

rates when data generation models include more class-specific parameters and when the 

indicator means used to differentiate classes represent different sampling distributions. 

Likewise, results may differ if the FMM and LPA model specifications in estimation allow 

different or additional parameters to vary across classes. Another important area of future 

research is the impact of using each of the model specifications on classification of 

individuals. Though FMM estimation produced higher enumeration accuracy rates than 

LPA model fittings, the inclusion of a latent class factor will change the interpretability of 

the latent classes and could change the defining traits of those grouped together in a latent 

class.  

 

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This research expanded upon previous research that demonstrated the increased risk 

of overestimating the number of latent classes when only LPA models are fit to FMM data 

for enumeration. The current study found that not only did LPA estimation produce lower 

enumeration accuracy rates when data were generated according to an FMM, but LPA 

estimation also led to lower enumeration accuracy rates when it was a correctly specified 

model (i.e., LPA-generated data). Though the LRTs were less accurate when enumerating 

using models with a misspecified within-class structure, the information criteria had 
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increased ability to detect the true number of classes when used with FMM estimation 

regardless of the true mixture structure of the data. The information criteria, particularly 

the nBIC, also had the most consistent and predictable performance across the manipulated 

data generating conditions. Both LPA and FMM data were most likely to be correctly 

enumerated when used with information criteria and FMM estimation, making them the 

most reliable indicators of the true number of classes. All enumeration indices were unable 

to identify K when LPA models were fit to FMM data, with the exception of entropy in 

several MD = 2 conditions when K= 2. However, it had such poor and unpredictable 

performance across all other design cells that it cannot be recommended as an indicator of 

class number. In conclusion, this simulation study supports the use of FMM estimation for 

enumeration. 

However, using FMM for enumeration does not necessitate an FMM as the final 

solution, or mean that FMM will be the best representation of the data. A researcher’s 

model selection decision will largely be guided by what method is most appropriate for the 

research question or purpose of identifying the latent classes. For example, consider a math 

aptitude assessment with of positively correlated items, which a researcher wants to use to 

identify groups of students differing in math aptitude. While this data could be represented 

with single continuous latent factor (i.e., CFA) representing math aptitude, this does not 

provide model-based classification and diagnostic thresholds on continuous latent factors 

are often difficult to find (Muthén, 2006), meaning that LPA would be a more appropriate 

analysis. A comparison of LPA models indicates that there are three groups of students: 

one group that performs poorly on procedural ability items, one group that performs poorly 

on visuospatial ability items, and one larger group who perform well across all items. 

Identifying the students that belong to each of these latent groups can inform academic 
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interventions so that those who are struggling with visuospatial or procedural ability items 

receive specialized instruction in those areas.  

Alternatively, FMM may be a better approach to modeling the data if the researcher 

wants to not only identify groups of students based on their math ability, but also obtain a 

measure of where students lie on the math ability spectrum within each group. This method 

not only provides a summary of a student’s primary problem areas by determining what 

latent group they are a member of, but also provides the degree of severity of each student’s 

math deficits through their score on the class-specific continuous latent factor. While the 

FMM specifications in the current study assumed measurement invariance across classes, 

these models could permit intercepts, residuals, and factor loadings to vary across classes, 

meaning that the latent factor may represent different constructs within each class. 

Essentially, LPA treats the latent class factor as an explanatory variable while FMM treats 

it as a moderating variable, meaning that it affects the magnitude and direction of the 

relationships between variables as a function of class. Therefore, a researcher’s decision 

depends on not only the fit of the models, but which is most interpretable given the purpose 

of the analysis.  
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